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Abstract
The Vilnius Standard Photometric System is said to have several advantages over other photo-
metric systems; reduction procedures free of systematic errors! a homogeneous set of standard
stars, accurate dereddening, spectral classification and calibration of physical parameters for
normal stars, and a good detection rate of abnormal stars. To investigate these, two southern,
open star clusters (Omicron Velorum and Kappa Crucis) have been measured in the Vilnius sys-
tem. The observations were used to derive astrophysical parameters such as age ((454l5)x106
and (10 * 3)x106 years respectively), composition (both solar metallicity), distance to the clus-
ters (m-M =5Tg4+0.02 and 12T18+0.05), interstellar reddening alongour light of sight to
the clusters (Ev-v = 0T00+0.02 and 0T3t+0.09), and cluster membership probabilities for
the individual stars. These compared favorably with the consensus of similar analyses made
by observers using other photometric systems, with one exception being the distance to Kappa
Crucis ((--M) = 11T59).
As no stars further south than declination 
-26" have been measured in the (original) Vilnius
System, it was necessary to calibrate the local system to the standard system by measuring
equatorial stars common to both. To alleviate this problem in the future, suitable southern
stars were measured to form a southern standard system. Initially bright stars evenly spread
across the sky were calibrated - this will ensure any future observing programme will have
nearby standards. The next phase of the programme was to calibrate the E"region stars - this
is a set of stars in common use as southern standards in other photometric systems. The final
phase was to calibrate a sequence of stars near the south celestial pole - producing a set of
stats so that the same standards can be observed at any time during the year. This southern
standard system could not be completely established in the time available (it is approximately
50% finished), due to the larger than expected uncertainties in the mea.surements largely caused
by the atmospheric effects of the Mount Pinatubo eruption.
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Chapter L
Introduction to Photometric Systems.
l-.1 Possible information found from Spectroscopy.
Sonre possible sources of information about stars and interstellar material are electro-magnetic
radiation (of all wavelengths, for example gamma rays, X-rays, ultra-violet (UV), visible light,
infrared, or radio waves), cosmic rays (consisting of high energy electrons, protons, and heavier
nuclei, plus neutrons and mesons, with some anti-nratter), neutrinos and anti-neutrinos, and,
perhaps one day, gravitational waves. Traditionally most measurements have been made of em
radiation, with observations in the optical region having the longest history. Generally e-m
observations give information only about the surface of stars, while neutrinos give complemen-
tary information about stellar cores. As this work concerned a visible light measuring system,
a brief outline of the information that can be found from this region will be given next 
- 
any
university undergraduate textbook on quantum mechanics or e-m radiation should be referred
to for more detail.
A 'black body' is defined as any object that absorbs all incident light (at all wavelengths)
and reflects none. It is also a perfect emitter of light, producing a continuous spectrum in a
way that only depends on it's temperature;
(1.r)
E is the energy emitted per second, per unit wavelength interval, per unit (surface) area of the
black body, into a unit solid angle, h is Planck's constant, lr is Boltzmann's constant, c is the
speed of light, ,\ is the wavelength and 7 is the (absolute) temperature. Black bodies do not
actually existr but any hot, opaque solid, liquid or (compressed) ga.s will behave approximately
like one.
Two important results for black bodies are best seen in the following equations (which can
I lf Quantum black holes exist, they are expected to radiate as a black body via quantum fluctuationa in the
eize of their event horizon
1-l
r-2
be derived from equation f .l). The first is Wien's displacement law
Photometfic Systems
\^orT = 2.9x107 (A in A) ( 1.2)
which states the black body emission has it's maximum intensity at the waveleugth ,\,rro", and
this 'peak' wavelength shifts to shorter wavelengths as the temperature increases. The second
result is Stefan's law
I=oTa (1.3)
which states that the total energy emitted (i.e. over all wavelengths) per second per unit area
(.I) increases (rapidly) with temperature, where a is Stefan's constant.
Thus the temperature of a black body can be measured in three ways; fitting a black body
curve to the measured spectrum, measuring the maximum intensity wavelength, or measuring
the total energy emitted (over all wavelengths). The latter is not generally used due to diffi-
culties in calibrating the measurements in absolute units, measuring the radius or angular size
of the object (which is difficult for stars) and covering a sufficiently large wavelength range (to
approximate the complete range).
If a star is spherical (radius rt) and has the same temperature over it's entire surface, then
the total energy emitted by the star is
L o<. IR? (1.4)
Approximating the star as a black body with an effective surface temperature (7") gives
t o.TlR?
Normalizing by dividing with solar units (subscript O) gives
L=(L\nrn\'
," - \%/ \ft"/
This is more commonly used in logarithmic form
.LT"Rlogr" =4log,'-*Ztos;i.

























Figure 1.1: Black Body emission spectra at different temperatures over the optical wavelength
regiou. The temperatures correspond to the effective surface temperatures of M0 V (3900 /0,
K0 V (5050 ftJ, G0 V (5940 ftJ, F0 V (7290 10, A0 V (9590 /rl, and B0 V (31480 .Irl stars 
-Temperatures taken from Appendix 3 of Straiiys (1992). The emitted energy is plotted using
the logarithm (to base l0) as the maximum energy (for each temperature) varies by a factor of
104.
the main sequence) 
- 
if the star is non-spherical or has a non-uniform temperature distribution,
then the radius or temperature may be replaced by effective parameters (averaged over the star's
surface).
Light can be described by both wave and particle models,z with the connection between the
models given by
E=hu-hc/\ (1.7)
where .E is the energ;r of the particle (called a photon), lr is Planck's constant, c is the speed
of light through the medium (usually a vacuum), and v,,l are the frequency and wavelength
respectively of the em wave. This is often used in alternate form
E=lu
where c.r is the angular frequency (w = 2rv) and h = h/2tr.
(1.8)
2What are normally considered particles, for example electmns or atomar can also be deecribed by both
particle and wave models.
l-4 Photometric Systems
This particle/wave duality has important consequences when combined with the quantum
nature sf matter. The energy states of atomic and molecular systems are found to only occur
in certain discrete values (i.e. they are 'quantized') rather than being free to take any value
from a continuous range. To change the state of a system, it must absorb (or emit) energy
corresponding to the difference in energy between it's initial and higher (or lower) final energy
state. Thus a syetem can only absorb a photon if the photon's wavelength corresponds to a
energy, via equation 1.7, that will excite the system to a higher level from it's current state. The
converse applies when an excited system decays to a lower energy level by emitting a photon;
the photon's wavelength corresponds to the difference in energy levels.
However, quantum systems may have some energy states so closely spaced together that
they merge to form a continuous energy band, with the system able to take on any energy level
within the band. This is more common in larger systems, as, according to the correspondence
principle, any quantum system behaves more like a classical system (which can have any energy
from a continuous range) as it's size increases.
The energy states of concern here are the 'bound' electrons which orbit the nucleus of an
atom. An electron excited to a higher energy state moves to another orbit which is, on average,
further from the nucleus than the initial orbit.3 If the electron receives enough energy that it
escapes from the attraction of the nuclei's electric field, the atom is said to be ionized. Such
'free'electrons are actually then part of a much Iarger quantum system (of all the neighboring
atoms and other free electrons) which has an continuous energy band from the ionisation energy
upwards. Purther, the energy levels of the atom change when it becomes ionized and changes
again each time it loses another electron.
The quantum states (and transition probabilities) are unique to each element, meaning the
resulting pattern of absorption (or ernission) lines allow that element to be identified. However
the absence of an element's absorption lines (in a star) does not mean the element itself is
absent as the star's surface may not be at the right tenrperature and pressure to nraintain a
large enough population of atoms excited to the right energy levels that the lines can be seen
(in the wavelength region observed).
Consider the hydrogen atom; to a good approximation it's energy levels are
(l .e)
where n is the quantum state, ranging from the ground state (n : 1) to the ionisation level
(n = m). Thus the wavelength of a photon arising from a transition from the n; initial state
3The electrons don't follow well defined orbits (in the sense of planets orbitinga star) but instead have their










Figure 1.2: Example of the hydrogen Balmer series of absorption lines. The star is 0 Vir, an
A0 V type star, whose spectrum was measured by Gunn & Stryker (1983).
to the n; final state is
ll1
^n4-4'
the photon being absorbed if q ( ny or emitted if n; > ni. For instance, the Balmer series of
lines arises when one of the quantum states is n = 2 and the other is n > 2. Given that the
first line in the Balmer series (f/o, between the n = 2 and n = 3 energy levels) corresponds to
,\ = 6564 A, th" next lines in the series occur at Hp = 4861A, fl - 4342 A, H5 = 4102 A etc.
The lines become increasingly packed together (in wavelength) as the series increases, ultimately
stopping at .tr = 3646 A when the atom is ionized. As the electron can take on a continuum
ofenergies above the ionisation level, this absorption 'line'spreads out over all wavelengths for
,\ < 3646 A. .l,n example of the Balmer series iu a star is shown by Figure 1.2.
Clearly the Balmer series is only seen in stars which are hot enough to maintain a large
population of hydrogen atoms (on the star's surface) excited to the first energy level. However,
if the star is too hot then most of the hydrogen is ionized and the Balmer series is not seen.
Hence the intensity of the Balmer lines indicate the temperature of the star's surfacel unfortu-
nately the strength initially increases with temperature and then decreases again with further
temperature increases. The lines also sharpen, and so increase their strength, with increasing
pressure (i.e. surface gravity 
- 
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perature dependence over a different temperature range 
- 
also each element shows a different
temperature dependence. Thus the ratios of the line strengths between different elements can
indicate the surface temperature of the star.
The absorbed/emitted photons for such atomic transitions generally have wavelengths in
the UV and visible regions. However a molecule has additional energy states available, due to
rotations of the entire molecule or vibrations of the component atoms. These energy levels are
generally spaced more closely together than the atomic states, hence the corresponding photons
have longer wavelengths and occur in the infrared or far-infrared regions for vibrational or
rotational transitions respectively. Note that most molecules will break up before any of their
component atoms can become ionized and so are only found in the cooler stars.
The conditions which give rise to a continuous spectrum, or discrete emission or absorption
lines can be summarized by the following rules found empirically by Kirchoff;
l. A hot and opaque solid, liquid or highly compressed gas emits a continuous spectrum.
A hot, transparent gas produces an emission line spectrum.
3. If a continuous spectrum passes through a transparent gas at a lower temperature, then
the gas produces absorption lines in the spectrum.
Thus the interior of a star produces a continuous spectrum, approximately described by a black
body function, while the cooler, more transparent atmosphere produces absorption lines. Note
that emission lines may also be seen, originating in the corona where the temperature increases
again.
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle is also important for this discussion. This states that
the product of the uncertainties of two complernentary variables can not be less than Planck's
constant, for instance energy and time (AEA6h), Each transition between energy levels in
a quantum system has an associated probability of occurring. If the iransition has a high
probability, then the average time the system will spend in the initial state before undergoing
the transition is small. Hence the uncertainty in that time is also small, and so the uncertainty
of the change in energy is large. Thus the frequency of an ernitted (or absorbed) photon is not
a precise value (ar6) but described by a intensity function of the form
/(r.r) ,x
az*(u-ro)' (1.11)
whose intensity and line width is determined by the constant 'a' (which depends on the tran-
sition probability). Thus less probable energy state transitions give narrower, more intense
absorption (or emission) lines.
This 'natural' line width is seldom seen, a,s a variety of processes act to broaden it. For
2.
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instance, collisions between atoms can stimulate an energy transition, i.e. increase the transi-
tion probability and hence increase the line width. This can give a mea:ure of the absolute
temperature (T) and pressure (P) of the gas; the collision rate (R") can be found by Rc: nao
where n is the density of atoms in the gas, u is the average velocity of the atoms, and a is the
effective cross-sectional area of au atom. Combining this with the kinetic theory relation
T_,
,ma- = 1uo, ( 1.12)
(1.13)




where m is the mass of an atom and ,t is Boltzmann's constant. In other words, as the tem-
perature decreases or pressure increases (of the region from which this line originates), the
(frequency) line width increases. Astronomers usually measure the local gravity (9) rather
than the pressure 
- 
these are related via the hydrostatic equilibrium equation
-ft9, ( 1.15)
where r is the radius from the center of the star.
However, in tenuous interstellar gas clouds, collisions are rare and so these sharp 'natural
width' lines may be seen provided they are not hidden by lines from the star illuminating the
clouds. If a cloud is predominantly hydrogen, interstellar lines are most easily seen when the
star is eufficiently hot that all it's hydrogen is ionized, and thus has no hydrogen lines of it's
own. Further, the low density of the clouds means sq'called 'forbidden'lines may be seen. These
are actually very low probability transitions, such as simultaneous two photon emission, which
require the excited atom to be left undisturbed sufficiently long that it can spontaneously decay
to a lower energy level via this particular transition. These sharp lines may allow individual
clouds along the observer's line of sight to be resolved by their radial velocities and temperatures
via the Doppler effect (see later discussion).
Thermally re-emitted light (for example from a dense gas cloud) is un-polarized. However,
if the interstellar material are metallic grains, or elongated grains aligned by some process
(for example by an electric field), then the scattered light is polarized.
In the previous discussion, many of the energy levels are actually the combination of several
quantum state which have the same energy 
- 
these are called 'degenerate states'. However, in





states will split into different energy levels, closed spaced above the degenerate energy level.
This is known as the Stark effect or Zeeman splitting for electric or magnetic fields respectively.
There are uow many possible transitions (between these energy states) with very similar changes
in energy, which can appear to blend together and increase the line width. Fortunately some
of the diflerent energy states produce photons with different polarizations, so splitting the
light through a polarizer can allow the individual lines to be resolved. As these effects are
proportional to the field strength (for weak fields; a quadratic term becomes important in
stronger fields), it may be possible to measure the field strength if it can be untangled from the
other broadening processes. For example, Jaschek & Jaschek (1987) give the line width (A.\)
due to Zeeman splitting as A,\ x \2 H , where I{ is the field strength.
Another important process is the Doppler effect; when an object is moving with a velocity
v relative to an observer, any waves emitted by the object appear to the observer to be shifted
in frequency compared to the frequency seen when the object is stationary. The 'relativistic'
Doppler efect is
( 1.16)
where u is the magnitude of the velocity. For objects not moving at a significant fraction of the
speed of light, the 'classical' Doppler effect is sufficiently accurate
(u(c) ( 1.17)
where u, is the velocity component of the axis between the object and the observer (the 'radial'
velocity). An object approaching the observer has a negative velocity and hence the wave is
'blue-shifted' to a lower frequency, with the converse case ofa recediug object being 'red-shifted'
to a higher frequency.
If the object consists of a collection of smaller objects all emitting (or absorbing) waves and
moving with different velocities (descibed by some statistical distribution), the Doppler effect
results in a smearing out of the wave's frequency as what is actually seen is the combination
of the individually Doppler shifted waves of all the (smaller) objects. For instance, the velocity
distribution of atoms in a gas is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (if they collide
frequently) so the average radial velocity (0"), which is measured from an absorption line width,
is related to the temperature by nf = kT/m. The same line broadening effect can occur on
the larger scale of micro'turbulencel consider a small cell of gas moving relative to other cells
of gas (where a cell is a region in which the atoms can be described by a particular velocity
distribution). Yet larger scales of turbulence can be found, right up to full-blown convection of
the star.







a quarter of the star is approaching the observer while another quarter is receding 
- 
the
remaining half is on the 'back' side of the star out of sight of the observer. This broadening
is proportional to usin(f), where u is the rotation rate and i is the inclination angle (the angle
between the rotation axis of the star and the axis connecting the observer to the star). As the
inclination angle is not usually known, statistical studies of large numbers of stars must be used
to gain information about rotation rates. There is also the added difficulty that for stars with
very fast rotation rates, the lines become so broad and shallow that they are difficult to resolve
from the continuum. Another effect of high rotation is that the centripetal force makes the star
bulge out around it's equator, and so the local gravity and temperature varies across the star's
surface.
Finally, the Doppler shift of the star's lines gives the radial velocity of the star. If the star
is sufficiently close to the observer that it's proper motiona can be measured, then it's actual
velocity may be found.
In a binary star system, the velocity curves of one, or both components, of the system
may be found, which gives the period of the orbits and the total mass of the system. If the
system's orbital plane is nearly edge on to the observer's line of sight, then measurements of the
continuum during a complete orbit can give the angle of inclination of the system, the relative
brightness of the component stars and their mass ratio. Combining this with the velocity
curves gives a complete description of the system's orbit and the masses of the individual
conrponents. Alternately, if the star is sufficiently close to the observer that the component
stars can be resolved (so it's proper motion and trigometric parallax can be measured), the
orbit and individual masses may again be found.
Most of the previous discussion assumed that all the light from a star originates from
the star's 'surface', which is characterized by one combination of temperature, pressure and
chemical composition. However the opacity of a star's atmosphere varies with wavelength, so
measurements in different wavelength regions will see to diflerent depths and hence regions of
different temperature, pressure and composition.
L.2 Why do photometry?
Given the information about stars and interstellar material that can be gleamed from spec-
troscopy, why then are so many measurements made using photometry instead? Spectroscopy,
due to the low photon arrival rate per unit wavelength interval, requires very large telescopes
and/or is restricted to very bright stars to get a sufficient signal in the limited time available
{The proper motion of a star is the transverse motion of the etar, measured against the background of very
distant (and therefore apparently motionless) stars.
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for an observation (at most, the duration of a nightr). Further, large telescopes are expensive
and difficult to obtain observing time on, and most stars are fainter than can be measured spec-
troscopically. Finally, much of the spectrum (of normal stars) contains redundant information
(Bessell 1993), for instance only two or three points on the continuum are needed to derive the
eflective temperature. Thus the first question to answer is if the planned investigation requires
the wavelength resolution of spectroscopy or will photometry suffice.
Assunring photometry is adequate, the next question is which of the existing photometric
systems are suitable, or will a new system need to be designed. As each photometric system is
(usually) designed to investigate a particular question (which accounts for the large number of
systems, for example, the UBV system (and it's clones and extensions), Washington, Geneva,
DDO, Strcimgren, Walraven, Borgman, Wing, and Vilnius systems to name but a few), there
does not exist a single 'best' system 
- 
indeed many observers do not believe an 'ideal'system
is even possible as it would have to satisfy manyr often contradictory, requirements. Other
observers however believe it is possible, with subsets of filters from the 'ideal' system selected
to suit each investigation and having the added advantage of needing only one set of standard
stars (Straiiys 1966). To help explain why the Vilnius system was chosen for this study, two
other photometric systems (the popular Johnson and Strcimgren systems) will be described
later and compared with the Vilnius system.
One important characteristic of a photometric system is the typical bandwidth of it's filters.













according to Striimgren (1963, 1966), where ,\1 and 13 are the minimum and maximum wave-
lengths through which the filter will transmit light. However it should be noted that these
thresholds are only approximate. Figure 1.3 shows a selection of stellar spectra measured at
spectrocopic resolution while Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show the same spectra seen at wide and in-
terrnediate bandwidth resolution respectively. Clearly broadband systems can only measure
the largest features of a spectrum. such as the continuum and the Balmer discontinuity, while
intermediate systems c&n measure additional features such as molecular absorption bands and
some of the strong (single) absorption lines.
Another important characteristic of a photometric or spectroscopic system is it's purity.
Consider a photometric system with n passbands, so a measurement of a star can be thought of
sSome early photographic observations were made over several nights by re-exposing the same film with the
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Figure 1.3: Spectra of various Main Sequence stars, taken from the Gunn & Stryker (1983)
catalog, de-reddened and normalised to the effective wavelength of the Standard Johnson V
filter.
defining a point in an n-dimensional space. The measuring errors means a precise point is not
defined, but rather a'fuzzy'region known as a photometric box (Golay 1974, Jaschek & Jaschek
1987).6 Thus all stars falling in the same box are identical according to that photometric system
even though they may in fact have different properties. The purity of each box is defined as
the number of stars in the box having the desired property divided by the total number of stars
in the box (Jaschek & Frankel 1985). The total number of stars in abox is usually increased
by using dereddened colours (as a colour index cancels the inverse square law reduction of the
star's intensity with distance), giving an n 
- 
I dimensional space.T
A necessary preliminary to the investigation is to pre-select stars of the appropriate type,
so increasing the purity of the photometric system. This is often done as a survey with a form
ofspecttoscopy ueing coarser resolution but covering a wider wavelength range than discussed
previously, forexample the 100 A/mm dispersion of the MK classification system. The sur-
vey system is not usually euitable for the investigation itself as it gives qualitative information
(i.e. by grouping similar stars together), while photometric systeme give quantitative informa-
tion. However some photometric systems can be used for both the survey and measurement
oThese are atso known as stellar or Golay boxes.
7An n paeaband syatem has zr!/(n 
- 
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Figure 1.4: Convolution of various Main Sequence spectra with Johneon V filter. Spectra taken
from the Gunn & Stryker (1983) catalog and V filter response from Straiiys (1992).
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Figure 1.5: Convolution of various Main Sequence spectra with Vilniue V filter. Spectra taken















phases, for insiance the Vilnius system can correctly classify 95% of all stars in the MK scherne
(StraiZys & Philip 1994) and measure effective temperatures etc. (see section 1.7).
1.3 Designing a Photometric system.
A brief outline of the design of a photometric system is given next. As an exarnple, consider
a hypothetical system designed to rneasure the effective (surface) temperature of stars (Q).
It would be advantageous to situate the filters in the wavelength region of the star's maxi-
mum intensity, which can be estimated from Wien's law (A*or?u = constant\ or Table 4.3 of
Jaschek & Jaschek (1987). However for ground based observatories, the filters must placed in
an atmospheric 'window' of low extinction and avoid regions with highly variable extinction
(for example water absorption bands 
- 
see Figure 2.12).
The bandwidth of the filters (i.e. narrow, intermediate or broadband) is set as a compromise
between the need to reduce bandwidth effects (for example on heterochromatic extinction 
- 
see
section 2.7) and increase the limiting magnitude of the system. Note also that the placement and
shape of the filter responses becomes more crucial as the bandwidth decreases 
- 
for instance
the effect of excluding a spectral feature by a filter which is slightly narrower or shifted in
wavelength from what was intended (i.e. the standard filter) becomes more important as the
feature occupies a larger fraction of the filter's bandwidth.
The number of filters in the system is similarly a compromise between the need to maximize
information about the star's spectra (E(,\)) and minimize the time required to observe a star.
For instance, a minimum of two filters (placed in continuum regions well approximated by
a black body function) are required to measure the effective temperature 
- 
the ratio of the
intensities cancels the inverse square law reduction of the star's intensity with distance to the
observer. However if the stars are not nearby, they are likely to be reddened by interstellar
extinction. Therefore more filters would be required to measure this effect, perhaps with one
in the red or near-infrared where the reddening is weaker.
Another consideration is the wavelength spacing between the filters relative to their band-
width, i.e. their overlap. Young (1988, 1992o, 1994) has found that it is vital the filters are
spaced no further than their Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) apart so transformations
(such as the heterochromatic extinction or from the local system to the standard system) for
any star is free of systematic errors. This spacing is equivalent to satisfying the critical sampling
theorem, i.e. to adequately sampling the spectrum so it can be fully described at the resolution
level set by the bandwidth of the filters. As most photometric systems are designed for re-
stricted sets of stars (for example early stars in the uuby system) which all give approximately
the same systematic errorsl, this requirement has usually been ignored. Unfortunately most
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photometric system have been extended to sets of stars for which they were never intended
(Jaschek & Jaschek 1987), with the ensuing systematic transformation errors being different
for each local system.
The reduction procedure used to convert the raw observations into measurements in the
standard system (for example, see Chapter 2) must also be given. This ensures any systematic
errors in the reduction procedures are the same for all observers, hopefully cancelling out when
comparing results from local copies of the standard system.
In addition to the astrophysical factors discussed above, there are several practical con-
siderations. Clearly the technology (i.e.filters, detectors) must be available and affordable.
The filters need to be chosen to provide the highest transmittance possible consistent with the
required effective wavelength and bandwidth.
The stability of the filters and detector is another important consideration; for instance
interference filters cost more, have a smaller temperature sensitivity but are less stable (due
to water vapour entering the layers), hence having a shorter lifetime, and produce narrower
passbands (with high transmission) than glass filters (Young 1974). Each filter must be mea-
sured over a wide wavelength range to check for 'leaks' outside the intended passband 
- 
often
these leaks can be removed by choosing a detector which is only sensitive over the intended
wavelength range of the system, otherwise a blocking filter must be added. If observing near a
city, or other light source, the system will need to avoid the wavelength(s) of the light and/or
make frequent measurements of the sky background.
The system's properties, such as its purity, may be explored during the design stage using
magnitudes and colours synthesized by convolving the passband response cutves with stellar
spectra (from either spectroscopic measurements or stellar atmosphere models). Further, reduc-
tion and dereddening procedures may be investigated. Synthesized magnitudes are also useful
after the system has been implemented, reducing the number and variety of stars that need to
be measured to calibrate the system and its reduction procedures (for example, see section 1.7
describing the Vilnius systern).
A full description of the original (standard) system must be given, including the instrument
(for example a 6I cm Aluminum coated mirror in a f13 Cassegrain telescope), the receiver
(for example a photon counting 95588 PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT) at 
-1500 V and cooled
to 
-10o C, with an amplifier/discriminator) and filters (for exanrple the U filter consists of
1 rnrn thick Schott WG355 gla.ss glued to7 mm thick Schott UGll glass with Canadian Bal-
sam). This will give other observers a starting point for their own local implementations of the
system; however the definitive description is given by the transmittance curves of the entire
system for each filter. These are usually calculated by convolving the measured transmittance
curves of each filter with the receiver's response (often taken as the typical response from the
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manufacturer's catalog) and the reflect,ance/transmittance curves of any optical elements in the
telescope and photometer. An alternative is to measure some stars whose spectra are known
(either by spectroscopic measurements or from a stellar atmosphere model). The response curve
for each passband is convolved with the spectra and least squares fitted to match the measured
magnitudes of the stars. To reduce the number of data points used in the fit, each response
curve can be approximated by a cubic spline fitted to 4-5 points or Fourier series of 4-5 sine
functions (Jaschek & Jaschek 1987), using the calculated passbands as a starting point. This
works best if there are no strong spectral features within the passband of each filter, i.e. use
O-B stars with various amounts of reddening if the filter is not situated on the continuum.
As standard light sources for calibration of photometric systems are very difficult to produce
in an observatory situation (Young 1974, Straiiys 1992, Bessell 1993), a set of (non-variable)
'standard' stars are normally used for this purpose. These should be well distributed across
the sky, cover a large magnitude range and the spectral and luminosity classes for which the
system was designed (and preferably the complete range of spectral/luminosity classes and
peculiar stars). ln general both reddened and unreddened stars should be included. If the
receiver is subject to fatigue effects (for example dead-time in PMT's), very bright stars should
be excluded. When establishing a new photometric system it is helpful to include a set of
circumpolar standards for internal calibration using the same stars through-out the year (as
the original filters will change with age, and PMT characteristics drift on all time scales).
Finally, the photonretric system must be calibrated against stellar parameters such as the
effective temperature, surface gravity, chemical composition etc. As there are few large, ho-
mogeneous samples of such calibrated stars (Jaschek & Jaschek 1987), it is more common to
calibrate using approximate quantities such as spectral type, luminosity class, [Fe/H] ratio etc.
These also have the advantage of being model-independent, so will not have to be revised every
time stellar models are improved. The calibrations may be tested by deriving the distance
modulus of the individual stars in a binary or cluster 
- 
these should all be the same if the
calibrations are correct (assuming the stars are all at the same distance, have the same [Fe/H]
ratio, interstellar reddening and the cluster membership is known).
L.4 Characteristics of photometric system.
The intensity measured through a filter in a photometric systenr is
f\zE^ = J^, S(r)ft(l)d) (1.18)
where S(,\) is the spectral function of the light incident on the receiver system R(l), over
the wavelength interval [lr,lz] where the receiver's response is non-zero. The incident light
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5(A) includes the star's intrinsic intensity E(,\), the inverse square law reduction in intensity
due to the distance 'r' between the star and the receiver, the transmission function /(,\) of
interstellar matter along the light of sight and the lransmission function A(,\) of the Earth's
atmosphere. These functions are usually grouped together (as S(,t)) because they vary from
one measurement to another, while the receiver system is assumed to be stable.
lf the star's spectrum (S(f)) is continuous and the receiver's response funciion does not
change sign in the interval [,\r,lz], then the mean value theorem says the measured (heterochro-
matic) intensity E- corresponds to the monochromatic intensity at one, or more, wavelengths
in the interval. i.e.
E(l)dt, (1.le)
apart from a constant factor (/n())d,\). This is known as the isophotal wavelength(s)(Golay
1974), and is different for each star, and even different measurements of the same star due
to the atmospheric function .4(.\) changing. Unfortunately the isophotal wavelength requires
knowledge of the star's spectrum (which is what we wish to measure) before it can be calculated.
If S(,\) is continuous and it's derivatives are continuous in the interval ht,lr], then it may
be expanded in a Taylor series about ,\o 
€ [,1r, lz]
,^ = l^^,' 
s(.\)n(r)d) = s(r,)f:
E- = .e(Io) /^' r1^)r^ + 9(ro),{,',^ - A')ft())d) + }s't,rr) /^'
B-: so I *^{r + ffrl * }ffr2. }
( 1.20)





Rewriting the equation for brevity by dropping the integral limits, the explicit wavelength
dependence and denoting the evaluation of a function at As by a subscript zero gives
s(r) = s(ro) + t^ ;'^o't',^r) * rys"(As) *. ..
E^= so I oat+s'" lp,-,\')Rd,\**rt' lu-.\')z.Rd.\+... (r.22)










,, \ /i1." [s. - s] d,\?t^, = 
-l* s.dl
(1.25)
This is known as the effective wavelength (King 1952) (or the equivalent wavelength (Strtimgren
1937), or mean wavelength (Golay 1974)). This is significant because if the second order and
higher derivative terms are negligible, then -&- = 5o 
"f 
Rd,\, i.e. the effective wavelength equals
the isophotal wavelength. In practise, the higher order terms only converge slowly (Young
19920) and the effective wavelength accurately estimates the isophotal wavelength if the star's
spectrum has a point of inflexion in the interval [.\1,,\2](Golay 1974).
Consider the case where the spectrum is free of strong features, so that only the second
and/or third derivative terms are important say, and can be well approximated by an assumed
function such as the Black Body equation. Then the following
(1.26)
is considered to give a better estimate of the isophotal wavelength than the effective wavelength.s
The only parameter required for the black body equation is the temperature, being here the
effective surface temperature of the star. An iterative process of fitting a black body equation
to the star's intensity through two different filters to derive the temperature,e which then gives
an improved estimated of the filters isophotal wavelengths for that star using equation 1.26 can
be done.
In general, a single absorption line will not have a detectable effect on a photometric mea-
surement (consider a 1000 A passband filier giving meaaurements to a precision of * l% and
an absorption line with an equivalent width less than l0 A). However the cunrulative efect of
many absorption lines can be significant. Thus, to ensure the effective wavelength accurately
gives the isophotal wavelength restricts filters to being placed on the continuum. This is dif-
ficult to satisfy for all stars, especially late-type stars which have so many absorption bands
that the regions with only weak features are considered a pseudecontinuum. In these ca6es
the spectrum is split into a smooth continuum St(I) and the energy removed by absorption
features s(,\). The fraction of energy removed from the continuum is
(1.27)
EThis is also called the effective wavelength by some authors, for example King (f952). Here the term
'effective wavelength' will refer to equation 1.25 unless explicitly stated otherwise.gAn 
efrective temperaiur€ derived by fitting a black body to a cotour index is appropriately known as a
'colour' temperatur€,
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with the wavelength range of the integrals usually being e = 5 - 50 A(Jaschek & Jaschek 1987).
This gives the 'blocking coefficient' as
r())=1-1(A)= J sdA (1.28)I s'as'
which increases rapidly with spectral type, luminosity but decreases with increasing wavelength
(Ardeberg & Virdefors 1975). Some photometric systems have filters designed to measure this
blocking coefficient and thus the star's metal abundance.l0
However, if the star is in energy equilibrium this blocked energy must be re-emitted but not
necessarily at the wavelength which it was originally absorbed. This effect is known as 'back-
warming' as most of the energy is re-emitted in the coniinuum, which increases the effective
temperature of the continuum a.s shown next. The integrated blocking coefficient
^l;nt =
is the total energy left after blocking, hence the original effective temperature (?"r) i" related
to the back-warmed effective temperature (""r) by 4, - ^t;ntT!",i.e.
r!, = !4,, r:,Tint -'
as 0 ( .y;nt 11. Both effects (blocking and back-warming) are together referred to by the term
'blanketing'.
A special case of blocking is when a filter is situated on a single, isolated strong line, such
as HB. The removed energy (s) is now the line profile and r7 measures the equivalent width
(l4r) of the line. An additional wider passband filter centred on the line, or filters on each side
of the line, is necessary to mea-sure the continuum S'. The first case, where the two filters
have (nearly) the same isophotal wavelength has the additional advantages of having the same
interstellar and atmospheric extinction, which can then be cancelled out (Ja.schek & Jaschek
r987).
ln photometry it is conventional to use a magnitude scale rather than intensity. The original
magnitude scale was based on the visibility of stars during evening twilight (Sterken & Manfroid
1992a). The time between sunset and full darkness was divided into six equal intervals, with
stars of the first rnagnitude being visible in the first interval and stars of the sixth magnitude
becoming visible in the last interval. Around 1850 it was found that this approximately corre.
sponded to a logarithmic scale with one magnitude step being a factor of 2.5 in intensity. Pogson
r0Photometrists use the term 'metal abundance' to refer to all elements/molecules causing absorption features,
while spectroscopists use the term 'metallicity' to refer to actual metals and stellar interior modelers use that
term to refer to all elements other than hydrogen and helium (Jaschek & Jaschek 1987).
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(1856) choose the value 2.512, as this is the fifth root of 100 and so the base l0 logarithmic
scale could be used.





= -r 5bs (a) (1.2e)
where 81 
, 
E2 arc the measured intensities (of either two stars through the same passband or
one star through two passbands, denoted by the numeric subscripts) and m1 ,mz are the corre-
sponding magnitudes. By normalizing io some intensity (equivalently, setting some magnitude
to zero), the magnitude scale of a star becomes
m=-2.llog(E)+C (1.30)
where C is a constant chosen for the normalization, known as the 'zeropoint'. Similarly, a
'colour' (or 'colour index') was defined as the difference in magnitudes (measured at different
wavelengths) for the same star, giving
CLz=mt-m2= (1.31)
The 'apparent' magnitude measured by the observer is fainter than the star's actual mag-
nitude due to the inverse square law reduction of intensity with distance between the star and
observer. To correct for this effect, the 'absolute'magniuude (denoted by M, or m6) is defined
as the star's magnitude measured at a distance (p) of 10 pa,rEecs from the star, which, assuming
no other causes of light reduction, gives
m 
- 
M = -2.5 
"t ( *UL*) = b loe(p) - 5 (1.32)
where rn 
- 
M is called the 'distance modulus'. Note that a colour is independeni of the star's




The presence of interstellar
ducing
material will also reduce the star's apparent magnitude, pro-
m-M=Slog(p) 
-5+A
with ,4 being the interstellar extinction as will be shown next. If a is the optical thickness




n^ : [B(.\)e-a(r)an(r)d.\ (1.g3)J
where r = 0 corresponds to no extinction and r = I corresponds to complete extinction.
In the case of a narrow passband filter such that &(l) x constant,F say, then
E^ = e-k" E^" (1.34)
where E-o is the star's intrinsic intensity (/E(,\)E(,\)dl). Converting to magnitudes gives
= mo + aE, where o = hn
= rno * A, where .4 : os
with rns being the star's intrinsic magnitude and ,4 is the interstellar extinction. In terms of
colours, this gives
ctz = fr\-fn?
= (rno, + afi) - (rns, j a2x)
= cor" * Erz, where .812 = (at - az)r - At - Az,
with cs,, being the star's intrinsic colour and .Orz is the colour excess. In general the extinction
decreases as the wavelength increases, so a star's observed colour is larger (i.e. redder) than it's
intrinsic colour, hence the term'reddening'.




En = Ar - Az- fAz- Az
I
'-A" = ,-tEt'J_
= REn and .41 = (R { 1)E12
where .R is the 'ratio of extinction to colour excess' and is only dependeut on the form of




l) = A2f Ep = az/(ar - or)). This ratio can be used to calculate intrinsic magnitudes,
for example from the UBV system Vo : V 
- 
REn-v, or reddening free magnitude parameters,




n(B-V) also from the UBV system.rr
lllt can be easily shown that P is equivalent to P = yo - F(B-V)g, which ig free of reddeningas it can be
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These ideas can be extended to colours for sysiems with two or more colours, via the 'colour
excess ratios'
(1.35)
which are also dependent only of the form of the interstellar extinction law (as X123 = (c1 -
az)/(az 
-o")). It followsfrom the above definition that the intrinsiccolour can be calculated
by
corz = cp -X93E23
and reddening free colour parameters from
( 1.36)
Qns = cp -Xp3c23 Qnsq= cp-Xy34ca4 (1.37)
as the 'Q parameters' (also known as 'Q factors') are easily shown to be equivalent to Qrzs :
Cgr, 
-X12gc023 etc.
All of the above colour excesses and excess ratios assunred the monochromatic case (i.e. narrow
passbands). In the general case, the colour excesses depend on the star's spectrum (i.e. spectral
and luminosityclass), the optical thickness of the interstellar material (c), and the particular
form of the extinction law followed by the interstellar material along the line of sight to the
star, with the dependence increasing as the filter bandwidths increase. The colour exce$s ra-
tios also depends on the star's spectrum and the form of the extinction law. Finally, these all
depend on the efective wavelength of the filter so correct transformation of measurements to
the wavelengths of the standard system is crucial (Manfroid 1992).
1.5 Development of the UBV Photometric System.
In the late 1940's, Johnson and his co-workers measured photoelectrically (using wide-band
blue and green filters) stars in the North Polar Sequence (NPS) and three Kapteyn regions
which were standard stars in the International System of photographic (Mpg) and photovisual
(Mp") magnitudes (Stebbins et al. 1950). Their intention was to investigate how to duplicate,
and improve on, the International System using a photoelectric system, and develop a system
closely tied to the MK spectral classification scheme. It was found that the two filters gave
non-linear, multi-valued traneformations to the lnternational System. This was due to the
inclusion of different amounts of the Balmer jump between the blue filter and Mpg, as shown
by further observations with several blue filters with difierent UV cut-offs in their response
functions. Hence, a third filter (to measure the UV) is required for linear transformations.
vEn/\l?3 = -=-Lzs
\/ Et,or Xns+ = Ei
expressed in terms of intrineic magnitudes and colours.
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Based on the above results, Johnson proposed the UBV photoelectric system consisting of
an ultra-violet U filter (Corning 9863 glass), a blue B filter (Schott GG13 and Corning 5030
glass) and a green V filter (Corning 3384 glass) with an uncooled Antimony-Caesiun RCA lP21
PMT. The UV cut-off of the U filter is determined by the response of the PMT's glass envelope
and the (steeply increasing) atmospheric extinction. The red cut-off of the V filter is set by the
long wavelength response of the PMT. Observations in this system (to establish standard stars
etc.) were started in the winter of 1950/51 using 32 crn and 2 rn Cassegrain telescopes with
Aluminized mirrors and balsam cemented quartz-fluorite Fabry lens. The response functions of
the system were calculated from room temperature double-beam monochromator measurements
of the filters transmissions and the PMT's sensitivity 
- 
the effects of the mirrors, Fabry lens
and change from room temperature to the Observatory's ambient temperature were ignored
(Johnson & Morgan 1951). Further, the response functions were never given in numerical form
but only shown in graphical form.
In the summer of 1951, the Fabry lens was replaced with a crystalline quartz lens and the
PMT cooled with dry ice (Johnson 1962). The resulting 'summer'system was then transformed
back to the 'winter'system, which was considered the standard system (even though it no longer
existed). The U and B filters were found to have red 'leaks'at I ) 6800 A and ,\ > 7200 i.
respectively, with the B filter's red leak being an order of magnitude less than the U filter.
Johnson & Morgan (1953) corrected the observations for the red leak of the U filter only.
The zero.point of the V magnitude was adjusted to correspond to the photovisual system
via measurements of nine NPS stars (which became primary standards of the UBV system).
The earlier observations by Stebbins et al. (1950) had already established that lhere was no
colour equation between V and Mpv. The remainingzero-points were set by taking the average
colours (U-B,B-V) of un-reddened A0 V stars (based on six stars) as zero. Further standard
stars were given by Johnson & Harris (1954), and later by Johnson (1955).
Six stars were also used to investigate the atmospheric extinction corrections (see sec-












where /r{j-s is defined as zero. This has caused many problems as the extinction in wide-band
systems (especially in the UV) strongly depends on the star's temperature and luminosity, plus
the amount of interstellar and atmospheric extinction 
- 
this is a result of the higher order
terms of the Taylor expansion of the star's spectrum (equation 1.22) being significant. Thus
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setting &{i-g = 0 gives errors dependent on the airmass, which were seen by Johnson (1963) as
declination efects (as the southern stars were always seen at large airmasses).
Therefore each standard star has it's own colour equation (or equivalently, it's own response
function) dependent on the average airmass through which it was observed. This problem is
made worse as part of the response functions of the U and V are determined by the PMT, which
is considerably less stable than a glass filter. Further, the PMT was un-cooled, i.e. left to drift
with the observatory's ambient temperature, giving seasonal variations which would probably
be seen as Right Ascension (RA) effects. All of this leads to systematic errors in transforming
a local system (typically with an internal precision of +0T01) to the standard system of up to
+0T05 in U-B, and makes it difhcult to do synthetic magnitude studies.
Several investigations have been made of the UBV response functions, for example Mel-
bourne (1960), Arp (1961), Sharov (1962), Matthews & Sandage (1963), Johnson (1965a), but
have still ignored the effects of the mirrors, lens, temperature or red leaks. Later investigations
based on matching synthesized colours to observed colours, for example AZusienis & Straiiys
(1969), Bessell (1990), should give more accurate results, but are still only correct for the av-
erage airmass through which the system was observed 
- 
see Figure 1.6. Although the filters
overlap in wavelength, they do not meet the critical sampling theorem which will lead to further
systematic enors in extinction and standardisation transformations. Some of the system's char-
acteristics are given in Table 1.1; ,\p-." is the wavelength giving the maximumtransmittance
for each filter, the FWHM was measured directly from Figure 1.6, )s is the eflective wavelength
and pl etc. are the moments of the filter passbands.
The B-V colour serves as a temperature (spectral type) indicator while the U-B colour
measures the size of the Balmer jump, which depends on both the temperature and surface
gravity (luminosity cla.ss). Unfortunately the long wavelength response of the U filter extends
into the Balmer jump itself so does not give an accurate measure of the intensity on the short
wavelength side of fhe jump. The spectral sequences for different luminosity classes is shown in
Figure 1.7. Notice the bends in the sequences (around A0 
- 
G0, and after M0) and the shallow
angle between the reddening line and the sequences 
- 
this means heavily reddened early type
stars can fall in the same position in the diagram as un-reddened later type stars (or white
dwarves or subdwarves). Further, the sequences intersect at several points on the diagranr,



























Figure 1.6: Transmission Response curves of the UBV Photometric System, normalised and
spline fitted. Taken from StraiZys (1992).
for example G2 I, G5 III, and K2 V stars are all in the same position, giving ambiguous results
when classifying stars in the diagram.
These factors give rise to three cases when trying to classify stars in the UBV system; Firstly,
if the reddening is known, or is small enough to be neglected, then the star's (de-reddened)
observed colours equal it's intrinsic colours and the star may be classified using the diagram
(subject to the ambiguities due to different luminosity classes). Secondly, if the luminosity class
is known, then the star may be de-reddened by extrapolating it's observed colours back to it's
intrinsic colours using a colour excess ratio (or equivalently, it's Q factor may be calculated)-
However ambiguous results are still possible, for example an apparently un-reddened Gg V star
may in fact be a reddened F0 V star or a heavily reddened 87 V star. Only in the third case,
when both the reddening and luminosity class of the star is known, can it's spectral class be
uniquely determined. This also allows another factor, such as the star's metallicity, to be found
(although this may still give ambiguous results due to other factors such as rotation or binarity).
This is further complicated by the bandwidth eflect on the reddening which means the slope
of the reddening line in the U-B, B-V diagram (i.e. the colour excess ratio) depends on both
the star's spectrum and the amount of interstellar material. According to Straiiys (1992), ,4v

















Figure 1.7: The Johnson System's intrinsic U-8, B-V sequences of luminosity V (solid line),
III (short-dashed line), and I (long-dashed line) stars, the black body line, and the positions of
white dwarves, metallic-line stars and suLdwarves. Taken from Straiiys (1992).
independent of luminosity. However Au shows a bend around (B-V)o = 0 due to the Balmer
jump and separate sequences for different luminosities. They all show a quadratic dependence
on the amount of interstellar material (for 0 < o < l) and so the reddening line is not linear
(approximately parabolic for small reddening) and it's slope depends on (B-V)s. Finally, the
red leaks have a strong effect on the reddening line for late type stars.
Despite it's problems, the UBV system was quickly adopted and is still widely used today,
with at least 90,000 stars observed to date (Mermilliod 1987o, b) 
- 
see StraiZys (f992) for
further references to catalogues. Possible reasons for it's popularity are the large number of
standard stars spread across the (northern) sky established by Johnson, it's wide bandwidths
meaning faint stars may be observed, and that the system can be easily realized for photographic
sky surveys (after-all, it was intended to duplicate a photographic system).
There are also several clones or extensions ofthe system in use (Bessell 1986). For instance,
Johnson (19650) extended the system by arlding the red and infrared filters R,I,J,H,K,L,M,N.
These suffer smaller blanketing efects and interstellar reddening than the bluer UBV filters
and are better temperature indicators for late type stars (as they are nearer the maximum
emission of these cooler stars). Straiiys (1973 o) proposed a W filter to replace the U filter,





better mea.sure of the size of the jump in conjunction with the B filter), b) remove the red leak,
c) determine an accurate response function and d) correct the (W 
- 
B) colour for atmospheric
extinction allowing for the spectral type, luminosity class and reddening of the star. A final
example is the U6:BV variant produced by the Cape Observatory of South Africa, generally
known as the Cousins system as most of the standard stars (predominately from the Harvard E
regions of stars evenly spaced in RA at Declination 
- -45") were observed by Cousins (Menzies
& Laing 1988, Menzies et al. 1989). One major difference between the systems is that (Uc-B)
is not (incorrectly) transformed outside the atmosphere as was done by Johnson but corrected
to an airmass of l.l. The resulting (V) magnitude and colours are then corrected to the UBV
system via multi-valued non-linear transformations.
L.6 Development of the uaby Photometric System.
In the 1960's an intermediate bandwidth photometric system was developed by Striimgren
(1963, 6, 1966) to measure the Balmer discontinuity, temperature and metallicity of B, A and F
stars. It consisted of four filters, with the u filter being 8 rnm of Schott UG I I glass cemented to
I nrm of WG3 Schott glass, and the remaining three (u,6 and y) made of interference filters. The
u magnitude was adjusted to approximately correspond to Johnson V, while the colours were
left in the instrumental system of the original photometer. The filters are spaced in wavelength
so they neasure approximately equal increments in interstellar extinction, hence the reddening
nearly cancels when taking differences in colours (Jaschek & Jaschek 1987).
The ultraviolet u filter is placed between the atmosphere's extinction cutofr (at 
- 
3000 A)
and the beginning of the Balmer jump, overcoming the two major problems with the Johnson
U filter. The violet u filter rneasures the flux at 
- 
4000 A, being centred near the 116 line, with
the other Balmer lines falling in the short wavelength tail of the response function and so having
little effect. However in late type stars, this filter is strongly effected by blanketing. Centred
at 4600 A, the blue 6 filter is situated between the 11, and Hp lines with the long wavelength
tail slightly overlapping the Hp line. This filter also avoids the interstellar absorption band at
4430 A, and is only weakly effected by blanketing. The yellow y filter is essentially a narrower
Johnson V filter, having nearly the same effective wavelength. It is placed in a region largely
free of spectral features, and gives a good apparent magnitude measurement. For F and G
stars, this filter has approximately the same blanketing as the b filter.
The response functions of the filters were initially given by Crawford (1966), with slightly
different functions found by Matsushima (1969), again by Crawford & Barnes (1970), and
Stokes (1972, b/. Olson (L974\ also included the 1P21 PMT in his calculations, which has only




Figure 1.8: Transmission Response curves of the uubg
spline fitted. Taken from Jaschek & Ja^schek (1987).
Photometric System, normalised and
Table 1.2: Characteristics of the Standard uuD stem Passbands.
(Manfroid & Sterken 1987). The passbands shown in Figure 1.8 are from Jaschek & Ja^schek
(1987), and were originally taken from Lamla (1982). Some of the system's characteristics are
given in Table 1.2; lp-o, is the wavelength giving the maximum transmittance for each filter,
the FWHM was measured directly from Figure 1.8, )s is the effective wavelength and p2, etc.
are the moments of the filter passbands.
The system ig often used with two extra filterc; a narrow (drv) 
"nd wider filter (fw) both
centred on the flp line (Crawford 1958, 1960). As these have (nearly) the same efective
wavelength, the beta index (in magnitudes, I = |tr - 0w\ is free from interstellar reddening,
































Mander 1966). As the strength of the Balmer lines change in proportion to each other,lz the B
index can be used to correct for the effect of the lla line in the u filter (Golay 1974). The 6r
and 0w response functions have been given by Crawford (1966), Iater revised by Crawford &
Mander (1966), and also given by Stokes (1972, b).
The bandwidths of the filters are suf;Eciently small that higher order terms in the Taylor
expansion ofthe star's spectrum (equation 1.22) are negligible, except for the c1 and u-6 which
shows a complicated dependence of the star's spectrum and reddening (Straiiys 1992) 
- 
see
later for a definition of cr. However it was assumed that all the colours had negligible higher
order terms, so the reduction procedure used to correct for atmospheric extinction results in
systematic errom for c1 and u-D colours. Further, as the filters do not overlap in wavelength,
significant systematic errors when transforming mea^surements to the standard system are pos-
sible.
For early stars 6 and y are approximately blanketing free, while for late stars they have nearly
the same blanketing (Hendon & Kaitchuck 1990). Thus the 6-y colour is free of blanketing
effects and serves as a temperature indicator in a similar manner to Johnson B-V. The u filter
is in a strong blanketing region but clear of the Balmer lines so the difference between the actual





(6-y), a.s c&n be seen in Figure 1.9. The ufilter's intensity is reduced
by both blanketing and the Balmer jump (cr). As the blanketing of the u filter is approximately






3(r-y) which reduces to




(r-D). Finally, as described in section 1.4, the I index measures
the equivalent width of the ffB line (see Golay (1974) for a proof of this). For B and early A
stars this width is correlated with the absolute magnitude of the star, while for late A and F






are more commonly used than the other colour indices.
These parameters still depend slightly on interstellar reddening (Stromgren 1966) so the
l2The shorter wavelength lines are actually slightly more sensitive to luminosiiy (i.e. gravity) than the longer
wavelengths, via the Stark effect (Golay 1974).
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Figure 1.9: Schematic explanation of c1 and rn1 in the uuDysystem. Adapted from Golay (1974)
and originally given by Crawford.
following reddening free parameters are used;
[",] = q- h@-v)[*r] = ,"r-fu;1t-y1
and sometimes, [u-D] = ("-6) - fgta-ut = [c1]+ 2 [rn1],
(1.40)
where [u-6] is useful as a temperature indicator in very hot (B type) stars (Rudding 1993).
The filter bandwidths are sufficiently narrow that the reddening lines are nearly straight as
the extinction increases. However the slopes of the lines, and hence the value of the colour
excess ratios, do depend slightly on the star's spectrum. Typical values are E"rf E6-o 
-
0'I9, E^,f E6-v = -0.33, and Eu-uf Et-v = 1.53, while synthesized ratios are given by Straiiys
(1992, Table 34) for different spectral and luminosity classes.
In an attempt to minimize the variations of local versions from the uuby system, Crawford
of Kitt Peak Observatory (KPO) bulk ordered filters which were then supplied to different
observers (Bessell 1993, StraiZys 1992). Unfortunately a manufacturing error resulted in some
of the u filters having the wrong FWHM, being too narrow, which has caused systematic errors
in c1 and mt colours. Mount Stromlo and Siding Springs Observatories received two of these
wrong filters (Eggen 1976), as was shown by comparison of the transmission with that of the
standard filter (Eggen 1982). The transformation errors were so severe that Eggen (i976, 1977,
1978, 1982) decided to use their instrumental system as a new (b-y, Mr, Cr, 9) standard
2mt
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system. Eggen (1976) also extended this system for use with late type stars.
Another variant of the uuby system used a spectrophotorneter, where the light was spread
into a spectrum using a prism or diffraction grating, split into the required passbands by slots
in a mask and the passbands measured simultaneously by four PMT's. One version used ut6y
filters between the slots and PMT's (Gronbech et al. 1976) but the tails of the passbands were
cutoff by the slots and the passbands themselves did not closely match the standard passbands so
this system did not transform well to the standard system (Manfroid 1985, Manfroid & Sterken
1987, Young 1988). The other version did not use filters but instead defined the passbands by
the slots, resulting in rectangular response curves which had severe transformation problems
(Olsen r9$).
In general, observers get high internal precision in the uuDy system (typically + 0T005 
-
0T009) but need multi-valued, non-linear transformations to the standard system and still have
large systematic errors. For instance, there are differences of * OTO3 - OT05 in c1 and nl1
between catalogs of the northern and southern hemisphere (Straiiys 1992). Thus there seem
to be at least two uuby systems; the original system defined by northern hemisphere standard
stars (Gronbech et al. 1976, Gronbech & Olsen 1977, Olsen 1983) and the southern hemisphere
E region standards measured by Cousins (f987), including IfB standards (Cousins 1989), and
extended to fainter stars by Kilkenny & Laing (1992). A large number of stars (Hauck &
Mermilliod (1980, 1985) list approximately 40000 stars in their catalogue) have been observed
in this system, which is second in popularity to only the UBV system.
Several procedures have been developed for classifying stars in this system, with a good
description given by StraiZys (1992), so only an outline will be given here. First it is assumed
that only the stars for which the system was designed (8, A and F stars) have been observed.l3
Figure 1.10 shows the intrinsic sequences in a 6-y, c1 diagram, with the sequences of different
luminosities have similar shapes but being shifted dowu and to the right slightly. Thus reddened
main sequence stars can overlap with supergiants and heavily reddened B stars can overlap
with the A and F stars. Therefore a star has to be grouped in it's approximate spectral and
luminosity class before this diagram can be used, with various other diagrams such as (b-9,
rlla) or (*t, 0) available for this.
Once separated into the approximate spectral group, the 6-y and c1 colours may then be
de-reddene.d using an iterative method. For instance, with B III-V stars the observed cr value
gives an estimate of the intrinsic c6 colour, which is then used to look up an improved estimate
oftheintrinsic(6-y)6colourinatableofintrinsic(6-y)o,c0colours. Thisthengivesthecolour
excess Eu-y(= (b-y) 
- 
(6-y)o), leading to the colour excess .B", via the colour excess ratio
13Some qualitative and quantitative schemes have been developed for the restricted case of un-reddened G
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Figure 1.10: The Striimgren b-V, 
"t diagram, taken from StraiZys (1992)
E"r/Et-n, and resulting in an improved estimate of the intrinsic c0 colour. The process is
repeated until the values converge, usually only requiring a few iterations. Similar procedures
can be used for most of the other groups, with the A stars being most difficult to classify due
to their position in the turning point of the sequence.
An alternative procedure is to use the Golay box method, comparing the unknown stars
with reference stars taken from a catalog and occupying the same (6-y, c1 , r?1 or (6-y)o , ca, rns )
box. Either procedure results in similar accuracy, correctly classifying the stars to within A 1-2
spectral subclasses and * I luminosity classes. Calibrations to physical parameters have been
found by Crawford (1975,1978, 1979).
Various types of peculiarities may be recognized with success rates varying from 50 - 75%,
with the lower rates due to stars with a mild form of the peculiarity occupying the same position
on the diagrams as normal stars. For instance, metallic line (Am) stars can be separated
with a 75% success rate using mr, b-y or r??l , B diagrams. Some Blue Horizontal Branch
(BHB) stars may be recognized, while white dwarves can be separated about half the time and
both components of a binary can usually be classified. In some restricted cases, the efects of
metallicities (in clusters), rotation or micro-turbulence may be detected.
t_
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L.7 Development of the Vilnius Photometric System.
According to Straiiys (1973 6), in the 1960's a chaotic situation existed with many intermediate
and narrow bandwidth filter systems in use. These were usually very specialized in design and
limited in the temperature range, luminosity and population type that could be classified (using
dozens ofproposed methods) and all needing extensive sets ofstandard stars for transformation
(of local implementations of the filterg to the standard system) and calibration (Straiiys lg73
D). The situation wa.s not helped as it was becoming clear that transformations (both from the
local to standard system and between different standard systems) were plagued by systematic
errors. The Vilnius group felt there was a need for one general system, based on a.strophysical
needs (rather than availability of the filters) and in particular, a system which could derive a
star's spectral type, luminosity and reddening using only the photometric measurements from
the system. In addition to requiring standard stars for only one system, this would allow
many more stars, in particular fainter stars or stars in dusty regions, to be classified than
could currently be done by spectroscopic means. Some applications of such a system could be
statistical studies of stellar populations or investigations of interstellar dust and gas. Further,
specialized studies could be possible by taking a subset of the general system.
The development of such a system became possible with the photoelectric measuremeuts
of energy distributions of stars of different types and the (mean) interstellar dust transmission
curve in the 1960's. Synthetic colours and Q factors could be calculated and by changing
the effective wavelength, FWHM and shape of the response curves, optimum passbands could
be derived. A trade-off between bandwidth effects and limiting magnitude implied the use of
intermediate bandwidth filters (bandwidth 
- 
4004).
Initially StraiZys (1964) investigated existing filter systems for their ability to measure red-
dening and found they could only do so if the stars all belonged to the same group (for example
a cluster or association) and had the same reddening. Further, due to a 'break' in the colour-
colour diagrams, the reddening lines (for early stars) would intersect the sequence of (later-type)
unreddened stars and stars of different luminosities formed their own sequences. StraiZys (1963,
1964) found that the ideal system met three conditions; 1) there is a large angle between the
sequence of unreddened stars (the intrinsic sequence) and the reddening lines, 2) the intrinsic
sequence does not have large changes in slope, especially towards the reddening lines, and 3)
the intrinsic sequences of different luminosities lie close together on the diagram, To achieve
this requires the following three filters; X (10 
- 
4000 A, bandwidth 
- 
400 i,), Y (at the





400 A) and Z (\o- 5000-6000 A, bandwidth 
- 
500 A).
This allowed reddening to be determined for early-type stars (ZdanaviEius & StraiZys 1964)
but the addition of an S filter was required to find the reddening and classify late-type stars
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Figure 1.11: Transmission Response curves of the Vilnius Photometric System, normalised and
spline fitted. Taken from StraiZys & ZdanaviEius (1970) and Straiiys (1992) for the new S
response curve (dashed line).
and a T filter to separate the K and M stars (Straiiys & Zdanavidius 1965). Finally, the U and
P filters were added to classify early-type stars (Straiiys 1965).
The proposed system was tested in lg66 using interference filters and confirmed the theoret-
ical calculations (ZdanaviEius & Nikonov 1967). However, as interference filters are not stable,
are hard to manufacture to a required transmission curve and have [oo small a bandwidth,
they were replaced (except for the S filter) with glass filters (Kakaras et al. 1968). The T filter
was dropped (it was only required to separate the K and M stars, which can also be done
using combinations of the remaining filters) and a V filter added to form the standard system.
The transmission response curves of the standard system are given by Straiiys & ZdanaviEius
(1970), listed in Table 1.3 and shown in Figure 1.11. Some of the system's characteristics are
given in Table 1.4; R-o" is maximum transmittance for each filter (in arbitary units), ln-",
is the wavelength of the maximum transmittance, the FWHM wiw measured directly from Fig-
ure l.ll, ,\o is the effective wavelength and pf, etc. are the moments of the filter passbands.
The response curve of the S filter was modffied by Straiiys (1992), and is labelled as the 'new
S' filter in Table 1.3 and shown as a dashed curve in Figure 1.11. As the new S response curve
became available partway through this thesis, much of the analysis uses the response curvee of












Table 1.3: Transmission Response data of the Standard Vilnius Photometric System, with
wavelength in A. Taken from StraiZys & Zdanavidius (1970) and Straiiys (1992, Table 59) for
bhe {normalised) new S curve.






























































































































































































The initial calibration of the system was based on observations of normal and peculiar stars
made during 1967-7l(Zdanavidius et al. 1969, StraiZys & Sviderskienb 1972\ although improve-
ments have continued to the present date, for example (SUdiius et al. 1970, BartkevicYius et al.
1973), with the current calibrations given by Straiiys (1992). The method used to correct
for atmospheric extinction was described by ZdanaviEius (1970) and standard star sets estal>
lished in the northern hemisphere (Zdanavidius et al. 1969, StraiZys et al. 1970, Zdanavidius &
Cerniene 1985, eernis et al. 1989, eernis & Jasevidius 1992). These, and all other observations,
were collected together by North (1980) in a catalog availableon magnetic tape from the Cen-
tre de Donndes Asironomiques de Strasbourg (CDS). A more upto'date catalog (containing
7445 stars) recently became available (StraiZys & Kazlauskas 1993) and was used for the later
analysis in this thesis.
In addition to being able to classify the spectral type and luminosity of normal B-M
stars with any degree of reddening, the Vilnius system was found to detect stars with cer-
tain types of peculiarities; subdwarfs (Bartkevidius & Straiiys f970o) and late.type metal de-
ficient giants (BartkeviEius & Metik 1969, Bartkevidius & Straiiys 1970c, BartkeviEius et al.
1992, BartkeviEius & Lazauskaite 1994), Am, Ap and Be stars (Bartkevidius & Straiiys 19706),
white dwarfs, double stars (I(akaras & StraiZys lg69), carbon and barium stars (SleivytA 1992),
Herbig Ae/Be stars, and T Tauri stars. It has been estimated that this system can classify g0
- 95To of the stars in any galactic field (StraiZys & Philip 1994).
A brief discussion of the rationale for the placement of each filter follows; The U filter is
placed on the ultraviolet side of the Balmer Jump to mea.sure the minimum intensity of the
Jump, and hence, in combination with the P or X filters, measure the size of the Jump which
is sensitive to the temperature (or spectral type) of an early-type star. However the filter must
be at a sufficiently long wavelength to avoid atmospheric extiuction which increases rapidly
for I ? 3500 A and is highly variable due to Ozone. The FWHM is increased to 
- 
400 A to
improve the limiting magnitude to which a star can be measured through the filter.
The P filter measures the absorption lines of the higher members of the Balmer series,
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whose depths are sensitive to the surface gravity of early stars. Thus for supergiants the P
filter measures the maxirnum intensity of the Balmer Jump while for main sequence stars it
measures the bottom of the Jump.
As described earlier, the X, Y and Z filter measure reddening due to interstellar dust and
gas. It is desirable to place the X and Z filters far away (in wavelength) from the Y filter to
satisfy the three conditions for an ideal X-Y,Y-Z diagram. However the X filter must avoid
being on the Balmer Jump or the ultraviolet side of the Jump (as this would give a strong
non-linearity in the diagrams) and hence is placed between the H., and H, absorption lines.
It also measures the maximum intensity of the Balmer Jump for early stars (especially main
sequence stars) and blocking by metal lines in late-type stars.
The Y filter is shifted slightly from the interstellar reddening breakpoint to avoid an inter-
stellar absorption band at 4430 A.
The Z filter has a wide wavelength range available in which it can measure interstellar
reddening and so it is placed to also measure a wide absorption feature (the Mg I triplet
and MgH molecular band) in late-type stars whose depth is sensitive to surface gravity (or
luminosity).
The V filter is an analog of the Johnson V filter, having nearly the same effective wavelength.
There is no colour term in the transformation between the filters except for K-M stars. This
was intended to allow the Johnson V magnitudes io be adopted as the Vilnius V magnitudes
and reduce the work required to set up the Vilnius system of standard stars. It is also the long
wavelength side of the absorption feature measured in the Z filter, so Z-V measures the depth
of this feature and partly replaces the function of the T filter.
Finally, the S filter is centred on the Ho line and can measure any emission in early stars
(separating B and Be stars). For late-type stars, it measures a pseudo-continuum (actually it
is the next intensity maximutnof the TiO band measured by the T filter), helping to give the
spectral and luminosity classes of a late star.
A variant of the standard system, the VilGen systern, wa.s made by rnerging the Vilnius and
Geneva photometric systems as several filters have similar effective wavelengths and functions.
The Geneva system has wide bandwidths, and hence fainter limiting magnitudes, so several of
the Vilnius filters were widened and/or replaced by the equivalent Geneva filter. Theoretical
and observational experiments were made on the proposed system by Straiiys (1977,1979) and
North (1978). Preliminary intrinsic colours and calibrations for normal stars were measured by
Straiiys et al. (1982) and some peculiar stars (subdwarfs, metal deficient giants, metallic line,
and Ap stars) by North et al. (1982). This system has the advantage that all VilGen colours
can be easily obtained from the original Vilnius and Geneva colours (except for M-type, carbon
and emissionstars). A brief discussion of the system is given by Straiiys (1992).
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1.8 The Q-Search Classification Method.
Oue of the methods used to classify the spectral and luminosity types of stars measured in the
Vilnius system is the 'stellar box' method of Geneva astronomers (StraiZys 1992) 
- 
this has
also been called the 'sigma-Q'method (Smriglio et al. 1986, 1988, l99l).
The following value is calculated for each program star using a reference list of stars with
known spectral and luminosity types
caq = (1.41)
where AQ is the diference in the Q factors between the program star and a reference star, and
z is the number of Q factors used (usually five 
- 
there are at most five independent Q factors
as there are only six Vilnius colours).
To determine the spectral class, the spectral types of the three reference stars with the
smallest aoo must agree within one class range (for example A5-F5). The assigned spectral
class is the weighted mean of these three stars, with the weights being l/aoq. Similarly, the
luminosity classes of the three closest matching reference stars must lie within two consecutive
luminosity classes (for example IV-V). Thus, at least two of the three refereuce stars have the
same luminosity class and this class is assigned to the program star. Two or three iterations
will be needed as the colour-excesses used to calculate the Q factors depend slightly on the
spectral and luminosity class of the star. Initially a G0 V type star is assumed.
A variation on the general method, referred to here as the 'Q-Search' method, was used
and is described next. In line with the literature, the following five Q factors were used;
Qupyv,Qpxyv,Qxyv, Qzvyv, and Qysyy. However, instead of searching for the three best
matching reference stars, all reference stars with a4g less than or equal to some minimum are
listed and the average spectral and luminosityclasses calculated from this list. The averages are
weighted by l/(oio+0.001) 
- 
the 0.001is added to avoid'divide-by-zero'errors. At least five
rnatching reference stars must be found before an average is calculated. This has the advantages
of an adjustable and generally less stringent criteria (the minimup dAe required was usually
0.020 to get five or more matching reference stars, although up to 0.060 was sometimes needed
for K stars) and allows the standard deviations of the assigned spectral and luminosity classes
to be calculated. The (northern) catalog of Vilnius stars (North 1980) wa.s used for the reference
list. If a star has multiple entrieg in the reference star list, only the first entry is considered for
the search.
To test the QSearch computer program, tables of mean Vilnius intrinsic colours (StraiZys
1992, Sfidiius & Bobinas 1994) were used as program stars. It was found that the spectral
type of early (O-B) and late (K-M) stars, particularly supergiants, were mi*.classified with
[r#],
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small systematic errors. Examination of the reference star lists used to calculate the mean
spectral class revealed this was due to the spectral type of these stars (with approximately the
same Q factors) varying with luminosity class. To reduce this effect, the weights for the mean
spectral type were multiplied by an additional weight, the reciprocal of the absolute diference
in luminosity classes between the program and reference star, i.e.Il(lL,Luminosityl + l) 
-
the one is added to avoid 'divide-by-zero'errors. This requires the Q-search to be iterated at
least once, to calculate the luminosity class first.
The tests were repeated with the revised program, with the results shown in Figure 1.12.
The additional weights did reduce the luminosity effect on the spectral classifications but not
entirely eliminate it. The standard deviations give a good estimate of the possible difference
between the actual and calculated spectral and luminosity classes. Typical standard deviations
are Al.4 spectral sub.classes and *0.8 luminosity classes, with the giants and supergiants
having slightly larger standard deviations (a1.6) in the spectral classifications. As can be seen
in Figure 1.12, M-type stars may not be accurately classified 
- 
this is due to the small selection
of M stars in the reference list so the search criteria must be widened to find enough stars for
an average. The search then also finds many K stars and hence the average is forced towards
an earlier (in-correct) spectral class.
1.9 The Q-Spectra Classification Method.
Another method of spectral classification in the Vilnius system is that of the 'Q-curves' (also re-
ferred to as 'Q-Spectra'or'Q(.\) functions'), described by StraiZys (f974, 1992). For monochro-
matic magnitudes, the following reddening free energy distribution curve is calculated
for the program star and compared to a set of standard curves similarly calculated for different
spectral types, luminosities, metallicity, peculiarities etc. According to StraiZys (1974), the
program stars may be classified by "simple graphical shifting of their Q-curves up to best coin-
cidence with one of the standard curves". The method may be extended to the heterochromatic
magnitudes of a photometric system by setting ) in turn to the effective wavelength of each
filter.
As the shape of the Q-curve is similar to the star's intrinsic erergy curve if rn1-m2 represents
the colour-temperature only, i.e. the yellow-red spectral region, the Vilnius system usually uses
Q^^^r^"= (mr-rrr)- E!^-^' (m1-m2)' bmr_m,
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Figule 1.12: Tst of the $Sea,rch Spec'trd classifieatlon method. The top figrn-e 16o.* t5"
results for all lUnln*ity claeoes, while the bottom figure includee mly the supergiantu, The























This means seven Q-factors may be calculated (Quvs, Qpvs, Qxvs, Qyvs, Qzvs, Qyys, and
Qsvs) but as Qvvs = Qsvs = 0, only the first five can be used. As the Vilnius system
defines the colours of unreddened O-type stars to be zero, the Q-Spectra for an O-type star
is flat (i.e. Qrvs 
= 
0). Examples of standard Q-Spectra are shown in Figures 1.13 and 1.14,
illustrating the variation with spectral and luminosity classes.
The standard curves used here are calculated from Straiiys (1992) tables of mean intrinsic
colours for normal stars. The QSpectra computer program calculates the absolute difference
between the program star's Q-Spectra and each of the standard Q-Spectra (= Xi=u lAQrvsl),
the standard Q-Spectra with the minimum diference giving the spectral and luminosity classes
of the program star. A large absolute difference for the best matching standard Q-Spectra
indicates either that there are errors in the photometry of the program star, or a standard
Q-Spectra of the appropriate type has not been included. When used to classify stars in the
southern Vilnius system, lAQuvsl and lAQpysl were given half the weight of the other absolute
differences as the U and P measurements generally had larger errors (see Chapter 3).
To test the QSpectra program, the Aquila and Cygnus Standard Stars (Zdanavidius et al.
1969) were used as program stars. As it was not clear what Straiiys meant by "simple graphical
shifting of the Q-curves", both possibilities
Q(.\)p."s - (r+"1 [t-^-v)- Hry-s)]
Q(.\)p"os : (rnr 
-v) - (l + a) H (v-S)
(r.44)
(1.45)
were tested. The coefficient a is normally zero but could be set to other (small) values to
improve the fit of the program star's Q-Spectra to a standard Q-Spectra. It was found that
equation 1.44 gave only slight improvements (as measured by the average difference between
the calculated and actual spectral and luminosity classes of the program stars) to that of o = 0.
However equation 1.45 gives a significant improvement (nearly a factor of two) and is equivalent
to correcting any random errors in V-S (which produce systematic errors in the Q-Spectra).
Based on the 57 stars in the Aquila and Cygnus regions, the Q-Spectra method allows stars
to be classified to a standard deviation of i1.0 sub-classes of their actual spectral type and
*0.3 luminosity classes.
1.10 The Q-Isolines Classification Method.
The'Q-isolines'method of classifyingstars also uses five independent Q factors (usually Quvs,
Qpvs, Qxvs, Qyvs, and Q2ys) and returns the effective surface temperature (Q) and surface
tr,41
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Figure 1.15: Examples of Q-isolines classifications. The left figure gives du,log(9) data points
(for Quy5) which are used to plot the Q-isolines in the right figure. Taken from StraiZys (1978).
gravity (9) of the star (StraiZys 1978, 1992). This works by plotting in a du (= 5040/?i), log(g)
diagram five curves (Q-isolines) corresponding to Quvs = constantl, Qpvs = constantz etc.,
with the constants being the Q factors of the star to be classified. Each isoline is defined by
three - four d",log(g/) points which can be read from the intersections of aQ 
-- 
constant line
with log(g) = constant curves in diagramssuch as Figure 1.15. The five isolines will intersect
ai a point corresponding to the do and log(g) of the star, as shown by two examples also in
Figure 1.15.
Due to calibration and observational errors, the isolines will seldom intersect in one point,
but will instead form a region whose area depends on the size of the errors. The d",log(g)
opoint'defined by this region is given by weighted means, with the weights being the errors
in each Q factor. According to Jasevidiue (1986), this method agrees with the Q,Q classi-
fication method with mean square errors of *0.8 spectral sub-classes and *0.6 magnitudes.
However, the method only works for normal stars as stars with peculiar energy distributions
(for example subdwarves, metal-deficient stars, metallic-line stars, Ap stars, white dwarves or
double stars) also give a larger intersection area- Fortunately a o'trained investigator" can de-
cide from the "character of deviations of different lines in the diagram" the peculiarity type of
the star (Siraiiys 1978).
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Figure 1.16: The X-Y,Y-Z diagram is
used to roughly classify the spectral type
of a star. The curves indicate intrinsic
sequences for main sequence (solid), gi-
ants (short dashes) and supergiants (long
dashes). The parallel lines are reddening
lines for B0 V, A0 V, F0 V, G0 V and K0
V stars. The two-segment broken line sep
arates M-type stars from earlier stars. The
hatching indicates the blue limits of Be-
and Am-stars and subdwarfs. Taken from






Figure l.l7: Separation of M-type stars
from mixture of K and M stars found below
the two-segment broken line in Figure 1.16.
All M-type stars have Qzrs < 
-0'2. Taken
from Straiiys & Sviderskiene (1972).
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1.11 The QQ-diagrams Classification Method.
The final classification method is called the 'QQ-diagrams'n'rethod as it uses calibrated diagrams
of various Q factors after suLdividing into approximate spectral classes and removing peculiar
stars, and is descibed by Straiiys & Sviderskien6 (1972) and StraiZys (1992).
The first step is to sub'divide the stars into approximate spectral classes using the star's
(reddened) X-Y and Y-Z colours, as shown in Figure 1 16. The design of the Vilnius filter
system ensured that the intrinsic sequences of normal stars (in this diagram) do not intersect
any reddening lines, the reddening lines are at a large angle to the sequences and that Sxyz is














The major exception to this are M-type stars, whose sequences show strong luminosity
efects and bend back towards the X-Y colours of earlier stars, and so may overlap with earlier
stars that are reddened or of a different luminosity class. As M-type stars are only found below







(here referred to as 'possible M stars') must be checked if they are M stars before proceeding
with the spectral groups classification.
The prototype Vilnius filters included a T filter, whose effective wavelength at 6250 A
coincides with one of the TiO absorption bands found in M stars. Combining this with the
S filter, which lies between two TiO bands, gives the depth of a TiO absorption band which
increases with the spectral class (of M stars). To correct for reddening, a Q factor (using T and
S) is needed 
- 
Straiiys & Sviderskien6 (1972) use Qzrs to separate M stars from earlier stars
(Qzrs < 
-0.2) in the group of 'possible M stars' , and even approximately classify M stars, as
shown in Figure 1.17.
However the final Vilnius system did not include the T filter, possibly because late M stars
may be separated using combinations of the remaining filters. Straiiys (1992) states that Qvsvv
may be used for this, but the top diagram in Figure 1.18, using all'possible M stars'from the
Vilnius catalog (North 1980, StraiZys & Kazlauskas lgg3), does not support this. However,
other Q factors were found to allow separation of (late) M stars, for example Quxv, Qpxv,
Qpyz, Qpys, Qxvs, Q2ys, and the bottom diagram of Figure 1.18. The discrimination between
the M stars and others is slightly improved by combining two of the above Q factors, as shown
by Qzvs, Quxv in Figure 1.19, where only 5% of the stars between 
-0.55 1 Qzvs < +0.05
and Qu(y > 0.4 - 0'6Qzvs are mis-classified as M-type stars.
Once a star has been identified as a M star, it's spectral type and absolute (V) magnitude (or
effect,ive surface temperature and gravity) may be read off the calibrated Qxyz, Qx2s diagrams
shown in Figure 1.20.
After the M stars have been classified, the remaining stars may be placed in one of the four
spectral groups according to
B Qxy2 ( 0.16
A-F 0.16<Qxvz<0-4A
G 0'40 < Sxyz < 0.66
K 0.66 < Qxvz
which are the reddening lines shown in Figure 1.16.









Figure 1.18: Alternative separation of M-type stars from mixture of K and M stars found below
bhe two-segment broken line in Figure 1.16. The curves indicate intrinsic sequences for main
sequence (solid), giants (long dashes) and supergiants (short dashes). Most late M-type stars



































Figure 1.19: Alternative separation of M-type stars from mixture of K and M stars found below















Figure 1.20: Calibrated Q1y2, Qx2s diagrams for M star classifications, calibrated in spectral










The B group consists of normal O and B stars, A supergiants, Of, Be, Bp stars, OB subd-
warfs, white dwarfs and extreme F subdwarfs. First the Be stars and F subdwarfs must be sep
arated 
- 
the B group stars are divided in two groups Bl (Qxvz < 0.10) and 82 (Qxvz > 0-10).
The Bl group is plotted in a Qyy7, Q125 diagram to separate the Be stars 
- 
see Figure 1.21.
The 82 group is plotted in a Quyy, Quxv diagram to separate the extreme F subdwarfs
(Bartkevidius & Straiiys 1970a, StraiZys 1992) 
- 
see Figure 1.22. The Bp stars (of Si type)
may be separated in a Y-S, Qyss diagram (Figure 1.23) and the white dwarfs in a Y-V, U-P di-
agram (Figure f .24). The remaining stars are considered normal and are classified in calibrated
Qpyv, Qupv diagrams (Figure 1.25).
The A-F group consists of normal A and F stars, Am and Ap stars, F and G subdwarfs
and white dwarfs. The Am stars are recognized in a Y-V, Qxyy diagram (Figure 1.26) and for
greater reddening, in Qxyv, Qupy and X-Y,U-X diagrams (BartkeviEius & StraiZys 19700).
The Ap stars (of CrSrEu type) can be recognized in Figure 1.23. The white dwarfs and F-
G subdwarfs may again be separated in Figures 1.24 and 1.22. The remaining normal stars
are classified in the calibrated Qxyv, Qupy diagram in Figure 1.27. As the spectral type
or temperature isolines are too close together or overlapping for A5-7 III-V stars, these are
classified in a Qupvv, Quxv diagram instead (Figure 1.28).
The G group consists of normal G type stars, G and K subdwarfs, metal-deficient giants,
CH and barium stars. The subdwarfs may be separated as before using Figure 1.22. Barium
and CH stars are separated in a Qy2s, Qupvv diagram (Figure 1.29). The metal-deficient
giants are separated using Quxy, Suvv and Qpy2, Qxvz diagrams (see Figure 1.30). All the
subdwarfs found earlier (in the B, A-F and G groups) may be classified in Tu6 and [Fe/H]
using a calibrated Quxy, Quvv diagram (see Figure 1.31). The remaining normal G stars are
classified using calibrated Qx2s, QLrpy diagrams (Figure 1.32).
The K group consists of normal K dwarfs, G8-K giants, G5-K supergiants, K subdwarfs,
metal-deficient giants, and R, CH and barium stars. The subdwarfs, metal-deficient giants and
carbon rich stars are separated using the same diagramsas before (Figures L22, I3A and 1.29
respectively). The remaining normal stars are classified in a calibrated Qxvz, Sxzs diagram
(see Figure 1.33).
Initially a G0 V spectral type is assumed for each star, so the colour excesses may be found
(see Table 1.5) and the Q factors calculated. The cliusification procedure is then repeated
using the spectral type found in the previous iteration. More precise colour excess ratios (for
the later iterations) are given in Appendix J, copied from Straiiys (1992) and Kuriliene &
SndZius (1974).
The difrerent Vilnius classification methods have largely complementary strengths and weak-


















Figure l.2I: Separation of Be
stars (circles) from normal B stars
(dots) of different luminosities. The
dashed line shows the limit of nor-
mal stars. Taken from StraiZys
& Sviderskien6 (1972) (or StraiZys
( lee2) ).
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Figure 1.23: Separation of Ap and Bp stars
from normal stars. Here Qy75 = Y-Z -
0.54(Z-S). The normal stars of luminosi-
ties III, IV, and V are between the dashed
lines, and the positions of the main se.
quence spectral classes are marked. Taken
from StraiZye (1992).
Figure 1.22: Separation of subdwarves from nor-
mal stars. The arrow is the blanketing vector for
the Sun. Taken from StraiZys (1992).
Figure 1.24: Separation of white dwarves
from normal stars. The main sequence and
black body curves are shown. The triangles
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Figure 1.25: Classification of normal B stars using Qpyy, Qupy diagrams calibrated in spectral
class and absolute magnitude (top figure) and effective temperature and gravity (bottom figure).





0.1 o,2 0.4 Y-V
Figure 1.26: Metallic-line, Ap and Bp stars. The normal stars of luminosities III, IV, and V are
between the dashed lines, and the positions of the main sequence spectral classes are marked.
Taken from StraiZys (1992).
ao average taken for the spectral class.
L.LZ Summary.
Much information about stellar surfaces and material along the observer's line of sight can be
gained from the electro-magnetic radiation emitted by a star. Ideally the entire e-n spectrum
should be measured at fine wavelength resolution (spectroscopy). In practice, orly limited
wavelength ranges can be measured (due to high opacity wavelength regions in the Earth's
atmosphere and the need for a variety of detectors for different wavelength regions). Further,
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Table 1.5: Approximate colour excess ratios for initial spectral classification. Taken from



















Figure 1.27: Classification of normal A-F stars using Qxyy, Qupy diagrams calibrated in spec-
tral class and absolute magnitude (top figure) and effective temperature and gravity (bottom






















Figure 1.28: Classification of normal AL7 III-V stars using Qupyv, Quxv diagrams calibrated
in spectral class and absolute magnitude (top figure) and effective temperature and gravity
























Figure 1.29: CH (crosses), barium (circles) and R-type (dots) stars. The curves are the main
sequence (solid), giant sequence (short dashes) and supergiant sequence (long dashes). Taken
from StraiZys (1992).
Q*r. clxvz
Figure 1.30: Separation of metal-deficient giauts from normal stars. Pluses are CN stars,
triangles CH, circles 
-0.3 > [Fe/H] > -0.7, and dots are -0.7 > [Fe/H]. The main sequence(solid line), giant sequence (short dashes) and supergiants (long dashes) are also shown, and
the shaded region are subdwarves. Taken from Bartkevidius & Straiiys (1970c).
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Figure 1.31: Classification of subdwarves using a Quxy, Quyy diagram calibrated in metallicity
and effective temperature. Taken frorn Bartkeviiius & StraiZys (1970a).
to obtain adequate signal to noise in the time available only the brightest stars can be measured
at fine resolution in these wavelength 'windows' and only by using large telescopes (which are
expensive and difficult to obtain observing time on). Thus many observers are required to make
measurements with coarse wavelength resolution (photometry) using smaller telescopes,
There are a large number of photometric systems in use, most being designed to investigate
a particular question and so being restricted to use on a small subset of types of stars (if the
'purity' of the system is not good, then a survey phase will be needed to reject the stars for
which the system was not intended). To allow a meaningful analysis of measurements made
in any photometric system, and to enable other observers to duplicate the original system, a
system must be described (numerically) by the transmission spectrum through each filter. In
addition, a description of the components making up the system - telescope/mirrors size and
type, filter composition (glass or interference filter type and thickness), detector type and oper-
ating conditions 
- 
is useful as a starting point to duplicate the system. Further, the reduction
procedure to transform the raw measurements to those equivalent to the original system (but
above the Barth's atmosphere) must be described 
- 
this will depend on the bandwidth, number
of filters and wavelength spacing between the filters and requires a large number of stars accu-
rately measured in the original system for use as 'standard' starg. Finally, measurements in the
system should be calibrated against astrophysical parameters relevant to the investigation, for
instance the surface temperature, gravity, chemical composition, rotation rate, and/or magnetic
field strength of stars.
To illustrate these points, and to allow a comparison with the photometric system chosen
for this study (the Vilnius system), two of the most commonly used systems (the Johnson and















Figure 1.32: Classification of normal G stars using Q;2s, Supy diagramscalibrated in spectral
class and absolute magnitude (top figure) and effective temperature and gravity (bottom figure).
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Figure 1.33: Classification of normal K stars using Q1y2, Q12s diagrams calibrated in spectral
class and absolute magnitude (top figure) and eflective temperature and gravity (bottom figure).










noiable as being the ffret designed for MK classifcation and rnoa,surenent of the main phy'sical
parameters of all norrrlal stam, using the thm recently available stella,r specti'a to sya16€si2t
magnitudee aqd colorrm toinveetigate tbe eystem's piopertiee. It was algo found to have a bigh
detec{ion rate of peculiar stars (i.e. high purity), virtually eliminating the need for a ouney
phase of an5r investigation. The MK claseification can be done via aeveral conrplementary
methods basad on the reddening{ree Q faetors.
A summary of the differences between the three photometric systems ia grven in Tabte 1.6.
The wavelength range ofeacb syste{o is tako as the difference in efiective wavelengtbs ofthe
bluegt and reddeEt filters. Sorne of the compa,riaoils a,re uecossar-ily eubjective, but ohow why
the Vllnius system was choccn for use at Victo:ia Univereity of Wellington (VUW) and Ca,rter
Otxervatoly, T,'he only ma,ior shorteomiog of this dyrttcttr (lelatire to the others) is the small
number of sta,rc observed and lac& of atandcrd staro in tfre aorrthern hemisphere 
- 
the latter
being pr€cistely what this study intended to remody. Note alco that there have ben no critical
studies of tra,nsformations of loeal systenns to f,he standard Vilnius,sycteln, hence the quesiion
marks.
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Table 1.6: Com , and Vilnius
number of filters 3 4 I
bandwidth of filters wide intermediate intermediate








? normal B-A-F all normal stars
limitins magnitude faint brisht moderatelv brisht
number of stars
observed - 90000 - 40000 - 7000




red leaks ma.lor none none
clones/extensions to
the system







errors in cr and u-6 good
whole sky whole sky not in southern
standard star lists distribution, distribution, hemisphere,
non-homogeneous lists non-homogeneous lists homogeneous (?)
standardisation

















MK classifications bad moderate good
calibration of physical poor
paxameters good good
detection of peculiar
stars Poor moderate good
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Chapter 2
Observation and Reduction Techniques.
2.1 The Equipment used.
The observations were made at Mount John University Observatory (MJUO) (see Figure 2.1),
located by Lake Tekapo in the South Island of New Zealand and run by University of Canter-
bury (UoC). The observatory has ihree main telescopes; an Optical Craftsman (O/C) 6l cm
Cassegrain, a Boller and Chivens (B&C) 6I cm Cassegrain (see Figure 2.2), and the Mclellan
I m telescope (constructed by UoC). To try to increase the long term stability of the observa-
tions, the same instrumental system, as listed in Table 2.1, was used when scheduling permitted.
The actual system used for each session is given in Appendix C.
The PMT was used in pulse-counting mode, with the output being amplified and re-shaped
to a 'square' shape (suitable for counting) by the amplifier/discriminator circuit. The dis-
criminator part of this circuit rejects any pulses smaller than (an adjustable) threshold, which
increases the signal-to-noise ratio (with the noise here being predominately due to the dark
counts of the PMT 
- 
see section 2.21. The total number of pulses in a given ointegration'
period are counted and logged by a computer (initially a PET computer, and then a PC after
April 1992).
For bright stars (V brighter than 6T0, say), five second integrations (10 seconds for the U and
S filters) give sufficient accuracy by ensuring the count is larger than 10,000 (see section 2.5).
At least three such integrations were done for each filter, allowing the mean (e) and variance
(s2) of the observation to be calculated. The data logging program uses these to give a real-time
- B&C 6l cm telescope
- 95588 PMT (belongiug to VUW) operated at 1500 V and cooled to a temperature be.
tween 
-l0oC (during summer) and -160C (during winter)
- amplifier/discriminatorfS




2-2 Observations and Reductions
Figure 2.1: View of the buildings at the top of the Mount John University Observatory, located
at longitude +170" 27.9t East,latitude 
-43o 59.2', and 1027 rn above sea-level.
Figure 2.2: The Boller and Chivens telescope at Mount John University Observatory.
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assuming the 'noise' follows a Poisson distribution. The reduction program calculates the errors
in the reduced observations by propagating the variance of the integrations in the standard
manner using
-z 1$-, (ov\"
"i = ," H'L(*/ Q'2)
for any function v = f @i) with independent variables r;, i = I...n.
Two filter sets were supplied by the Vilnius Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy.
The first set is l5 mm in diameter and up to I2.5 mm thick, and fit in a filter-wheel which can
be used on either the B&C or O/C telescopes. The second get are 28 mm diameter, and were
designed to fit in the Charge Coupled Device (CCD) photometer for use on the I m telescope
in addition to PMT photometers on the B&C and O/C telescopes (by using the appropriate
filter-wheel). A history of the two filter sets is given below;
Oct 1987 First trial of filter set Sl. No Z observations were made as this filter would not fit
in the filter-wheel.
June 1988 (Thinner) replacement Z filter used in set f l.
Aug 1992 Filter set S2 arrives. The P filter was found to be cracked and the Y filter was
'cloudy' near one edge.
Nov 1992 Replacement P filter for set ff2 arrives.
Dec 1992 Set f2 first used (using the clear region of the Y filter).
June 1993 Replacement Y filter arrives
Sept 1993 Set f2 padded to a common physical thickness (s optical depth) using FK5 or
BG270 glass and Dow-Corning Q2-3068 'glue'. This ensures the CCD system will
have the same focal point through all Vilnius filters (of set S2).
2.2 The Dark Current.
A PMT will produce a (small) sigual even in the total absence of any light. In Direct Current
(DC) mode, this is called the dor& currvnt while in Pulse Counting (PC) mode, it is called
tbe dadt counl. The mean dark count can be simply subtracted from a star's signal, however
fluctuations in the dark count add to the total noise in the signal. As this dark count noise
scales with the mean dark count, it is desirable to reduce the dark count.
The main sources of the dark count are
r cosmic rays
*{




o thermally ejected electrons
Cosmic rays are detected by the Cherenkov radiation they produce on striking the PMT's
glass window. The amount of cosmic rays increase with the observatory's height above sea-level,
being 
- 
lfminutefcrnz at sea-level (Young 1974), and depend on the areaofthe photocathode.
The Cherenkov radiation is roughly white and strong in the ultra-violet so it's contribution also
depends on the spectral transmittance of the PMT window and the spectral response of the
photocathode. The pulse produced is usually larger than a signal pulse so can be removed if
the amplifier/discriminator circuit has maximum voltage threshold.
Naturally occuring radioactive isotopes are present in small quantities in all PMT window
and envelope materials. The decay of these isotopes cau produce spurious signals via Cherenkov
radiation or ejecting electrons from the photocathode. Fortunately the count rate is generally
low (- 2/minute) and slowly reduces with time.
After pulses are extra pulses which may follow any signal (or dark count) pulse. These are
due to ionisation by the initial pulse of any residual gas in the PMT. The positively charged
ion is then accelerated towards and collides with the photocathode, causing electrons to be
ejected and produce the after pulse. The standard vacuum bake out technique can not be used
to reduce the amount of residual gas as it would destroy the photocathode. Cooling the PMT
reduces the after pulse rate as the 'gas' is more Iikely to stick to a cold surface.
The connecting pins to the cathode, dynodes and anode all pa,ss through the glass envelope
at the back of the PMT, in close proximity to each other. With the large voltages between
the cathode, dynodes and anode and the small currents which form the signal, the resistivity
of this envelope has to be large to prevent any leakage current between the pins. Cooling the
PMT may decrease the resistivity of the envelope and so increase the leakage current.
The major source of dark counts is usually the electrons thermally ejected from the photo-
cathode or the dynodes. Around the region of OoC, the dark count is an exponential function
of absolute temperature, so cooling the PMT will dramatically reduce the dark count. How-
ever excessive cooling may cause other problems in addition to the electrical leakage mentioned
above. For instance, the conductivity of the photocathode decreases with decreasing tempera-
ture and also differential contraction between different materials in the PMT may lead to the
vacuum seal being broken. For this reason, the MJUO PMT is permanently cooled [o a set
temperature, between 
-10" and -16".1 This gives an additional benefit of thermal stability,
a.s, for example, the spectral response of the PMT changes with temperature.
rThe cooling unit is limited by the maximum temperature difrerence it can maintain between the PMT and
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The thermal dark coutrt also depends on the work function of the photocathode material and
the area of the photocathode. The choice of the photocathode material is determined by the
required spectral range, but the star image (via the fabry lens) should cover the entire photo-
cathode area so none of the photocathode contributes to the dark count while not contributing
to the signal.
The dark count can be measured by closing a shutter which is mounted between the PMT
and the rest of the photometer. These measurements were done at the beginning of each night
before starting the observations and again at the end of the night. As this was usually done
during twilight, the dome was closed and all interior lights turned off to reduce any light leakage
into the PMT. This provided a crude check of the correct operation of the PMT as experience




The time of the beginning of each integration measurement is recorded by the data logging
program, using the computer's internal clock. This clock is nominally set to Universal Time
(UT) but sometimes has a slow drift away from the true time, on the order of seconds per night.
For this reason, a radio tunable to one of the time stardard services (WWV 
- 
the American
service or VNG 
- 
the Australian service) is provided in the B&C and O/C domes.
At the beginning of each night, provided the radio reception is suitable, the computer clock
is compared with the standard's time pips. Any discrepancy is then either recorded (for later
use in the reduction program) or the computer clock is reset to the correct time. This should
ensure the recorded time is accurate at the beginning of the night (to approximately one third
of a second) and within a few seconds throughout the entire night. As the observing program
consists of (nominally non-variable) standard stars, this level of accuracy should be sufficient.
2.4 Dead-time Coruections.
In a pulse counting system, when a photon is detected the system is un-responsive to further
photons for a certain time interval, known as the dead-time. For instance, this could be due
to the finite duration of the output pulse from the amplifier/discriminator circuit or the ability
of the frequency counter to reaolve two close pulses as two, rather than only one pulse. lt is
assumed that the photons arriviug during during a dead-time interval do not contribute their
own dead-time to the original interval, i.e. the system is non-parclyzable. It is particularly
important to correct for these un-detected photons when mea.suring bright stars.
the ambient temperatut€. Thus the PMT is usually kept at a higher temperaturc during summer than during
winter.
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As photons are Bosons, they obey Bose-Einstein population statistics where they 'bunch'
together more than would be expected from a uniform random distribution. The probability
density function of two photons being separated by an interval I is
p(t) _ fe-It (2.3)
where / is the arrival frequency of the photons (Poretti f992). The number of photons arriving
in an interval f (the dead-time) is
(2.4)
where N is the number of photons arriving during the total measurement interval. Setting this





N I ne-N'dt= N[l-r-tt].
JO
However the number of measured photons is
n=N 
-nr=ft (2.5)
on substituting for nr. This is an exact relation between the measured and actual numberof
photons, but it can not be analytically solved for N. However, if NI is small, then a Maclaurin
expansion on the exponential term to first order gives









which approximation is used to correct the measured photon count rate for the dead-time.
Poretti (1992) pointed out in acorrection to his earlier paper that Bose-Einstein statistics
"is not valid since to observe the eflects of Bose-Einstein clumping it is necessary to use much
faster equipment aud rn-uch more monochromatic light than we have in ordinary photometry".
Instead the arrival ofphotons should be treated as independent events and described by Poisson
statistics (Evans 1955) where the probabilityofthe interval between consecutive photon arrivals
being between I and t * dt is
dPs- fe-ltdt.
Therefore the number of intervals between t = 0 and t = T (i.e. the number of photons arriving
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during the dead-time) is
IT tT
nr=N I an=N I fe-rtdtJo Jo
which the same as equation 2.4 and hence the same results follow.
The approximation to the dead-time correction (equation 2.6) is equivalent to assuming the
photons arrive at a uniform rate, as will be shown next. During a one second interval, each
measured photon produces a dead-time 7' so the total dead-time is nT. lf the photon arrivals
are uniformly distributed throughout the interval, then lf nI arrive during the total dead-time.








which is the same result as the approximation formula 2.6.
A variety of methods have been developed to measure the dead-time, see for example Hall &
Genet (1982), Cooper & Walker (f989), Morris & Naftilan (1994), Sterken & Manfroid (1992o),
and Hendon & Kaitchuck (1990). The method used here is given by Wadsworth (1988) and is
based on the following;
A stable, diffuse light source is used to illuminate the telescope and measuremetrts through
two different sized photometer diaphragms are made giving




where the subscripts denote the Small and Large diaphragms respectively. Dividing the smaller
diaphragm mea{iuremeni by the larger gives
Provided nsf is small, a binomial expansion may be used
nsI-ntT
npI-nsT
AL#tt - nyr)(l- nsf)rr/Ys






to first order. By making a series of measurements with the light source adjusted to difierent
intenaities, a straight line may be least squares fitted to (ry/ns) as (n1- ns), giving a slope
of 
-frf and intercept ft and thus 7 = -, .
The light source used at MJUO consists of differently coloured Light Emitting Diodes
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(LEDs) arranged in rings behind 'clouded'glass (to diffuse the light) in a'tophat'and powered
by an adjustable, constant current supply run from a rechargable battery (for stability).
The LED 'tophat'can be mounted in the primary mirror baffie of either the B&C or the O/C
telescopes. It is recommended that dead-time measurernents be made on a cloudy night with
all the dome lights off (to reduce any light leakage into the PMT) and the following sequence
used;
1. Choose a suitable combination of LED (colour), filter, small/large diaphragms and LED
intensity range so that measurements of at least ten different intensities may be made
from n 
- 
104 -+ 106 fle.
2. Set the LED to some intensity and allow time to stabilize (for example five minutes).
Measure the dark current while waiting.
Make a quick series of measurements alternating between the small and large diaphragms
(for example small, large, small, ..., large, small) at uniform time intervals (for example
ten second measurements with five seconds between each measurement) so any instru-
mental drift may be corrected to first order by interpolating the small diaphragm mea-
surements to the time of the large diaphragm measurements.
Measure the dark current again.
Change the LED intensity and go back to step 2.
The interpolated dark current count rates should be subtracted from each set of measurements
to give ns and nL.
From the EMI PMT cat-
alog, the rise time (1,) of the
Table 2.2: Dead-time me.rsurements on the B&C telescope us-































detected photon for a 95588
PMT is 10 ns, so 31" should
be a good estimate of the pulse
duration and hence the dead-
time of the PMT. The same
catalog gives the dead-time of
some amplifier/discriminator circuits as being between l0 
- 
100 ns. As the dead-time of a sys-
tem is due to the longest dead-time of any component of tbe system, dead-times (due to the
amplifier/discriminator circuit) of the order 10 - 100 ns could be expected. This is also borne
out in results reported in the literature, for example Morris & Naftilan (1994), Poretti (1992),
and Fernie (1976).
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The results of dead-tirne rne€uurements made at MJUO are shown in Table 2.2, with the
average values being used in the data reductions. These are somewhat larger than the expected
values, but clearly depend on which amplifier/ discriminator is used.
Fernie (1976) investigated the efect of very bright stars and found that the dead-time
(approximate) correction (equation 2.6) fails for stars brighter than * 4T0, using the same
sized telescope as those at MJUO (61 cm). The dead-time appeared to increase as the count
rate increased (T' 
- 
?-nb), leading to a power law correction
Ar- nt'-ffi (2.8)
with D = 0-052. The Vilnius filters have narrower bandwidths and lower peak transmittance
than those used by Fernie so at MJUO this effect could be expected to occur from a brighter
magnitude, above 
- 
2T0 say. Although only a few (- 8) stars brighter than this were measured,
the MJUO dead-time mea.surements were also fitted with this correction. This yielded a slightly
better fit in some cases, but D was found to be very sensitive to measurement errors and I was
strongly correlated with D, so this power law correction was not used.
2.5 Sky Background Correction.
When measuring the intensity of any star, a background contribution from the night sky is
always included and must be subtracted to obtain the star's correct intensity. Listed below are
the natural sources of the night sky's background light (Hendon & Kaitchuck 1990);
o integrated light from distant galaxies
o integrated star light from within our own galaxy





Galactic and extra-galactic background light is probably the limiting factor when trying to
minirnize the'sky' background contribution. This background light can vary significantly over
an angular distance of a few arc-minutes so the correct background subtraction may not be
possible. However, the background is 'static' in that it is always the same for the same position
(in equatorial or galactic coordinates).
Twilight emission lines are caused by the Sun illuminating certain layers (of Sodium, emit-
ting the Sodium D lines at 5892 A and Oxygen, emitting red lines at 6300 and 6364 A) in
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the Earth's upper atmosphere. This can only be seen when the Sun is at the correct angle
below the horizon, called the solar dispersion angle. This is between 7o and 10" and occurs for
approximately one hour (during nautical twilightz), and ends at astronomical twilight.3 Only
the Oxygen red lines occur within the Vilnius filters response curves, at the short wavelength
'tail' of the S filter, so the twilight emission lines should make little contribution to the sky
background. Inspection of the sky background at dawn twilight on several nights during the
observing program show that the largest increase occurs in the Z filter, followed by the Y,
X, and P filters. The remaining filters (including the S filter) show approximately the same
increase, therefore it is confirmed that the twilight emission lines make a negligible contribution
to the sky background.
The zodiacal light is sunlight reflected or scattered offdust in the plane of the solar system,
and so is confined to the ecliptic plane. It's intensity increases towards the Sun, but is approx-
imately constant on the scale of arc-minutes- The light is highly polarized and shows a solar
spectra.
The intensity of Moon light depends on the phase of the Moon and angular distance from
the Moon.
The night airglow is a majorcontributor to the total sky background. It is due to ionized
atoms and molecules recombining (and thus emitting light) following collisions with high en-
ergy particles and radiation, which are mainly from the Sun. This mostly occurs in a layer
approximately 100 ,tm above the Earth. [t's spectra consists of a pseudo'continuum plus some
emission lines, the major lines being atomic Oxygen (5577 A), Sodium (5892 A), molecular
Oxygen (7617,8645 A) and hydroxyl (OH-, in the infrared). The intensity increases towards
the horizon but is generally variable, depending on the latitude, season, local time, solar activity
and sky conditions.
The aurora is essentially the same as the airglow but occurs when high energy charged
particles (usually from the solar wind or flares) are trapped by the Earth's magnetic field and
forced to spiral in towards the magnetic poles. As the particles are concentrated in an irregular
oval around each pole, the aurora can be several hundred times brighter than the airglow. The
major emission lines are due to atomic Oxygen (5577,6300, 6364 A;, Hydrogen (6563 ,A) and
molecular Nitrogen (red), giving colours ranging from a white-green to deep red. [t's intensity
varies with latitude, solar cycle and flare activity and season (peaking in March and October).
The irregular and highly variable nature of aurora mean that accurate sky measurements are
extremely difficult to make and it is recommended that observations not be made during an
2Nautical twilight is defined by the Astronomical Almanac as the interval during which the central point of
the Sun's disk is between 60 and l20 below the horizon
3Astronomical twilight is defined by the Astronomical Almanac as the interval during which the central point
of the Sun's disk is between l2o and 18" below the horizon
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aurora (Hendon & Kaitchuok f990).
Given that the aim of the observing progr,a,m n"ac to rrea,sure stars rather than the eky, it
ie w.orth inveetigating the optimurn (minirnurn) time to spend meaeuring the sky" It is usual
io obsctve the star. until the shot noisei (tlsBurned to be the dorrinafl erro: here) achioieo the
requir-ed ac€uracy level. Denoting the totat integrated count as n, the integration tirne as t and





='#< 0.01 + Drrcrra3e > 100007l'tar*lliy
and ein (absolute) error in the count ra-te of
shol naise
e$^r+tks = ttteg. tl',
.I/ rht.r+"&, \ o=\ffi/
A simple nray to minimize the time spent meas,uring the sky while retainiag the required














In tbe limitiug case of a faint sta,r (equal to the sky) and egual errors in the star and sky. thcn
tckg = t$:ar+akv and in geueral t hu 1trtur**s,
Heudo:r & Kaitchuc& (1990) and Sterken & Menftoid (f992a) both derive tbe camc ex-




l-P=(, U'*, ).tp \nstar+*tt /
This follorn from rrinimiziag the t6tal eror with respect to p.
fshot nsisc b dso caltcd photon noiee.
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Given that the peak transmittance of each filter is different and that the count rates for each
star will also be different, an optimum sky integration time would need to be calculated for each
filter and star combination. It was considered that the time saved by using the optimum time
for the sky measurements would be comparable with the time required io do the calculations (in
the dome, after observing the star) and reset the integrations times. Therefore it was decided
to use the same integration times for both the star and the sky 
- 
that way the sky's error
contribution should always be less than that of the star.
Another consideration when measuring the sky background level is the diaphragm size. As
the sky appears as an extended source (rather than the point source of a star), increasing the
size of the diaphragm increases the sky signal arrd increases the limiting intensity of the faintest
star that maybe measured. This means the diaphragmsizeshould be the minimumnecessary
(to satisfy the other conditions on the diaphragm size) when observing faint stars. The most
commonly used diaphragm in this program gave, on a Moon-less night, a sky background of
- 
50 Hz. As this includes the 
- 
30 Hz contribution from the dark count, using a smaller
diaphragm would mean the background level would be set by the dark count rather than the
sky background.
The observing sequence between star and sky was adapted to suit each night's conditions
and intended program, with some examples listed below;
r In general, the sky was mea.sured before and after the measurement of each star. However,
if the star was bright and the sky conditions were stable, the sky wa^s measured only once
(after the star measurement, say).
o Choose a location for the sky measurement which appears clear of faint stars and is
approximately five diaphragm diameters away from the star. However, if the star has a
companion star whose magnitude and proximity are sufrcient to contribute significantly
to the sky background (yet not close enough that they have to be measured together
through the same diaphragm), choose the location of the sky measurement so that it
matches the slar's background. For instance, choose a location on an arc which is centred
on the companion star and runs through the observed star.
o If observing during twilight or Moon rise/set, only bright stars were measured and the
sky was measured immediately before and after the star measurement.
o If observing a sequence of 2-4 bright stars which are close together in the sky, then the
sky would be measured before and after the sequence rather than with each individual
star.
o If re-measuring a previously observed star, use the same location as before for the sky mea-
surement. This is particularly useful for time series or differeutial photometry (for example
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variable, comparison and check stars).
The reduction program was written to allow flexibility in the star/sky sequence used, as the
program could be instructed by the user to
o automatically assign all sky measurements to the closest preceding star measurement
o automatically assign all sky measurements to the closest following star measurement
o automatically interpolate the closest sky measurements surrounding the star measurement
o least squares fit a polynomial (order specified by the user) to the sky measurements
o allow the user to over-ride any individual star/sky assignment
while warning the user if any star has not yet had a sky measurement assigned to it.
2.6 The Monochromatic Extinction Correction.
When star light passes through the Earth's atmosphere, )e
some of the photons will be scattered or absorbed. However, as 
I
far as the observer is concerned the star appears to be dimmed
hence the term 'extinction'is used for both processes. The main
sources of extinction are; Rayleigh scattering by rnotecules, 
-T--scattering off aerosols (dust particles and small droplets), and l - 6I
molecular absorption 
- 
see Appendix H for more details.
Consider a monochromatic ray of light (wavelength ,\,
intensity /) passing through a small element of absorbing
material with length dlr and unit cross-section, at a height h + 6h
h above the observer. The intensitv loss d.l is
6I = 
-11x1S,hlp(h)dh (2.s)
where K(.1, h) is the absorption coefficient per unit mass and p(h) is the mass density of the air
in the element.
In general, the star is not at the zenith so dA is replaced by sec(z)dh
6 I = - I K(A, h) p(h)sec(z)dh




I(io) = I (h)e-fo' ^{^'u;'qn) sec(z)dh (2.1l )
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where h6 is the height of the observer and hr is the top of the atmosphere.
However, this assumes the ray travels in a straight line
through the atmosphere. In fact the angle e varies with height
because of the Earth's curvature and refraction of the ray,
i.e. z = z(h). Note that ze is the opporent zenith distsnce of
the star as seen by the observer.
Assuming the absorption coefficient is constant throughout
the atmosphere, i.e. K 
- 
fi(l), then




the mass of air in a column along the ray's path. Defining the oir rnass
II: antan I
which is the amount of air in the column relative to that at the zenith. Hence
(2.13)
/(ho) /(hr )e-'c(I)x(z(t')) #or P(^)d"
/(A 1)e-6(I)x(z(n))c
with o(= il: plVnl being the total mass of air in a vertical column (of unit
above the observer.
Converting to magnitudes gives Bouguer's Law
(2.r4)
cross-section)
m(ho) m(hi * 2.5 lo916 (e)rc(.\)X (a(h) )a
m(hr) + *(I)x(z(A)), (2.15)
with the ertinction coeficient &(,\) = 2.5log1s(e)td(A)o.
Bemporad (1904) calculated X as the function of the apparent zenith distance for astandard
atmosphere (i.e. at a particular sea level temperature and pressure and having a certain com-
position and structure). Hardie (1962) shows that X 
- 
sec(z) is a reasonable approximation
near the zenith, giving an error of 0.005 airmasses at, z = 60". Hardie also fitted a polynomial
to Bemporad's data
X=sec(zo)-0.0018167(sec(26)-l)-0.0028?5(sec("0)-l)2-0.0008083(sec(es)-r)3
but this uses the apparent zenith distance (which is difficult to calculate). Young & Irvine
ll: pltsec(z(ft))dh
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(1967) derive a fit to Bemporad's tables
X = sec(e)(l - 0.0012(sec21z; - t1; (2.16)
which uses the zenith distance.
Equation 2.16 was used here to calculate the airmass as the zenith distance may be calculated
using spherical trigonometry on coordinate transformations,
sec(s) 
- 
(sin({)sin(d) * cos({) cos(d)cos(IlA))- t (2.17)
where / is the observer's latitude, d is the star's declination and fIA is the star's Hour Angle.
The hour angle is found from HA : LST 
- 
o, where LST is the Local Sidereal Time and a is
the star's Right Ascension.






as the Julian Date at the beginning ofthe century is 2451545 and there are 36525 days in this
century. The Julian Date must be calculated from the calendar date, using a BASIC subroutine
given by Duffett-Smith (1985) and re-written in FORTRAN.
?L allows the sidereal time for Greenwich at 0n UT to be found;
GSTs = 24110.54841+ 8640184.8128664 + 0.0931044 - 0.2x10-64? (seconds)
and hence the Greenwich sidereal time at the time of the observation
(2.l8)
where 366.2422 is the number of sidereal days in a year while 365.2422 is the number of (mean)
solar days in a year. Now the local sidereal time can be found
LST=GST+^
where ) is the observer's longitude (East of Greenwich, in hours).
Recall that Bouguer's Law was derived assuming the absorption coefficient per unit mass
(16) was constant, i.e. the components making up the atmosphere are well mixed. This is true
for the major atmospheric constituents but not for ozone or dust and water droplet a€rosols
(Sterken & Manfroid f992a). Ozone is a major component in a layer at 
- 
30 *m height
GST : GST. +ffiu, (Aours)
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2?- 6-I9Bg extn. star HD722066 P magniLude
intercept = 1.O76 * O.OO9
slope:0.460*0.OOG
correlation = 99,9%
pri. extn. coeff. = 0.46O




Figure 2.3: Bouguer plot to determine monochromatic extinction (for the P filter). Observations
lvere made of the extinction star HD122066 during 22 June 1989, yielding (Ap)= 0.460+0.006.
while the aerosols are largely found just above the ground, with a scale height of 
- 
I ftm.
Hence, at some wavelengths where the ozone or aerosol extinction is strong, Bemporad's tables
(and equation 2.16) may not give the correct values for the airma,ss. However, Young (1974)
has shown that the ozone and aerosols require corrections in opposite directions (i.e. partially
cancel out) and are not significant for X 5 2.3.
All that remains is to find the extinction coemcient /c(,\). Assuming the extinction is uniform
across the sky and constant during the night, then observing a star through a range of airmasses
gives l(,\) by least squares fitting a straight line to the instrumental magnitude (m(ft1)) versus
the airrnass. The slope of the line gives the extinction coefficient while the intercept gives the
ertra-tenestrial instrumental magnitude (m(h6)). As example can be seen in Figure 2.3, and
is known as a Bouguer plot.
Measuring the star at larger airmasses should increase the precision of &(A). However, o'it is
a common experience that the error [of a measurement of the st,ar] is an increasing function of
airmass" according to Young (1974). This was investigated for MJUO in Figure 2.4, showing a
possible quadratic relationship 
- 
but the scarcity of observations at large airmasses mean this
relationship can not be definitely confirmed. Assuming however that the accuracy does decrease



















Relationship between the raw magnitude errors and air mass
Figure 2.4: Observational error as a function of airmass at MJUO. The standard deviation of
the V filter mea.surements are plotted against the airmass of the observation.
of increasing X will be offset by the increasing error. Using a power law relationship, Young
(1974) finds Xopl 
- 
2so observationsof extinction stars at MJUO were generally restricted to
X < 2. Young (1974) also shows that observing the extinction star twice as often at the larger
airmasses than at the smaller airmasses gives the correct weighting to the least squares fit 
-
this was usually done at MJUO by observing the star as it rises and again as it sets.
Unfortunately the previous assumption that the extinction remains constant across the sky
and throughout the night is seldom true. Figure 2.5 shows a Bouguer plot on a night with an
apparently slowly changing extinction 
- 
as the star sets it does not re-trace the path it took
in the plot while rising.
A standard lamp could be used to measure any change in the zero-point, and hence indicate
if an instrumental drift is responsible for the changing 'extinction' in Figure 2.5. An ideal
standard lamp would be stable for at least the duration of the night, would illuminate the
telescope in the sarue manner as a star and emit light over the spectral range covered by the
filter set used.
Unfortunately, such a standard lamp is not yet available at MJUO as the LED Tophat ueed
to measure the dead-time requires too long to install in the primary mirror baffie (of the B&C
























Figure 2.5: Variable extinction in a Bouguer plot. Observations were made of the extinction star
HD114613 during 13 April 1992, giving an incorrect average extinction of kp 
- 
0'651+ 0.039
(which is too high). The times of the first, middle and last pair of observations are shown.
mounted in a filter-wheel. This is a radioactive isotope, with an 
- 
12 year halfJife, which emits
B-particles (electrons) that excites a phosphor into glowing. However, it's intensity is strongly
temperature dependent (as phonon production is a competing process also excited by the B-
particles) and so would need to be thermally regulated, or at least the temperature recorded.
Further, it emits Iight in a narrow spectral range and does not illuminate the filters or telescope
mirrors. Finally, as it does not have a shutter, it would be an additional source of background
light whose intensity depended on the position of the filter-wheel. This means the cause of the
variable extinction in Figure 2.5 must be found from measurements of extinctisn stars only.
Young (1974) investigated the shapes of Bouguer plots with slowly changing extinction due
to different causes 
- 
a horizontal extinction gradient, a time-varying extinction coefficient, or
an instrumental zero-point drift. Assuming an extinction coefficient which varies linearly with
lrorizontal distance (at some height above the observer), then m 
-- 
mo * (ft0 * &r tan(z))sec(z)
in a flat-earth approximation, which shows two convex branches neeting in a common tangent
at the minimum airmass in a Bouguer plot. Alternately, a linearly time varying extinction
coefficient gives m = mo * (&o + &rl)sec(z), which shows two nearly straight branches meeting
at the minimum airmass. Finally, a linearly time varying instrumental zero-point gives m 
-
rno * to sec(z) * /crt, showing two nearly straight, parallel lines with a rounded end at minimum
intercept = 5.973 i 0,048slope: 0.651 r0.039
correlation = 97.2%






airmass. These can be seen in Figure 2.6, which were adjusted by eye to fit the extinction data
from 13 April 1992.
The cause of the variable extinction on 13 April 1992 is difficult to decide on the basis
of Figure 2.6, as the difference in the shape of the curves is only readily apparent at larger
airmasses. However two other stars were also used to measure the extinction during the same
night. As these stars are 
- 
3h apart (in RA) from each other, and so are at different airmasses
when observed (nearly) simultaneously, a plot of tbe extinction coeflficient versus time should
behave in the different manner for each star depending on the source ofthe extinction variations.
This is shown in Figure 2.7, calculating the extinction coefficient for each observation using
,t(r) = (*(t) - *o)/X (the extra-terrestrial magnitude (me) for each star was accurately
determined using Nikonov's Method 
- 
see later). For each possible cause of extinction change,
a curve was fitted to HD114613 and the derived coefficients used to draw curves for the other
two stars. As the correct source of the extinction change should fit all three stars equally well,
the horizontal gradient in extinction can be immediately ruled out. Both the time dependent
extinction and zero-point changes appear to match the data well, with the latter being a slightly
better fit.
As the changes may not be linear, the extinction coefficients (or zero-point shifts) for all
three stars were plotted against time in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 and a polynomial fitted so the
required adjustment may be found for the time of any observation. Using these adjustments,
the transformation to the standard system was fitted in Figure 2.10. Despite the fact that the
standard stars were observed at larger airmasses where the two possible adjustments (Art 
-
/rslX or Lm = &11) should show the greatest difference, no significant difference was found.
As the program stars are usually observed at their minimum airmass, where the adjustments
are nearly equal, it was assumed that the changing Bouguer plot was due to a slowly decreasing
extinction coefficient. Almost all nights which had a changing extinction showed a slowly
deceasing extinction, which was approximately linear with time. According to Young (1974),
this is due to a slow fall-out of aerosols in the atmosphere during the night as the convection
(stirring up the aerosols) driven by solar heating cea6es.
Recall that the calculation of the instantaneous extinction coefficient using & = (rn-ms)/X
required an accurate valuefor rn6. Oue method forfinding this wa.s devised by Nikonov (1953),
and a variation on the technique was used here. Other methods to find rnq, or otherwise
determine better values of the extinction coefficient than from a Bouguer plot, can be found in
the literature, for example Hardie (1962), Harris, FitzGerald & Reed (1981), Acker & Jaschek
(1986), Sterken & Manfroid (1992a), Straiiys (1992), Forbee (1992), and Poretti &,Zerbi (1993).
In Nikonov's method, two extinction stars are used; an 'extinction' star and a 'control'star.
They are chosen such that when the extinction star culminates (i.e. at it's minimum airmass so
224 Obselrvatiotw, ao d &eductions
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Fig.ure 2.6: Effsct ox a Boiuguer plot due to three possible causeq of changing extinetion. A time-
varyfug extinstioncoefficient, horirontal gadient acrose the sky in the extinciion coefrcient and
a drift in the inetrutnentril seto.point are fittd bV eyu to HD1tr46llE ohcervcd on lS April 1992.
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Figurc 2.7: Effect on the P fflter extinction coefficient of difi€r€Nxt typea of extiactim &ange.
Dqr-inS 13 April 1992, three extinctisn stars were used to find the carrsc of appa,regtly &a,rrg=
,lng extinctionr assurring linearly changing extinction, indrumental zerq-poitt or a ho:izontal
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Frgure 2.8: Possible variatiqn of monochromatic extinctisu during a night. Ueing the exact
magnitudes of HD086629, ItDll4613 and EDl475l3, whie.h were determined by I{ikonov'e
Method, the extinction at the time of each obeervation during 13 April 1992 can be determined.
13- 4-L99e P zero-point shift
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time (UT)
Figure 29: Pqqsible vsriatiqn of the insttumental zerepoint during a night. Ueing the exaet
rnagnitudee of HD0866?9, IlD1l46t3 and HDl.,[7613, which wele de-termined by Nil<rOnwb










































Figure 2.10: Effect of extinction or cer+'pointchange trn transfofination to the standard syateul
for lil April 199?- The nynb'ob in the plots each reprgsen- a ata,r; from left io dgbt, the tdangle
is IfD168245, the hollow plue is 8D172850, the plus is HDI50S66, the asterigk is HDl6045l,
th-e cjrcle is H-Df67089, the pentagon is HDf67?68, the equare is HD1608g$, the soJid triangle
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X 
- 
1), the control star is rising in the East (i.e. starting at a large ainnass, X 
-2 say). The
control star is only measured twice 
- 
once at the beginning of the night (when the extinction
star culminates) and again at the end of the night (when the control star culminates and the
extinction star sets). Measurements of the extinction star are made (nearly) simultaneously
with these observations- Further measurements of the extinction star are made during the
night at appropriate intervals, for instance hourly. In the variation of Nikonov's method used
here, the control star is measured simultaneously with every extinction star observation rather
than only at the beginning and end ofthe night.
The following criterion, in addition to those above, are used to select the control and ex-
tinction stars;
non-variable
appropriate (and equal) spectral types
o appropriate (and equal) magnitudes
To try to ensure the stars are non-variable, variable star catalogs (such as the General
Catalog of Variable Stars (GCVS)) are checked for their absence. Preference is given to a
star that bas been observed as part of a standard stars system, for example from the E region
Johnson standards. The spectral types should be the same so any heterochromatic extinction
correction (see Section 2.7) is the same for both stars. They should also be of the appropriate
spectral type for the filter system used so the heterochromatic extinction correction is (nearly)
zero, for example use stars in the range F5-G2 V for the Vilnius system. Finally, both stars
should be the same magnitude so any non-linearities in the measuring system cancel out. The
magnitude should also be suitable for the size of the telescope, for example on the B&C 61 crn
telescope, control and extinction stars in the range mv 
- 
5.0 J 7.0 are acceptable. This range
is bright enough to give good signal-to-noise, minimizing the importance of the dark count or
sky background, the length of time required to make a measurement and not too bright to make
the effect of the dead-time correction inportant.
The reduction algorithm is;
o Calculate the approximate magnitude of the extinction star (fto,"rtn) from a Bouguer
plot.
o Improve the accuracy of the approximate magnitude by taking the average over each
photometric night of the observing run, giving 1fit6,ssgn).
o For each simultaneous pair of control and extinction star observations (subscripted i),
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4-799,2 extn. star eorr. HDl14613 P riagnitude
intereept = 5.809 t 0.()17llope= 0.103nO.01?
corr.elatlon = -F14.9%
0.6 0.8 | t.2, L.4
eon[rolrlextinetion st.ars air mass ratio
Frgure ?.11: Nikono.v's Method used to deterrnine the exaet (P) magnitude of the extiaction
sta,r. During 13 April 1992, the ext'inetion star wag HDI14613, and'the control sl,ar HD086629,
yieldtng neceet = tuo?Fron + (0.103 + 0'017).
calculote the approximate ma6nitude of the control star using
fta,Cntl i = rltqnit; - (tflea1rti- 1 ft o,etll. i, H.
o Least squardu ftt Xrns1rlX6scar (as the independent vadable) velsul ffioie*t;. Tbc intereept
give the 'exact- mag of the eentrol star (m6,e6g] and the slope gives 6u,.atn, which
ls the differenc€ between the approcirnate trnd 'exaetr magnitude of the extinction star
(h" i"rtn =4 fr o,cstn ) * dnr"rto),
r Improve the accuracy of the 'exact' magnitude of the contrcl and extinction ata,rs by
aner,aging.
An ena,mple of the least oquarca fitting is shown in Figue 2,11. The derivatioq of thh
method ia gtrcn in Appe.udix F, with the key asaumptiona being that the ex inction soefficient
is uniform across the eky at any otr€ moment and that the observations sf the control and
extinstion Bta[ qre made dmultaneorioly, The aasunption abont the uniform extinction ig, more
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Typicol extinction function for the Eorth's otmosphere
3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
^ 
(A)
Figure 2.12: Typical atmospheric extinction across the optical region, assuming the equivalent
of 10 mm of water vapour and 3 rnm of Ozone. Taken from Table 7 of StraiZys (1992). The
Vilnius System passbands are included for comparison.
2.7 The I{eterochromatic Extinction Correction.
The previous discussion about extinction assumed a monochromatic ray of light passing through
the Earth's atmosphere. However each observation is made over a wavelength range defined by
the particular filter used (or more strictly, the combined responses of the filter, PMT, any lenses
in the photometer and the telescope mirrors). If the extinction coefficient was uniform across
this wavelength range, then the same situation as for the nonochromatic extinction would be
obtained. However, as Figure 2.12 shows, this is seldom the case.
Generally the extinction is larger on the short wavelength side of a filter passband, hence
the colour of a star appears reddened, with blue stars being affected more than red stars.
This reddening also increases with larger airmass; for example if the extinction on the short
wavelength (blue) side of the filter was twice that of the long wavelength side at some airmass,
then doubling the airnass increa^ses the blue extinction by a factor of four over the red. This
is equivalent to reducing the bandwidth of the filter, so at larger airmasses any (non-linear)
efects of heterochromatic extinction are reduced and the Bouguer plot becomes a straight line
- 
this is known as the Forbes effect, from Forbes (1842). Unless this effect is accounted for, an
extrapolation of a straight line fitted from observations at large airmass will give an incorrect
extra-terrestrial magnitude.
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ity, interstellar reddening etc.) in addition to the wavelength dependence of the atmospheric
extinction and airmass of the observation. To obtain the extinction coeffrcient for another star,
the measured coefficient must be 'colrected' for the difierence in spectral class and airmass
between the stars.




where ^S(l) is the spectral function of the light incident on the receiver system (with response
function r?(l)). A Taylor expansion is made on .9(A) about ,ls, where lo is chosen so that the
first moment cancels, i.e. As = ,[i" 
^R(^)d^lf; q,l1a,l and the other moments are denotedby pl (= 
"(,'(l - )o)"n(,\)d.\7f; n1rya.l1;
f)zlflelt)rzE- =,5(,\o);f 
, 
n{l;a.l + fi149'(xo);1, n1rlar+ or39"(\ol J^, ft(l)d)+...
where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to ). Dropping the integral limits A1 and
)2, the explicit ,\ dependence and denoting lo by a zero subscript on the function for brevity;
f(
E^ = so I oa^{t. }r;ff * fir:ff. }
The measured magnitude m(hs) has,9 = E'(,\),4(,\), with E being the star's irradiance and
A being the Earth's atmospheric transmission function, so
m(ho) = z-2.ilogfeoao lno^{r*}r;ffi*{rtffi. }]
= z - 2.llos{Bs} - 2.b tos{As } - 2.b^r{ [nd,\] -' -L/ )
25rog{,*}rtffi+jttffi. }
Similarly, the extra-terrestrial magnitude m(hr) has S(I) 
- 
E(.\), so
m(rr) = z-2.5r.slro tnat{t.jrz";*!.r:ff. }]
= z -2.s log{Eo} - 2.E rog {/ *^} -
' ',ur#+ lrr:{9- +...} .2'Slogtt* t,.,86 , 3!'" Es , . )
The required transformation (which is ueually called a 'correction') is
Am = rn(hr)-m(ho)
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= 2.b ro9{.46} - t.b log {t * }rZt; + f,tC ary * } *
*,tffi*j,tffi. ) (2.1e)
If the higher order terms in the log functions are small, then the approximation ln(l { r) nv a
may be used
z.s ros {r +
Lm = 2.5tos{As}-2.Frog(e) {*.rr"** jn 
^W* }*
2 5rog(e) {*.rrW * {r2ffi. } (2.20)
with the log(e) factors coming from the conversion of base 10 logarithmg to natural logarithms.
Now the derivatives of EsAs expand in a binomial series, for example (EoAol" 
-- 
Et Ao *
zE'oAlo * EsAld, which givee
Ama ].
(2.21)
The 'normalised'derivatives are derivatives of the quantity in magnitudes as r'/x - {ln(r)}' =
ln(10){log(c)}'and the higher order derivatives can be written in similar terms using the earlier
derivatives, for example r" f x = (r' lr)' * (d /r)' . Therefore, (assuming the airmass X does
not have any wavelength dependence)










with the other extinction terms involving further derivatives of the monochromatic extinction
at ,\s and powers of the airmass X. Similar results are also found for the extra-terrestrial
monochromatic magnitude terms.
In principle, the extinction at ,\o and it's derivatives can be found by measuring the ex-
tinction at several wavelengths closely spaced about ,\s. To first order, the extinction follows
a power law A(.\) = al-n, where n nl 4 as Rayleigh scattering is usually the dominant cause
of extiaction. In particular, this is true for the Vilnius System as the HzO and 02 absorption
bands do not coincide with the filter pa.ssbands, or are very weak if they are included. As the
extinction is thus a fairly smooth function, the spacing of the filters is not critical, and the
monochromatic extinction values from the filter set in use is adequate to derive the significant
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terms.
Unfortunately a star's spectra is not smooth, consisting of absorption or emission lines
superimposed on a black body curve. In general, the derivatives of Eo do not diminish very fast.
Young (1988) has shown that the first and second derivatives can be found easily by splitting
E into a smooth (parabolic) function .8, and a remainder function Er. The coefficients of the
parabola are found by requiring I ErARn^ = 0 so the equations above (to second order) hold
for the smooth function. A Taylor expansion of this condition about the extinction Aq gives
(2.22)
As,4e,,4'0, and Aff depend on the airmass through which a star is measured, to ensure the
condition is always true requires each integral to vanish. Young (1988) finds this requires the
filters to spaced less than half of the FWHM apart in wavelength to get good results.
This condition is (nearly) satisfied for only the U,P,X and the Z and Y filters of the Vilnius
System. Hence the expansion can only be carried to the second moment (and also dropping
A(/Ao)
eo I n,nax+ eL tp,- l')z'".Rd^ + e:{ t6- }o)2E",rd.\ = 0
Lm N 2'5log{As} +z.ltosklfirrfl*
E 
-&ox * c&f x{m(h1)6}'
{2.23)
where c absorbs the various constant terms. The derivative of the extra-terrestrial magnitude
about ,\s is found from some colour index, for instance in the Vilnius System X-Y is used. The
usual form of this equation is
Lm x 
-(&'+ k"Colour)X (2.24)
where &' and &/' absorb the various constant factors and are the primary (or monochromatic)
and secondary (or heterochromatic or colour) extinction coeffcients.
A better approximation can be found by retaining the A(/As term. This is done by not
expanding (EoAo)" but instead adding the second moment terms (in equaiion 2.20) together
i.e. using the average ofthe measured and extra-terrestrial colour (Young & Irvine 1967, Young
rs74).
As most filter systems are not spaced close enough together in wavelength to correct for
heterochromatic extinction more accurately than the second derivatives, according to Sterken
,tl#.#]
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21- 5-1993 Y-Z colour sec. extn. coeff. fit
o
colour X-Y
Figure 2.13: Secondary Extinction Coefficient for Y-Z of Vilnius filter set $2, determined from
the slope of the heterochromatic extinction coefficients of six stars versug their X-Y colours.
The colour X-Y is the extra-terrestrial colour in the instrumental system.
& Manfroid (1992c) it is better that everyoue use the same reduction methods (even if they
are not strictly correct). Thus everyone will have the same systematic errors, which will at
least allow better comparisons between different observers. For this reasonr equation 2.24 (with
the extra-terrestrial colour) was used here, following the procedures from the originators of the
Vilnius System,
The colour extinction coefficient was determined for each filter set by measuring the het-
erochromatic extinction (A 
- 
&' * k"Colour) for several extinction stars of different spectral
types on a photometric night. To minimize the effect of any errors in measuring the extinction,
(for instance, due to variations in I across the sky or during the night) the stars should be close
together in the sky and be measured simultaneously. The extinction /c is calculated for each
star in a Bouguer plot and these then plotted agaiust the extra-terrestrial colour of each star,
as shown in Figure 2.13.
The only terms that can vary in the secondary coefficient frfi (see equation 2.23) are the
derivative of the extinction spectral function (A[/Ao) and the second moment of the filter
passbands (pl). Neither of these terms are considered to change very quickly, so estimates for
the required measurement frequency of the secondary coefficients vary from monthly to yearly
(Young 1974, Hendon & Kaitchuck 1990).
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The theoretical results for
the standard Vilnius System
are also listed in the table. The
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not having a significant coefficient, i.e. the coefficient was not larger than the measuring errors.
The colour term is set to zero for an arbitrary spectral class, being G0 V for the Vilnius System
- 
in the table, this is the (X-Y)offset in the local (instrurnental) system. The coefficients were
measured on 21 Feb 1991 for filter set f I and on 25 May 1993 for set #2.
Table 2.3: Vilnius Colour Extinction Coefficients, measured on
21 Feb 1991 (filter set f 1) and 25 May 1993 (set #2)
Standard System coeffi cients
obtained by convolving the sy
tem passbands with a typical
extinction spectral curve at dif
ferent airmasses and for differ-
ent stars with measured spec-
tra and colours (StraiZys 1992,
Zdanavidius 1970). The agree-
ment between the different filter sets and the Standard System is reasonably close. The values
are also quite small, as the error in measuring the primary extinction coefficient is often a
similar size (especially for the nights where the extinction was changing).
2.8 Tlansformation to the Standard Filter System.
Now the extra-terrestrial magnitude m(h1), which was measured in the locslinstrumental sys-
tem (also called the natural or intental instrumental system or simply the instrumental system) 
,
has to be transformed to the equivalent mea^surement in the standard system (which is defined
by the original instrumental system of the photometric system).
ln general, the corresponding filters in each system will not have the same effective wave-
length. Hence, in a Taylor expansion about ls (choosing ,lq between the effective wavelengths of
each filter, say) the first moments will be non-zero. Denoting the local system by the subscript


























n (h)e = za -Z.llog{Es} - 2.blog {l ^*^\ -
2.brog{t *u,,^ fi+ }u..^ff+ {,n.^H. },
m(hia = zs - 2-llog{Es} - 2.5log {l o"r^} -
2.b ros {t * u,,"tfi+ }u2,"ff + L*,"8{. }
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Absorbing I RAdA into the zere-point za etc. and combiningthe zeropoints 6 zABt the trans-





The latter form allows the derivatives of Es to be replaced by derivatives of ln(,E) with
respect to ln(.\) (at .\e)
-2.5rog {r * u,,^ff + j.uz,^E} +







going from the compact prirne notation to the explicit dyf dx notation to show the change of
variables. As before, a star's spectra can be split into a smooth approximation and a remainder
(E 
- 
E" *.8") and ,B, chosen such that the above equations hold for E, instead of E. Hence,
the logarithmic derivatives of the smoothed spectra can be estimated by a colour index (for
d(lnE)/d(lnl)) and difference between adjacent colour indices (for d2(ln E)ld(ln))?). Young
(1988) has found that the colours (and differences) give good estimatee of the first and second
derivatives if the filters (in a system) are spaced less than half of the FWHM apart in wavelength.
It is usually assumed that the higher order terms are all small, so the logarithmic approxi-
mation ln(l * c) a: c for e ( I may be used
m(hr)e-m(ht)a N zeB 
-2.5rog(e) {+.41*l/es\"x'ont* I'cte/l)" E *t\)"/ h* I




--= E d^ d(ln r)
^2 
Ett A2 d2 E dz(tn E) 
. f d(ln E)12 d(ln E)E = EAF = a1tn.r;, * LdO',\)l - 7(t" l)
e: zAB *2'5tog(e) f P''u - lt''n\oEt 'I ,\" Eo-
I ttl." - p1,^ 
^TEt - \t-- Af- h "'l
(2.26)
(2.27)
with the log(e) factors coming from the conversion of base 10 logarithms to natural logarithms.
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Denoting the effective wavelengths of the systems as,tra and As, then
t!,^= =ffi-^rffi,=ra-ro
and similarly, F,,e - \n -.\s. This gives
Pt,e-Ft.e=la-)e'
If the higher order moments of each system are equal, i.e. the filters have (nearly) identical
shapes but are shifted in waveleugth, then
m(h)n 
- 
m(h)s ^y zAB -2.blog(e) (^u, ^") IPIr lo /[d(ln.\)J^"
ey zne*1 (colour)x (2.28)
which is the linear transformation equation commonly used.
The transmittance of the local Vilnius filter sets were measured from tr = 1900 - 8200 A in
20 A steps using a double-beam spectrometer, courtesy of the Chemistry Department, VUW.
These are compared with the response curves of the Standard Vilnius system (StraiZys 1992)
in Figure 2.14. The local filters generally match the standard filters'shapes but are shifted
slightly in wavelength, so the equation 2.28 is expected to be a good transformation. However
the different shapes of the Z and (interference) S filter, which shows a double peak, may cause
some problems.
Convolving the lgg0 measurements of filter set Sl and the Standard filter responses with
stellar spectra (Gunn & Stryker 1983) to synthesize magnitudes, various transformations be-
tween the local and Standard systems were plotted. It was found that using (Y-V)s as the
colour in equation 2.28, single-valued (but often non-linear) transformations were required 
-
the zero subscript now indicates a measurement in the standard system. Using (standard)
colours closer in wavelength to the magnitude (or colour) being transformed, for example
V-Vo 
- 
a + 6(Z-V)0, sometimes gave a multi-valued (and non-linear) transformation. The
errors from assuming a linear transformation were 
- 
0T02, which is approximately the same
size as the uncertainties in the observations ofreal (rather than synthesized) standard stars and
much less than the scatter in the (real) transformation diagrams (see Figure 2.15).
As the observations could not resolve between linear and non-linear transformations, nor
between transformations using (Y-V)o or a 'closer' colour as an estimate of the derivative of
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S'igure 2,14: eompa,rison of local and Stsndar.d Vilnius filter responses, normalid to 100%
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= do * dr(Y-V)o
= do *e1(Y-Vlo
= h * /r(Y-v)o
= so 1s1(Y-V)o
= ho*[r(Y-V)o (2.2e)
On some dgbts, insufrcient standards were obtrerved to get an arcurate nqsformotion.
For such nighte, the poesibility of using an averagr trangformatisn determined from all the
oboervations of standard stars orer the entire obcerving run was inveetigated. It was found
that the fitted oefficients for average ttaqdotqlatisns are of aimilar accutacy to the fittod
ca€'fficiente for individual nigbte, i-e. the inatrumental ty-stem is stable over the entire ob*rviqg
run. Thii meanf an avcrage transform.ation may be used. for nights with few standards 
- 
this
was particularly usefui for obqervatitme made during Brmrlter.
intercept = 
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2.9 Planning an Observing Session.
To make optimum use of photometric conditions during an observing run, it is essential to decide
on the observing programme beforehand. Some examples of this pre-planning are discussed
below.
Program stars are in general best placed for observing at certain times of the year. An
example using the O Vel cluster is shown in Figure 2.16 
- 
this shows that O Vel cluster stars
can be measured (at small airmass) after midnight during a December observing run, throughout
the night from January to April, and before midnight (during the longer winter nights) until
the beginning of June.
Similarly, the extinction and control stars need to be chosen to fulfill the conditions discussed
in section 2.6(page 2-19). The declination of the extinction and control stars can be chosen
with the aid of Figure 2.17. This shows the relation (for MJUO) between the declination of
the control and extinction stars and the Hour Angle (HA) of the coutrol star, fixing the control
star at two airmasses while the extinction star is at its minimum airmass (so its HA is zero).
For instance, bright stars such as the extinction and control stars can be observed to approx-
imately halfway between twilight and sunrise (or sunset). In May 1993, this was approximately
13 hours which is also the required difierence in HA between the extinction and control stars.











Control Star at X=2
10987654
HA
Figure 2.17: Choosing the Declination as afunction of the control star's HA, when the control
star is at two airmasses and the extinction star is at its minimum airmass (i.e. its HA is zero).
This allows the stars to be picked to match the duration of the night, for example six hours in
summer or two six hours segments in winter.
chosen by dividing the night into two segments. There are now three stars, labeled starl , star2,
and star3 in order of increasing RA. At the beginning of the night, stars is the extinction star
and star2 is the control star. Halfway through the night, starl is setting and star2 is culminating
while star3 is rising so star2 becomes the extinction star and star3 the control.
By dividing the night in half, the required difference in HA between the three stars is now
6'5 hours, and Dec 
- -2|to. In practice, the extinction and control stars were chosen from
the E region standard stars, with Dec 
- -45" and hence a difference in HA of approximately
8.5 Aours 
- 
this has the advantages that near the middle of the night all three stars may be
observed together (which gives a check on the extinction determinations) and that program
stars (i.e. candidates for the Southern Vilnius Standard System) are being used to determine
the extinction.
The RA of the extinction star (i.e. star2 during winter), and hence of the control star(s),
may be chosen from diagrams such as Figure 2.18. This shows that the E region standard star
E6-047 was choeen as the extinction star for the May 1993 observing run as it has an airmass
of 
- 
2 at the beginning and end of astronomical twilight and is at its minimum airmass near
the middle of the night (in addition to being non-variable etc.).
Finally, star charts need to be checked to ensure there is no possibility of confusion over
finding the correct stat. If there was another star of similar, or brighter, intensity within |"
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Figure 2.18: The airmass of the extinction star E6-047 at MJUO during lg May 1993.
say, a finding chart was prepared (using the "starchart" program which reads the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Guide Star Catalog from Compact Disk Read Only Memory (CDROM)'s).
The orientation and scale of the chart should match the view seen through the finder telescope
or the pre-diaphragm viewer on the main telescope so the charts are usually printed on trans-
parencies with appropriate scale indications. An example (the finding chart for O Vel) can be
seen in Figure 4.7.
z.LO Summary.
The observations for this study were made at Mount John University Observatory, in the South
Island of New Zealand. The preferred system was the B&C 61 cm Cassegrain telescope using the
VUW 95588 PMT in pulse counting mode and the Vilnius filter set #1. L brief background on
the observation and reduction procedures for photoelectric photometry is given, together with
a detailed description of the methods used in this study. These were all 'standard' methods,
except for the extinction correction described next.
The (monochromatic) extinction correction used was Nikonov's Method, which only assumes
the extinction is uniform across the sky at the moment of measurement. This allows any changes



















rnethsd which rcquired the ex,tiaction to be unifor-m both acr,oss the sky aud throughout t'he
entire nigtt. D,t iog the reduetiong it wag found that apparent extiaction varJ'ationt during a
night were common at MJUG- a,n inveetigation eoncluded ihat this efect ie due to either tiine
dependent dtiftiqg in the i.nstrumeot's zeto.point or tirne dependent changes in the es,iuction.
Due to the particuler observing prograt! used, there were tro detectab.le differences between the
two pmsible cause of, (extinction' variations on tfie reducod measureurcnte ss th€ @gt was
assumed to be fiom the latter cause.
The ffnal oection of the chapter discllss€ pkrnning.for obeerring eessions, i.e. choa*ing which
etdihction, standard and ptogranr statg are to observod dqending on the tirne o-f year ailtd time
of night, together wit'h preparation of findiug charts.
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Chapter 3
The Southern Vilnius Standard System.
An extensive set of standard stars was established around the North Celestial Pole (dernis et al.
1989), the Kapteyn areas (dernis & Jasevidius lgg2), the Cygnus Standard Region (ZdanaviEius
et al. 1969, ZdanaviEius & Cerniene 1985) and Aquila Standard Region (ZdanaviEius et al. 1969).
As none of these standard regions is south of the celestial equator it became necessary to estab
lish first a set of southern standard stars before any observations in the southern hemisphere
could be made. A set of stars that are observable from the southern hemisphere was selected
from those previously mea.sured in the Vilnius system (North 1980) to be used as 'primary stan-
dards'. The selection was made by accepting only stars brighter than 7T00 and further south
than declination *10o. Initially any stars in the catalog which had Johnson V magnitudes
rather than Vilnius V magnitudes was rejected. Similarly any known or suspected variable
stars were also rejected. However these last two criteria had to be relaxed when it was found
that they resulted in too few standard stars (especially during summer observations). The final
list is given in appendix B.
As the so-called 'primary standards' are not in fact standard stars, the scatter in transfor-
mation diagrams (such as Figure 2.15 on page 2-35) was larger than normal and so required
more stars to be observed than usual. In addition, as it is likely that measurements made here
would be more accurate than the original observations in the northern system (as, in general,
more observations per star were made) it was decided to include these stars as part of the
Southern Vilnius Standard Svstem.
3.1 Selection of Standard star candidates.
Lists of possible eouthern standard stars were prepared (see appendix B) which, if measured to
sufficient precision and accuracy, will become 'secondary standards' of the Vilnius photomet-
ric system. However, the inaccurate transformations inherent in under-sampled filter systems
(Young 1988) mean that a new photometric system (the Southern Vilnius System) will actually
be established which is on aaeruge the same as the original system.
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The candidate southern standard stars were selected in three groups; a South Polar Sequence
(the 'SPS' standards), a group of bright stars spread across the southern sky (the 'all-sky'
standards, or sometimes simply the 'secondary standards'), and a group of standard stars from
other photometric systems (the 'E region'standards).
The South Polar Sequence (SPS) stars were selected using the Set of ldentifications, Mea'
surements and Bibliography for Astronomical Data (SIMBAD) database witb the following
search criterion; non-variable, V < 7T00, and d ( 
-80". The advantage of a polar sequence
over other standard star regions is that being circumpolar, the same set of stars may be ob-
served at any time of the year, for example allowing long term iustrumental (zero.point) drifts
to be monitored. Further, polar sequence stars move through a smaller range in airmass, re-
ducing the effects of inexact extinction corrections on transformations to the standard system.
If establishing a completefy new photometric system, such a sequence is essential and should be
observed first, before the system can change (due to 'aging'of the filters, long-term drifts in
the PMT etc.).
The bright, all-sky group of stars were also selected using SIMBAD with the search criterion
being; non-variable, V < 6T00, and 
-70o < d < -30" (although some stars were observed
outside this declination range). Choosing stars spread in an approximately uniform menner
across the sky ensures there will always be some standard stars near in the sky to any program
star (for example as comparison and check stars of a variable star program). Similarly, there
should always be some standard stars suitable as both standard and extinction stars for use in
a variety ofobserving methods (see references given in section 2.6, page 2-19).
The final group of candidate standard stars is taken from a set of standard stars already
established for the Johnson photometricsystem by Menzies et al. (1989). The group consists
of nine E regions which contain approximately sixty stars each, ranging from V = 3T0 + l2:0,
centred near d s 
-45" and spaced 2-3 hours apart in RA. The initial program is to observe
all bright stars (V ( 7, say) from an E region and then move to progressively fainter stars in
the region. In general, the stars denoted as variable, or with optical companions that may not
be consistently included (or excluded, following Menzies's notes) in the photometer diaphragm,
were not observed. The E region stars are also suitable for a variety of extinction and/or
standardisation observing methods, in a complimentary manner to the all-sky group.
3.2 Error analysis.
An error analysis was performed, to check the reliability of the standard deviations (see sec-
tion 2.1, page 2-1) as an indicator ofthe uncertainty in the data, and to check for any problems
in the instrumental system. A list of all the observed stars is given in appendix C, while
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the magnitudes and standard deviations of all the 'good' individual observations are given in
appendix D 
- 
the definition of 'good' observations is given later on page 3-3.
Sorne other terms used in the analysis are explained below; The term 'internal errors' refers
to the standard deviations of the extinction corrected observations, i.e. the observations are
still in the local, or internal, photometric system. Similarly, after transforming to the standard
('external') system, the standard deviations are referred to as the'external errors'. For the
transformed primary standards, a third type of error can be calculated 
- 
the 'residual error'.
This is the difference between the magnitudes (or colours) from the original (northern) system
and the (transformed) local system.
A quick review of the terms 'precision' and 'accuracy' is also appropriate here. Precision
refers to the number of significant figures in a measurement and is usually associated with the
random error of a rneasurement, for example a measured V magnitude of 6T75 may be known to
a precision of +0T0 t. Accuracy refers to how close the measured value is to the true value and
is usually associated with systematic errors; in the example above, the accuracy would be 0T05
if the true V magnitude was 6T70. The internal errors are assumed to be predominately random
errors, the external errors a mixture of random and systematic and the residuals predominately
systematic errors.
First, correlations between the internal V errors and the other filters'errors were investi-
gated. It was found that the other errors show slight to definite correlations with the V errors,
hence the V errors could be taken as 'typical'and so further analysis will be described for the
V filter only.
Plots of the internal errors against instrumental colour of the star, RA of the star, and
the seasonal phase (of the year) of the observation showed no trends, and hence there are no
indications of any instrumental problems. However, the errors do show a slight dependence on
the airmass through which the observation was made (see Figure 2.4 on page 2-17). There was
also a dependence of the errors on the instrumental magnitude of the star (see Figure 3.1). This
was plotted from observations made between 1.0 to 1.4 airmasses, where the airmass dependence
is small. Hence, the errors increase (as expected) with decreasing brightness and/or increasing
airmass of the observations.
A histogram of the internal V errors (sy) shows the main distribution is between sy =
OTOO + 0T05, fo[owed by a small number of 'outliere' with 
"u > 
0h5. All the other filters
were also found to have similar distributions with outliers from 0T05, except for U (whose
outliers occurred from sy > 0T09). These outliers were considered 'bad'observations and
rejected from the data set.
The catalogs in Appendix D list the 'good' individual observations of the stars 
- 
the
individual observations of each star, rather than just the mean values, were included eo later
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Relationship between raw rnagnitude and errors
476
instrumental magnitude
Figure 3.1: Observational error as a function of instrumental magnitude at MJUO. The internal
standard deviation of the V filter measurements are plotted against the instrumental magnitude
of the observation.
observations may be added to the data set and new mean values calculated, and investigations
of possible variability of any star may be made later.
Initially two consecutive observations of each star were made during a night. It was found
that the internal errors also indicates the size of the difference between these consecutive ob.
servations, so some of the later measurements took advantage of this by making only one
observation of each star during a night (except extinction stars, which were measured hourly).
It was hoped that the external errors would correlate with the residual errors of the primary
standards, and so indicate how accurately the secondary standards were transformed to the
northern Vilnius system. Unfortunately no significant conelation was found but the errors
both vary over approximately the same range of values (for example most of the external V
errors are found between 0T0l -+ 0T05 while the residuals are between OTOO -+ 0T06).
A histogram of the V residuals (of the individual observations) is shown in Figure 3.2,




assuming the mean residual (f) is zero. To improve the fit, two discrepant data bins were
rThe 
'absolute value of the residuals'function was used, rather than the normal function, simply because it
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of residuals from all the 'good' observations of primary standard stars,
together with a least squares fitted exponential curve.
rejected (0.05 < lVresiauarl < 0-06,0.13 < lV"u"iau*l < 0.14), removing 13 observations to leave
a totaf of 471. The fitted terms (o and 6) can be interpreted analogously to a normal distribution
(3.2)
where N is the number of observations, o is a residual, with a and o being the mean and
standard deviation of the residuals. The mean residual was then shifted by the histogram bin
width (Ac) to align the data with the fitted curve. The fitted term (a = 247\ then gives
If = 436, which agrees reasonably well with the actual number of oboervations (471). The D
factor (= 0.025) should be close to the standard deviation of the residuals, which for the full
484 observations is 0.022.
Next the average value for each primary standard star from the individual observations was
calculated and the residuals plotted against the number of observations (ff) made of each etar 
-
see Figure 3.3. The lower curve drawn in the histogram shows the expected N-112 dependence
of the average residual 
- 
recall this is 0.025 for a single (average) observation. The upper curve
is the expected standard deviation of the residual added to the lower curve. This is calculated
assuming a Poiseon distribution for observations of a star, with the standard deviation being
,M^r 0.16- The number in the exponential decay term is l/ <N> (= I14.7 
^r 
0.21), where
< AI > is the average number of observations per star.
leost squores fit

















Figure 3.3: Histogram of residuals of the primary standard stars (averaged) observations.
The horizontal line indicates the desired 0T01 accuracy and precision 
- 
the lower curve
shows six observations ofeach star are required to reduce the random errors (in the observations
and transformations) so that the average residual is 
- 
0T01. The upper curve indicates that
up to 18 observations per star might be required to reduce the random (transformation) errors
so all'good'standard stars are measured to better than 0?01 accuracy. Conversely, any star
above the upper curve would be a 'bad' standard star; it may not transform correctly with the
simple (linear) transformations used here, the value in the standard system may be inaccurate,
the star may be variable, or (for N < 6, say) not enough observations have been made of
the star (in the local system). However, the upper curve should only be used as a guide,
especially the l8 observations per star requirement, as very few stars have had a large number
of observations ma.de. Note that if the precision and accuracy goal is relaxed to 0T02, the
number of observations per star becomes 1'5 and 12 respectively.
The overall precision and accuracy of the observations can be gauged from the standard
deviations shown in Table 3.1. The internal errors show that 0T0l i+ 0T02 precision is being
achieved in the local systenr, and the errors increase by less than a factor of two when being
transformed to the standard system. The standard deviations were also calculated separately
for the primary standard stars and the three groups of secondary standard st ars. However the
results for the SPS stars are probably not reliable due to the small number of observations
made.
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into the three secondary standard standards discussed in the text.







































0.012 0.01l 0.012 0.013 0.012
0.034 0.022 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.020
v7
Table 3.1: Standard deviations from all the (N) individual observations, calculated for the
internal, external and (primary standard stars) residual errors. The observations are also split
which they were observed decreases (in decreasing order; primary standards, all-sky, E region
secondary standards). The consistently larger U-P error is probably due to the integration
time for the U filter being too short (despite already being twice as long as the other filters) 
-
it is recommended that the U filter integration time be 3-4 times longer than the other filters
(i.e. 1S20 seconds for bright stars). The V magnitude error is also consistently larger than the
colours 
- 
this is probably because reducing the data as a colour removes to first order any
instrumental drifts and/or any extinction variations having a large 'grey' component.
The external errors do not show the same trends between the groups of stars as seen in
the internal errors. The airmass dependence is probably responsible for the primary standards'
errors being larger than the E region standards. However the all-sky standards were (un-
fortunately) almost exclusively observed during the period immediately following the Mount
Pinatubo eruption, unlike the other groups ofstaudards (which were observed both before and
during the eruption and after it's effects had started to decrease). This probably accounts for
the larger standard deviations of the all-sky standards, and is more clearly seen by plotting the
mean internal error of each photometric night against the Julian Date 
- 
this shows the mean
errors significantly increase after the eruption's aerosol clouds arrived over MJUO, which is due
to the increased variation in the atmospheric extinction (see Appendix G).
The sum (of the squares) of the primary standard stars' internal and residual errors show
a good correlation with the external errorc, while slightly under-estimating them. Therefore it
was concluded that the external errors giye an excellent estimate of the average precision and
accur€rcy of the observations of the Southern Vilnius System.
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3.3 Selection of the Standard stars.
Soutftern System
Using the 'good' observations discussed earlier, the weighted mean and standard deviation of
the mean was calculated for each candidaie southern standard star. To select those stars that
have been measured to sufficient precision and accuracy to become standards, the following
criteria were applied;
for the (northern) primary'standards', the star must not be a known or suspected variable
(the secondary standards have already been checked for this).
more than N observations have been made of a star.
o the standard deviation of the mean value for a star must be less than some cut-off value
for each filter.
o the star's spectral classification based on it's mean Vilnius colours agrees within two
sub'classes of the spectral type given in the literature and within one luminosity class.
Setting the required number ofobservations per star (N) to six (to achieve an average accuracy
of 0T01, as shown in Figure 3.3) results in very few stars being accepted as standards. For
this reason, it was relaxed to 0T02, which meant two observations of a star should be sufficient
- 
in fact l{ was set to three so the standard deviation (of the mean) of each star could be
calculated.
For the E region stars, the required standard deviation cut-off was set to 0T02 (except for
U-P, which was relaxed slightly to 0T025). To achieve a reasonable number of stars acceptable
as standards in the remaining groups of stars (primary standards, all-sky and SPS secondary
standard candidates), which were generally measured through a larger airmass, the error cut-
offs were increased to 0T0a for the V magnitude and 0T03 for the colours. Both the Vilnius
'Q-Search' and 'Q-Spectra' classification methods were used to derive the star's spectral type,
with a star being acceptable if successfully matched by both methods. A star was considered
marginally acceptable if matched by one method, and nearly matched by the other 
- 
this
will allow for any shortcomings in the reference lists used by each method. The resulting lists
of standard stars for the Southern Vilnius System are given in Appendix E. As the majority
of unacceptable stars were rejected due to an insufficient number of observations, these were
also included (in separate tables) at the back of the appendix for the benefit of later observers
continuing to develop the Southern Vilnius System.
The overall accuracy and precision of the standard stars (rather than that of an individual
observation) may be estimated from
:ffiVNc- (3.3)
Table 3.2: Error estimates of the Southern
also split into the two secondary standard
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Vilnius system standard stars. The observations are
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where o is the standard deviation of a single observation (taken from the external errors in
Table 3.1), n; is the number of observations of the f'h star and N is the total number of
stars measured. The results are given in Table 3.2, and were also calculated separately for the
primary standard stars and two groups of secondary standard stars (none of the SPS stars was
accepted as standards, due to small number of observations per star).
3.4 Derivation of the Southern Vilnius System's Pass-
bands.
Following the general method described by Bessell (1990), it was intended to derive the pass-
bands of the Southern Vilnius System (relative to the passbands of the Northern Vilnius system).
First all the stars in the Northern Vilnius Catalog (North 1980) that are also in the Gunn
& Stryker (1983) catalog of stellar spectra were collated, giving a data set of 39 stars. As the
Vilnius colours are not dereddened but the G-S spectra are (assuming a particular reddening
law), the spectra were restored to their original reddened state. Convolving the spectra (S(A))
with the standard passbands of the Northern Vilnius system (StraiZys & Zdanavidius 1970)
gives synthesized colours
(3.4)
where tta, rt6 are the passbands of the particular Vilnius colour. The G-S spectra have been
normalised at the effective wavelength of the Johnson V filter 
- 
unfortunately the original
intensity at that wavelength was not recorded in the catalog so only colours, but not magnitudes,
may be synthesized.
These synthesized colours were then compared with the measured colours. For each colour,
all the spectra were multiplied by a polynomial whose coefficients were adjusted until the
synthesized colours matched the actual colours. In all cases, a polynomial to first order (/()) =
@o + ol^) was sufficient.
Next all G-S stars that have also been measured in the Southern Vilnius system were collated.
Using the same polynomial found for the northern system, the adjusted spectra were convolved
^ , f," slrynoarvOr45 = -T:-
J;.'^S(l)RBdl
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with the southern system passbands and the synthesized colours compared with the measured
colours. The filter passbands would then be adjusted so that the synthesized colours match
the actual colours, using the northern passbands as the initial guess. Unfortunately only 5
stars were found to be common to the G-S catalog and the Southern Vilnius system, which was
insufficient to see if there was any difference between the northern and southern passbands.
3.5 Tbansformations to the Johnson System.
To gauge the accuracy of transforming mea.surements in the Vilnius system to the Johnson
system, Vilnius standard passbands were 'added' together in various linear combinations to
match each Johnson filter (using the standard passbands given by StraiZys (1992)). The best





arP, * ozXo * aaY, * aeZ, * asY,
orZu* ozvu +o3su (3.5)
with the 'j' and 'u' subscripts indicating Johnson or Vilnius filters respectively. The actual
value of the coefficients c1 etc. is irrelevant; what is important is how well the best linear
combination matches the shape of the corresponding Johnson passband, which can be seen in
Figure 3.4.
The Johnson U filter is closely duplicated by the combination of Vilnius filters given above
and so accurate transformations (using the same transformation coefficients) should be possible
for any star. However the Johnson B and V filters are poorly matched, so separate transforma-
tions will be needed for different subsets of stars, for example late type stars have an absorption
feature at 
- 
60004 which is not measured by the Vilnius combination and hence will not have
the same transformation as early type stars (which do not have this feature).
Some actual transformations between the Vilnius and Johnson systems may be found from
the E region's observations,2 with the Johnson magnitudes and colours taken from Menzies
et al. (f989). Transformations using fluxes (Young 1994) were made in addition to those
using magnitudes but gave no improvement in the precision of the least squares fits and so
are not presented here. Several transformations to each Johnson colour are included for two
reasons; first, the stars may have only been mea^sured using a subset of the Vilnius filter set
(for example Banks et al. (1994) CCD photometry), and secondly, if all the transformations give
2E3-087 produced a data point lying a significant 'distance'from the relatione found in all the following
transformations. This is due to it's companion star being included in Menzies et d. (1989) measurements of the
star but not in the Vilnius observations. and so E3-O87 was excluded from the trsnsformations.
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Figure 3.4: Least squared fitted
filters.
linear combination of Vilnius filters to match the Johnson
(approximately) the same Johnson colour then the transformations can be considered correct
for that particular star.
The first transformation is between the Vilnius and Johnson V magnitudes;3
vj = ao+atVo
ao = -0'029+0'028
c1 =+0.999+0.004 R=0.9994 (3.6)
o=0.029 R-0.9994
where E are the linear correlation coefficients for each independent variable and o is the standard
deviation of the residuals between the actual and transformed Johnson V magnitudes (the
fi next to this is the overall correlation coefficient for the fit). This linear transformation is
included so transformations may be made in either direction, i.e. from or to the Johnson system.
This shows close agreement with the zeropoint difference (-0.03 + 0.02) found by Dzdrvitis &
Paupers (1994).
3 All the coefficiente (c6 etc.) are given to milli-magnituder regardlesg of the eize of the associated etandard
deviation. This is because the large linear correlation coefficients indicate the etandard deviations probably
over-gtimate the actual uncertainties. due to the corrclations between the coefficients.
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Figure 3.5: Transformations between Vilnius and Johnson V magnitudes, based on E region
stars measurements,
The next transformation between the V magnitudes requires the Johnson B-V colour
V"-Vi=oo*41(B-V)r'
os=+0.030+0.005
c1 = *0.014+0.007 R= 0.228
a=0.028 R-0.228
(3.7)
and is shown in Figure 3.5. This can be compared with Sviderskien6 & StraiZys (1970) 'theoret-
ical' transformation (ao : 0, cr = 0'01) which is based on synthesized magnitudes and colours.
The difference in zero-points is probably due to the 'standard' passbands used to synthesize
the Johnson magnitudes not corresponding exactly to the actual passbands (for instance, see
(Bessell 1990) and (Menzies et al. 1991)), and so not reproducing what appears to be a gen-
uine difference (of 0.03) between the Johnson and Vilnius V magnitudes. The colour terms
show good agreement (differing by only 0'004) and so the E region measurements confirm the
theoretical V transformation.
According to Sviderskien6 & Straiiys (1970), interstellar extinction (reddening) moves a
star's position in the transformation diagram (Figure 3.5) to the right approximately parallel
to the data line, except for late-type stars. Most of the other Vilnius-Johnson transformations
(see later Figures 3.6 etc.) also have reddening lines nearly parallel to the intrinsic sequence(s).
A histogram of the Ey-y colour excesses (calculated from 
-Ey-y = (Y-V)s - Y-V and 'looking











,sboxre-scixoe of tbe stars havecignificant reddeniag (Ey-v 
- 
0.5-,1.0). However thae is no
rttrong corrolation betnrcen the amount of reddening and the star'g deviation from the intrineic
soqueilc€r eonffrming the reddening lines do r-trn nearly paralld to the intrine-rc gequ€nc€e.
An altemative transforrnation using the Vilniue Y-V colour is
V" 
- 




+0,023 * 0.01S R 
-- 
0,.294
o = 0,029 R:0.224
(s.8)
The final V trangformation is
V1 
= 
66 * atU" t dzho *og.9"
Sviderskieui & Straiiys (1970) found that relatio-ne betweeq Vrlnius colotinc cnd Johnson
U-B wero uon-linear, with etrong luminoeity efftnt^s a'nd neddening lines non-parallel to the
intrinsic sequence, and generelly not, suitable for transformatione. The best relation was betwe€n



















a1 = *0'632+ 0.01
o = 0'017
40 = -l'353+0'06
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Figure 3.6: Tlanefform&tions between Vilnius U-Y aud Jotnson U-B solours, based on E regim
star€' :measutements.
Another relation with the U-B crolour was found
(u-B)i 
= 
ab +4 (P-X)o +.cz (X-Y)" +oq (y=Z),-
using tte E regioa moaaurepqutg.
T 
- 
e following piece-wise transforniation was fourd between the Vilnius X-V and the Johnsou
E-V colour
(ts-v)"1=oo4o1(x-v),
( oo = -0'329+ 0'00?
IB-V < 0'8 I o. = +0'?08 + 0'009 R: 0.9 9
I o=O.Ott R=0.999
(3.12)
( oo = +0.05 + 0.03
IB-V > 0'8 { ot =+0.48*0,02 R=0.999
I
I a=0.008 R=0"999,
and fu also plotted in Figure 3.7 for cornpatison with Sviderskiend & Straiiys (1970) graph.
Similarly, a neaily linear traneformation betwoen Vitnius Y-V and Johnson B-V wae cornpa,red,
(
I oo = -0'812 + o'oo4(B-V)u, 
=,ao * c1(Y-V), 1 ur = +r.708 * 0.007 R, = 0.999?I o=0'Oz0 R'=0'9992
(3.r3)
&15
c@fir.trring thc theoretical relations. Both these relationc have reddening lines necrly paraillet
to the intrinsic sequen:ces and slrall ltuninooity efreets {berng largeit et B-V; 1.0).
Sviderskiend & Straifiys (1970) give &-V 
= -0'33 * 0.50KX-V) + (Y-VI for B-V S 0-80 ai
ths best relation between the Vilniusaystem and Johnson ts-V. The E region meagur,empnts
qonfirrn this relatioq;,
B-V < 0.8
@-v)l = ds *
or[x-V)+ (Y-v[t,
B-V > 0,8
(B-v.)i = 4b + a1(X-Y), * etff-fr)"


















and e*tend it pieee-wise for B-V > 0,80.
Finally, a new transformation to Johnson B-V was fouttd
oo=-0'Sl4+0'005













Although the Vilniusfilters do not cover the sa,rne wavelength riroge as the extendd Johnson
filter sy,stem {R,I,J,K,L,,M,M, a,nd Q), Menzien et al. (1989) E reg.ibl measurements include V-R
and V-l oolouta, rrhich are based on Cousing version of the R aud I filters. Tho Vilniug V-S
colour gives good trandorrnations to bsr,h V-R and V-I, as ehown by thc following cquations
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vilofur. (X-v)f(Y-v)




o + b | [(x-v0+(v-v';
(B-V) > o.E :
o * 
-0.0q9 ii O.04b-O.356r0;01
B = 0i9936 (8-9 < o.a :
o--O,S22t0.OO7





(FD > 0.8 iq+O105*0.0J
br0146iO.O2
R r O999








Tronsformotion betw'aen Johrntson ond Vilnius systems for the E Regions
l.= a + b*x














































trt was forrnd 
-that addi4g ptogr'&ively bluer colout t'erma (1,e. Z-V, the.rr 24 EndY'Z ete.)
tq V-$ irnprovedthe'transformaiions (except fol U_P). Only tbe equations for the moot precise

























= co * cr(P:x)!, + ar(x-Y)u
{ ca(Y-Z), l oa(Z-Y)o
* at(V-S)u
ao = -0'336+ 0'02
a1 = 10.142+0"0$ R= 0.7604
cz 
= -0'43EI0.07 R= 0.9811
os-*0.968*0'2 R=0.9988 (S.19)
aa = +1.808* 0.4 R= 0.9909
ca 
= 
+1'018* 0.2 R = 0-9978
c=0.021 R=0.9991
In all the colour transfsrmation diagrams (Figur€s 3.6, 3.7, S.8r and 3.9), a ogap' in tbe






0.4, and V:I t Q.S).
This sa,me gap can be se€n in Svidaskien6 & StraiZys (1970) diagranls an a reduccd density of
data points a,nd is,due to th.o followlog selectist and luminosity effecta. Consider the (Y-V) 
-
(E-V) relatiou in Flgure 3.7 as a,rl exarnple. The ea'rly t5rpe stars (B-V < 0.8) are predominately
rnain-seguence stars, but the late type stars are exflusively brighter luminosity classes (I{II).
This iB beeause late type rnaiu-sequence stars are intrinsically fainter than early type main-
sequence stars (st the effective wavelength of the V fflter) and so hav.e not yet been observed
fioarr the E- region star lidts (the Belec.tion effect), Fbr ea,rly type eta,rs, B-V is approxinately

















Figwe 3,10; toaet squa;r€d fittsd linear combination o-f Vilniw filters to rnatch the Striirngren
ffl,ters.
lurninoeihy for a given spec'tral eloes. Ilowevei Y-V is approxinoatdy independent of turninosity
for all spectr4l classeE (except M, which wasn't observed here). Hence the selection effect (which
neant no rnain seguense stars La,ter than G4 were observed) combined with the luminosity effect
(which etarte at 
-CI elass) produces the gep in the diagranis,
3,6 Ilansformations to the Strtimgren Syetem,
Tlansformations frorn the Wnius to the Strimgren systems were also investigated. Aa for the
Johuson filtem, \filnius standard pascbandc were addd in linear conrbinations to match each











The Strtimglen u ftlter is, closelY rnatched by the Vilniuc U filtel, apart fron tbe short
3-20 Soutfiern System
wavelength tail. However the atmospheric extinction is large at these wavelengths and so the
difference between the filters should have negligible effect. The remaining Strcimgren filters are
reasonably well matched by the Vilnius filter combinations, however in general the fitted filter
ha.s a shorter effective wavelength than the standard filter.
The Stnimgren y filter has nearly the same effective wavelength as the Vilnius V filter so a
simple linear fit between the two magnitudes should give good results;
Y = ao+arv
ao = -0'061* 0'04
c1 = +1.001+ 0-07 R = 0.9990 (3.21)
a=0.034 R=0.9990




x-Y 0.023 + 0.007 0.043 + 0.009 0.027 0.608
v-z 0.017 + 0.007 0.133 + 0.02 0.027 0.624
z-v 0.024 + 0-007 0.164 + 0.03 0.028 0'591 (3.22)
v-s 0.020 + 0.007 0.078 + 0.02 0.027 0.611
a-b 0.028 + 0.006 0.046 + 0.009 0.027 0.596
b-s 0.033 + 0.005 0.073 + 0.01 0-027 0.613
The best fit is with fheY-Z colour, which is shown in Figure 3.11.
All the 'usual' Vilnius colours give non-linear and multi-valued transformations to the
Strcimgren u-0 colour. However, on the basis of the linear combinations of filters, the U-Y
colour is expected to give a good fit. As Figure 3.12 shows, the transformation is linear and
single-valued, with the following coeffi cients;
u-b = as 141(U-Y)
oo = -0'293+ 0'007
c1 = +0.968+0.004 R= 0.9997
o=0'018 R=0.9997
(3.23)
The reddening line for this, and all
to the intrinsic sequence and hence
reddening.
the following colour transformations, lie nearly parallel
the transformations should be nearly independeut of the
&lzl






















F'igurc S,l1: Ttalrofot@ations betiw€€n the \rilniua end $trSurgren magnitnde, b.ased on E region
stfixE measurerinents.







I'igure 8.X2: ThariefOr+ations between the Vjlnigs U-Y a'ld Stt6rngr€u u-0 colours, baoed on






















As with the y magnitude, a slight improvernent is made by the addition of the Z filter;
u-b = ao + 01 (U-Y) * az (Y-Z)
ao : 
-0'308+ 0'008




or the Strtimgren D-y colour
u-b = ao * ar (U-Y) * az(b-y)
Straiiys (1973 o) gives a similar transformation
(u-6) 
- 
(U-Y) = 0.024(b-v)o * cE6-u (3.26)
where c es 0.005 for early stars, increases to c ns 0.016 for F0 I stars and decreases to c av 0.0
for late type stars. As most of the E region stars have little reddening, only a crude check of
Straiiys' transformation could be made using b-y 
^v 
(6-y)o
(u-D)- (U-Y) = oelal(6-y)
oo = -0.330+ 0-003
ar = -0-093+0.008 R: -0.850 (3.27)
a=0.016 R=-0.850
which shows little agreement.
Again on the basis of bhe linear combinations of the filters, the Vilnius X-Y colour is
expected to give agood transformation to u-b. However, according to Straiiys (1973 a), this
transformation is expected to be non-linear and multi-valued for stars of different luminosity
and reddening. This is due to the position of the u and X passbands 
- 
for example early type
stars have a strong H5 absorption line near the effective wavelength of the o filter but on the
edge of the X filter. Nevertheless, the (u-D) 
- 
(X-Y) transformation based on the E region
stars is approximately linear, with small 'oscillations' about the line (see Figure 3.13) and the
following coefficients
co = -0'l 13 + 0'004
a1 =+0'917+0'005 R=0.9992 (3.28)
o=0.017 R=0.9992
ao=-0'327+0'01
c1 = +0.997*0'009 R= 0.9997 (3.25)











Pigure S,18: Tlaneforrrrationc betrreen the Vilnius X-Y *nd Strdrngron u-0 colourer baied on
E rqgion state meacurun€nts.


































o-0 = oo*cr(X{) +qilb'y}
Ttc fud Str6mgrcu colour, 0-y, ir beet fttted by the Vilniue Y-V oolour, sc implied by the
linear ombinstionof filtcrB, This iE shown in Figute 3.14 a'rnd the follorvingquation
I oo = -o'1?0+o'oo2
D-e = co *ar(Y-D I o, = +1.014* 0.004 R. = 0.9998 (S.3UI t=0'009 R=0'9995
TAI Soutlern System


















Figure 3-14: ta.nefolnatiols,bet{reen the Vihiue Y-V and Strdrngrel 6-,9 colours, based on
E legion sta,rs measurements.







a1 = +l-060+0.04 R= 0'9995 (3.32)
cz = 




0-009 R = 0.9996





oo * or(0-y) (3.83)
where Straiiys (19?3 a) gives cs = 0 and c1 = 0.021 or later ao - -0'16 and c1 = 0.01 (Straifys
1992), with the latter agreeing well with the resulte from the E region m€asurements.
3,7 Summary.
At the time this study started there were no Vilnius standard star regions obaervable from
MJUO, s{i oue,had to be eatablish€d before anl, reircil,rch using the Vilniw syetem could be
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started. As the stars (from the Vilnius catalog) used to tie the new standards back to the
original system were not themselves standards, there was a larger than average scatter in
the transformation diagranrs, so requiring more stars to be observed than usual. Note that
due to under-sampling of the wavelength region measured by the Vilnius filters, the southern
standards will actually form a new (Southern) Vilnius system, which on average equals the
northern systenr.
The southern standards were divided into three groups; the South Polar Sequence (SPS),
the all-sky group and the E Regions. The SPS is a set of bright, circumpolar stars chosen so
seasonal effects (for example due to changes in the average temperature between summer and
winter) may be eliminated. The all-sky set of stars consists of bright stars evenly scattered
around the sky so an observer should always be able to find a standard near any program star
or for use as extinction stars. The E regions extend to a fainter magnitude range than the
other standard sets, and are spaced in approximately two hour intervals in Right Ascension
and centred about -45o in declination. These stars are already used as standard stars in the
Johnson and Str<imgren systems so are so less likely to include variable stars.
An error analysis was carried out on the observations of the proposed standard stars. A
comparison between the different filters revealed that the V errors were typical of the other
filters, so further analysis was done only on the V measurements. The only trends found in
the internal errors (i.e. before transforming to the standard system) are with the airmass of
the observation and brightness of the star (which are to be expected) so there were no signs
of instrumental problems. Outliers ("" > 0T0tr) from main distribution of internal errors were
considered 'bad'observations and rejected. Similar thresholds were found for the other filters.
The original intention was to achieve 0T0l accuracy and precision in the new standard
system. However the accuracy and precision achieved was significantly affected by the Mount
Pinatubo eruption, which increased the mean value and scatter of the extinction, so it was
necessary to relax the precision and accuracy goal slightly to OhZ. For instance, based on the
residuals (differences between the measurements of stars observed in both the southern and
northern systems), it was found that for 50% of the measured stars to meet the original 0T01
goal requires six observations per star, while eighteen observations per star are needed for gg%
of the stars. The revised 0T02 goal shifts these to 1.5 and 12 observations per star, while the
actual average number of observations per star is 4.7.
Another measure of the precision of the observations are the standard deviatione of the
external (i.e. after transformation to the standard system) measurements. AU filters, except
V (0Tffi5) and U-P IOTOSa;, had a standard deviation of approximately 0T020. Thus it is
recommended that the integration timee for U filter be increased to 3-4 times longer than the
other filters (it is already twice that of the other filters).
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Thus the following thresholds were developed to accept or reject a measured star as a
standard; more than three observations must have been made of the star, the standard deviation
of the mean value of the star for each filter must be less than some value (for example 0T02
for the E Regions stars, except for U-P which is 0T025), and the star's spectral classification
based on mean Vilnius colours agrees within two sub.classes of the spectral type given in the
literature and within one luminosity class. An obvious precondition is that the star must not
be listed in any of the catalogues of known or suspected variables.
After this selection process, the overall accuracy and precision of the southern Vilnius stan-
dard system was estimated (using equation 3.3) a.s approximatety OTOOS in each of the magni-
tudes and colours (except for V and U-P, which are about 0T0l). Note that this is the accuracy
and precision achievable by using oll of the southern standard stars to transform a program
star to the Vilnius system.
As the E Region stars ale already standard stars in the Johnson and Striimgren systems,
the opportunity arose to investigate transformations to/from the Vilnius system. From trying
to reproduce the Johnson or Strtimgren filter passbands as linear combinations of the Vilnius
passbands, it was expected that good transformations should be possible between the U (and
u) filters but not the others. However it was found several (often piece-wise) transformations
to each Johnson or Striimgren filter was possible, to a precision of about 0T02-0T03. Some of
these transformatious had previously been investigated in the literature, with similar results to
this study. It should be remembered however that these are only valid for same type of star
used to derive the transformation, which here were predominately normal main sequence stars.
Chapter 4
The Omicron Velorum and Kappa Crucis clusters.
4.L fsochrones in the Vilnius System.
There is a large body of literature available describing stellar models, which, for example, can
be used for population synthesis studies, or fitting isochrones to star clusters. These models
usually give results in both 'theoretical' units (such as effective surface temperature ?i and
solar luminosities I/1,6) and observational units (such as absolute visual magnitude My and
Johnson colour B-V). Unfortuuately none have yet been published in the colours of the Vilnius
system, apart from the limited case of B-type stars given recently by Straiiys et al. (1993).
However one of the authors of that paper (I(urucz 1995) provided Vilnius magnitudes and




Kurucz's Vilnius magnitudes and colours are in a natural system and need to be trans-
iormed to the standard system (see section 2.8). As they were calculated by convolving model
stellar spectra with the passbands of the standard filters, a simple zeropoint shift was expected
to suffice. However Kurucz's magnitudes are actually the magnitude per unit surface area
(-2-5log(1)), and so need to be integrated over the star's surface first - this is not needed for
the colours as the surface area terms cancel. Rearrangement of equation 1.4 leads to a more
convenient form
-2.5log(I) = -2.5log(r)- Slog(.R) (4.1)
in terms of magnitudes.
To calibrate ihe natural magnitudes and colours, the intrinsic colours and absolute magni-
tudes (My) for main sequence stars were taken from Straiiys (1992). The effective temperature,
gravity and radii for the corresponding spectral types were also taken from Straiiys (1992), and
Kurucz's magnitudes (after correction for stellar radii) and colours interpolated to these values,
assuming solar metallicity ([M] = 0'0). This was repeated for giant and super-giant sequences


















Figure 4.1: Grid of Vilnius V magnitudes (per unit surface area) from Kurucz's solar metallicity
models, not yet converted to the standard system. Other metallicities available range from
[M] = 
-5'00 to *1'00'
The V calibration curve can be closely fitted by a straight line having a slope of 1.0, i.e. a
zero'point shift, with the three luminosity classes all falling on the same line. However Kurucz's
late-type Ia stars appear systematically too faint, not overlapping the earlier stars when they
loop back in the sequence. This doesn't occur for late-type stars in the other luminosity classes,
i.e. in the same range of temperatures and gravities in Kurucz's grid, therefore the 'enor' is
not due to Kurucz's models and was ignored. The Y-V calibration curve can also be fit by a
zero-point shift, but there appear to be some systematic deviations from a straight line with
Kurucz's Y-V being too blue for early-type stars.
The required theoretical data to be input to Kurucz's grid was provided by a grid of evo-
lutionary models computed by Schaerer and collaborators (Schaller et al. 1992, Schaerer et al.
1993). These cover an initial ma.ss range of 0-8 to L20Ms, for three metallicities Z =0'001,
0.008, and 0.020.1 A program provided by Dr. Schaerer interpolated between this grid of mod-
els to produce an isochrone for a given metallicity and age. To test the results, a Zero Age
Main Sequence (ZAMS) was constructed by joining piece-wise segments of various isochroues
(witb Z = 0.020) and comparing to the Vilnius ZAMS in Figure 4.3. Two different calibration
l Kurucz used sotar metallicities [M], which is related to the metallicity used by Schaerer via lMl = log(Z /Zgl,
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Figule 4.2; Calibration of, Kurucz's models to the stsndard V,ilniussystem, for V (=Mv) antl
Y-V. The top diagam lncludes lumintxity clasees fa, III, ard V, while the bottorn diqgrni








Figure 4.3: Comparison of the ZAMS with the model ZAMS (constructed piece-wise from
various age isochrones).
methods (of Kurucz's natural magnitudes and colours) were tested; one using zero-point shifts
and the other using Figure 4.2 as calibration curves. The best results were found by taking the
average value between the two calibration methods, which is shown in the figure.
This enabled a series of isochrones for three metallicities to be calculated, shown in Fig-
ures 4.4 to 4.6. These range from log(age) = 6.5 to 10'1 in 0'l increments, with the age in
yeors. As there is essentially a linear transformation between the Johnson B-V colour and the
Vilnius Y-V (see section 3.5), the isochrones show the same features as found in the literature
for the UBV system (for example, see Meynet et al. (1993)).
4.2 Literature review of the Omicron Velorum cluster.
The first photoelectric study of the open star cluster 'Omicron Velorum'? appears to have
been done by Lyngi (1959), hence Lyngi's numbering scheme was adopted here. The cluster is
located at RA = 8h38ry'8, Declination (Dec) - -52"53/ (1950) or galactic coordinates | = 270-4",
b = -6.9o, with an angular diameter of - 45'.
?So named due to the bright star Omicron Velorum in the middle of the cluster, The O Vel cluster is also





















































Figure 4.6: Grid of isochrones for Z = 0.020, between log(age)- 6.5 to 10.1 in 0'1 increments
(age in years).
reddening(Es-v) agegears
153 + 3 (210, 120, 260) 0.004 + 0.003 25 
- 
53xl0b ( 19x
Lynga 160 0.017 40x106 (< 20x106)
Buscombe 210 + 10
Graham 226*.40 0-000
P&H r48+4 (uvby 158t4) 0.00*0.01 30x106 (> 30x106)
Eggen (UBV) 151 0.02
Eggen (uvby) 166+22 0.001 +0.007 30x106
t&W 140 + 11 0.1+ 0.1 36x106








A summary of the cluster's characteristics found by difierent authors is given in Table 4.1.
Hogg (1960) also lists distance determinations from three other authors (shown in parenthesis)
and gives ages from the main eequence turn-off (the nuclear age) and the pre-main-sequence
turn-on (the gravitational contraction age, shown in parenthesis). Lyngi (1961) fits the nuclear
age using two methods; that of Sandage, and von Hoerner (parenthesis). Buscombe (1965)
has a note added in proof that the (0T06) discrepancy between his distance (modulus) and
Lyngi and llogg appears to be due to the difference between absolute magnitude calibrations
of field stars near A0 V and the ZAMS. Graham (1967) assumes zero reddening and used
a preliminary Ilp-absolute magnitude calibration, which seems to have the same discrepancy
found by Buscombe. Perry & Hill (1969) give distances based separately on their UBV and
uuby photometry, and the nuclear and contraction (parenthesis) ages. Eggen (1972, 1983)
measured the cluster first using the UBV system and then the uvby system 
- 
here E6-s has
been converted to En-v. Balona & Shobbrook (1984) find the cluster distance a*suming the
Pleiades is 126 pc. Levato & Malaroda (1984) recalculated the cluster's mean reddening using
the UBV intrinsic colours based on their spectral classifications and Perry & Hill's (reddened)
colours. Koester & Reimers (1985) fit isochrones to a colour-magnitude diagram from previous
authors observations. Maitzen & Catalauo (1986) conclude the difference in reddening between
Perry & Hill and Lyngi & Wramdemark (1984) is due to the zero-point difference (in D-y), and
the reddening is actually zero. The final row of the table lists the rnedian values3 
- 
note that
the actual Es-y ma! be smaller than the median as negative EB-v's are not allowed.
Different authors have used a variety of other naming systems for the stars in the cluster,
which have been summarized in Table 4.2. The RA and Dec (in hours, minutes, seconds and
3 The nredian was used here to avoid the difficulties in calculating a mean with data (age) involving inequalities.
+9
degrees, minutes respectively) are taken from SIMBAD and are to the Epoch 2000. The third
column gives the numbers used by Hogg (1960) while the fourth column is from volume lg of
the Cape Photographic Catalogue (CPC). The next column (23910000+CDS) are those used by
Mermilliod in the SIMBAD database. The ninth column (236000*5A0) is from the Smithso-
nian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) catalog. The remaiuing catalogues are sufficiently well
known not to need further explanation. Star CPD 
-52 1579 has a question mark as it appears
to be a (much fainter) visual companion to O Vel 3, while a CPD number for O Vel 3 itself
could not be found.
A star chart of O Vel suitable for viewing through a finder scope was prepared using Lyngi.'s
numbers and is shown in Figure 4.7. The occasional concentric white ring inside a black circle
(for example see O Vel l3) is due to slight discrepancies in the visual magnitude as recorded in
the two catalogues (the Yale HR and the SAO) used to prepare the chart.
Table 4.3 gives all the spectral classifications found in the literature for O Vel. These
classifications are derived from spectroscopic measurements unless noted otherwise below. The
author(s) are listed at the top of each colurnn; Lyngi (1961) - the first column is from the
HD catalog, the second from Lyngi's UBV results using the Q method. Feins. = Feinstein
(1961), while Busc. = Buseombe (1965), P&H = Perry & Hill (1969), and P&B = Perry &
Bond (1969). Craw. = Crawford, Barneo & Golson (1971), with the spectral classes taken from
Hoffeit (1964), Lesh (1969) or Hiltner et al. (1969). Eggen = Eggen (1983), with the spectral
classes taken from Houk (1978). t&M : Levato & Malaroda (1984), and finally Renson (1988).
Most of the stars appear to be on the main sequence, the exceptions being O Vel I (83 III-IV),
O Vel 2 (83 IV-V), O Vel 3 (B5 IV-V), and possibly O Vel 26 (K0-3 III-V), O Vel 27 (F0-2
IV-V), and O Vel 29 (F2 IV-V). The spectral classes generally show good agreement between
different authors, apart from the metallic-lineor peculiar stars (5, 10, 15, 20,21,23, and 25).
Maitzen & Catalano (1986) investigated O Vel for chemically peculiar stars, and confirmed that
stars 5 and 10 are peculiar while the status ofstars 20 and 38 are unclear. They also note that
it has become well known the luminosity classification for hot chemically peculiar stars is often
wrong (so O Vel 5 and 10 may actually be on the main sequence).
Table 4.4 lists the proper motions found in the literature. The RA proper motion has been
converted into orc-seconds, via the conversion factor 'l5cos(Dec)', from the usual units for RA
(time, in eeconds). As the values often show little agreement, even allowing for the probable
errore of 0.005 
- 
0.010//yr, the median was calculated in the final columns. Hogg's (1960) data
was copied from the Cape Annols VoI 19, so have been supplemented here with further values
from the Cape Annals for stars not observed by Hogg. The data given by Lyngi (1961) is the
weighted mean of Lyngi's values and the Cape Annals Vol Ig. As it was not possible to recover
Lyng6's own values, it was assumed that where Lyngi's values are identical to the Cape's values
4-10 The Clusters
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Figure 4.7: Star Chart for O Vel.
4-12 The Cjusters
Table for O Vel stars from the li4 3 t terature.


























































































































































































































(marked with a colon in the table) they are actually the Cape values and were ignored when
calculating the rnedian values. The data given by Perry & Bond (1969) is originally from the
SAO Catalog, while Eggen's (1983) values are from either the CPC Catalog or Lesh (1972).
Again, the table was supplemented from the original catalogues for stars not observed by the
authors. Lyngi and Hogg used the FK3 system, while Perry & Bond and Eggen used it's
successor, the FK4 system. Comparisons between the different authors revealed that several
stars common to Hogg and Eggen differ by exactly 0.006" f gr in Dec (rnarked by a colon under
Eggen) 
- 
these were assumed to be values copied from the FI(3 catalogues and corrected for
systematic errors when transformed to the FI(4 system and so were ignored when calculating
the median values.
Figure 4.8 show histograms of the median values of the proper motions. The RA shows
a bimodal distribution, probably due to the separation of field and cluster stars, while the
Dec histogram hints at a similar bimodal distribution. As the field star contamination can
be expected to increase with the fainter stars, following Lyngi (1961) the data was split into
two groups (brighter and fainter than V 
- 
8.0, see Table 4.8) and the median found for
each. The brighter stars have (median) proper motions of RA = -0.023 * 0.011"/yr and
Dec = +0.015 *0.0l5ttf yr while the fainter stars have RA = -0.006 *.0.0I9ttfyr and Dec
: *0.008 *.0-018"/yr. According to Lyngi (1961), field stars at the distance of the cluster
should have parallactic motions of 
-0.015 and *0.006" f yr rcspectively and smaller values with
increasing distance. Hence the results are consistent with the fainter stars being predominantly
field stars.
Table 4.5 gives the available radial velocities (frm/s) for O Vel from the literature. The
authors are Feinstein (1961), Buscombe (1965), Perry & Bond (1969), Gieseking (1981), Eggen
(1983), and Levato et al. (1988). Buscombe's data are the mean of his results plus measurements
from the Lick, Cordoba and Stromolo observatories, while Eggen's are taken from Wilson (1953).
Comparisons of the radial velocities between the different authors revealed a scatter generally
consistent with the individual errors and showing no systematic differences, so the median for
each star was calculated in the final column of the table.
A histogram of the (median) radial velocities is given in Figure 4.9, giving an average radial
velocityof 13*9km/s (theuncertaintyof themeanis*l.Sandthemediani6 13.5 km/s)-
this compares well with Feinstein's mean (15+1.8), Buscombe's (14+0.7), and Levato (13*1.6,
which is given as a typographical error of 
-13) while Perry & Boud and Eggen do not have
suffcient values to allow useful mean valuee. This can also be compared with the theoretically
expected variation in radial velocity for cluster members of 
- 
0.8 frm/s (Buscombe 1965).
Several of the stars are listed as a known or suspected Spmtroscopic Binary (SB) (usually
on the basis of double.lined spectra) or showing variable radial velocities. As the stars were
+t4 ?he Clusters
Table 4.4 motion tbr O Vel stars from the literature
47f RA (0.00l"/yr)
Hogg Lynga P&B Eggen median
Dec (0.001"/yr)
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Figure 4.8; Prcper Motion dbtribution for the O Vel cluster.
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F-igpre 4.9; Radial Veloeity dietribu:libn for the O Vel cluster,
not generally obeerved o-rler a suftcient tine to ffnd their centr.+of-rnass radial velocity, this
is also reflected in the la,rger va,riation iu radial velocities between difrerent authors found for
these sta,rs. However, O Vel 3 was observed by Feinstein long enough to derive its orbitel
elementa. Levato later reobserv€d thie star and gave the following orbital elernents based on
all obreervations found io the literattne (see Tabb 4.0).
Table 4,7 contains the membership anaesaments from the literature. Hogg (1960) and Lyng6
(196U based their nrembership on proper motiona, while Feineteiu (1961), Ferry & Bond (1969),
and Lyngi & TVramdemark (19Ea) used photometric results (colour exceeses and distance mod-
ulire). Buscombe (1965) ui*d radial veltrcities and spectroscopic classifications, while Levato









3. 192276 t 0.000008 dass
2419729.49+ A-06 Jvlian days
0.05*0.0s
14.5* L'2 bm/s
28E + 31 degreee
67 *1.6 kn/e
(2.4+0.085)x106 rtm
Vdodv dlddbufion df O Vel
.l-18 ?he Clusters
et al. (1988) used radial velocities, proper motions and spectroscopic classifications. Finally,
Stauffer et al. (1989) used proper motions and spectroscopic classifications. The last column
gives the median membership value (i.e. majority of the membership assessments). The median
values in parenthesis are for those stars with no assessments in the literature and result from
fitting normal curves to the proper motion and radial velocity histograms using the median
and standard deviations for the cluster, finding the probabilities that a star will have ite par-
ticular values, multiplying these probabilities together and assigning yes/maybe/no values to
the 70 and 40 percentage thresholds. To gauge the 'accuracy' of this simple assessment, these
probabilities were calculated for all the stars and compared with the median values, indicating
the probability assessment agrees about 50% of the time, and is within one assessment class
(for example the median gives yes while the probability indicates maybe) about 70% of the
time.
Table 4.8 lists all the visual magnitudes in the literature 
- 
these are from the UBV system
unless stated otherwise. The earliest observations are from Lyng6. (1959) (with a fuller report
given later (Lyngi 1961)) and Hogg (1960). Perry & Hill (1969) made measurements in both
the UBV and zuDysystems, as did Eggen (1972, 1983), with the ymagnitude taken as the visual
magnitude. Note the typographical error by Eggen (1972); O Vel 36 (HD74340) should be V :
9.84, not 7.84. Rufener (1981) lists measurements of O Vel stars from the Geneva photometric
system's catalog, with their My corresponding to a visual magnitude. The final authors are
Lyngi & Wramdemark (1984). Comparisons between the different authors revealed colour
dependent systematic errors in the V magnitude, probably due to incorrect transformations to
the standard UBV system. As it was not possible to tell which system is closest to the standard,
the median was calculated in the hope that both the systematic and random errors would be
reduced.
Several of the brighter stars in the cluster have been investigated for variability. However
the results are complicated by the fact that the comparison stars used in several investigations
were found to be variable by others, as described next.
O Vel I (Omicron Velorum itself) was found to be a radial velocity and photometric variable
by Van Hoof (1972) with a change in V of OTOS-OTOS and a period just over 3 iours, and
confirmed by later observations (Van Hoof 1973). However Balona (1977) and Jakate (1979)
found it to be constant (within * 0T02) over the order of nights. The Geneva catalog has a larger
than usual dispersion and notes that it is listed in the GCVS(Rufener 1981). Later observations
by Waelkens & Rufener (1983) in the Geneva system confirm a variability of + 0?0tZ in V with
a period of 
- 
2.7 doys. Finally, Eggen (1983) finds it to vary over AV ev 0.1 and in Hp-
O Vel 2 was found to be variable (+0.015) with a period of 0.0284 doys. Note however that
stars 1 and 5 were used as comparison stars and found to be stable. Balona (1982) also found
+19
Table 4.7: M for O Vel stars from the literature.
y,€8 y{E ye6
yc8 y6


































































































































































Vieual m V for O Vel stars from the literature.
(v) (uvby) (UBv) (Mv) (uvby
01 3.61 3.6702 4.84 4.90
03 5.19 5.27
04 5.48 5.52




11 7.29 7.31L2 7.3613 7-39 7.4r
14 7.58
15 7.59 7-6016 7.68 7.69L7 7.7918 7.81 7.88
19 7.85 7.8920 7.96 7.9821 8.1722 8.3523 8.55
24 8.60 8.6325 8.6826 8.68
27 E'77


































































































































O Vel 2 to be stable but Waelkens & Rufener (1983) find variations of *0.015 in V with a
period of 1.553 dcys and Eggen (1983) notes it as apossible variable.
O Vel 3 is listed as appearing variable by Van Hoof (1973) but no other authors have uoted
any variability. Recall however that, it was found to be a spectroscopic binary by Feinstein
(1961) and Levato et al. (1988). O Vel 4 was used as a comparison star by Balona (1977) and
found to be stable but Eggen (1983) states it varies by AV = 0.02 with a period of 0'26 doys.
Thus, it seems that the four brightest stars in the cluster are irregularly variable at the
0T0l level with various periods ranging from hours to days. A possible explanation for the
observations during which the stars appeared constant could be the presence of two, or more,
frequencies (perhaps due to intrinsic and orbital variations) whose 'waves' approximately cancel
out during certain (short) intervals.
There have been only four investigations using the UBV system, by Lyngi (1959), Hogg
(1960), Pemy & Hill (1969), and Bggen (1972). The results are shown in Table 4.9, with
comparisons between the authors again revealing systematic differences so the median values
will be taken as best representing the standard system.
Colour-Magnitude and Colour-Colour diagrams are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. These
show all candidate stars for the cluster and probable members (based on Table 4.7). The position
of O Vel 1 in the Colour-Magnitude Diagram (CMD) and spectral type (83 III-V) indicates it is
probablyjustleavingthemainsequence! consistentwithacluster ageof 30x106 years. O Vel 24,
although given as a probable member in Table 4.7, appears further off the main sequence than
could be expected from observational errors and may not be a member. O Vel 40 is the faintest
probable member, and is considered by Stauffer et al. (1989) to be a pre.main sequence star,
again consistent with a cluster age of 30x106 yeors.
There have been only four investigations of O Vel in the uuby system; that of Perry & Hill
(1969), Crawford et al. (1971), Eggen (1983), and Lyngi & Wramdemark (1984). These are
summarized in Tables 4.10 and 4.11 and CMDs plotted in Figure 4.12 using the median values.
O Vel I and O Vel 40 show the same behaviour seen in the UBV CMD, but the 'blue excess'
stars do not (instead they generally lie on the mail sequence). O Vel 24 still lies slightly to the
left of the main seguence but is within the observational error.
Finally, measurements of the f/p index (using the extension to the uuby system) are sum-
marized in Table 4.12. The authors are Graham (1967), Perry & Hill (1969), Crawford et al.
(1971), Gronbech & Olsen (1977), Eggen (1983), and Lyngi & Wramdemark (1984). The me-
dian values are compared with the flp-absolute magnitude calibration in Figure 4.13. O Vel I
is again brighter than the ZAMS, but no conclusion can be drawn for O Vel 40 as it has not
yet been observed in the I/p system.
Comparison between the CMDs and the absolute magnitude calibration of all candidate
+22 Tie Clusters
Table 4.9: U-B and B-V colours for O Vel stars from the literature.
JL7f U-B















































































































































































































































Ftigure 4.10: Oolour-Magnitude diagrarn of O Vel, ruing the median values frstn.th.e ItrBV
lltenature. The liae is thr ZAildS, tak€! fun Jsh$atrn (196S,xnge ?tr6, Tdble4) 
"nd ss.umirga distao@ nodulue of 5.91 (= 164 pc). The tbp diagraur ib for atl atare from Lyngirc list while.
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Figure 4.1.1: Coleur-Colour diagram of O V,el, using the median vdrrcs fncrn the UBV literature,
The line is the uain soquenee, ta,ken from Table 14 s,nd 15 o.f S-trail- ys (1992), The top diagra,nr
is for all etaje frorn tyug6's liet while the bottom diagram a,re the probable mem.bere rrccording
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Table 4.11: mr and cr colours for O Vel stars from the literature
# ru
P&H Craw. Eggen L&W median
c1
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Fgule 4.12: Colsur-Magaitude dia6ranr of O Vel,, using the nsdion v.alues ftom the t&Ag nt-
qatur-e. The lioe sqgm€nts qre the main seqn€Dce, taken from Tablee 35, 39, 4&, 412 and 4t oJ
Straitys (1992) and aseuming a dietanc€ modulus of 6;94 (= 154 pc). The top diagra,m is for
all sta,rs bom tyngfl'B Ust while tbe bottom diagrarn am tbc probable iiremhrq arccording to
the mdian colurnn of Table 4.7.
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Figure 4.1S: .Ep:.{-bnolute Mqgnitude diagam qf O VeI, 'using the rnedian values from the rru0.y
literature; The lines are the rTp-abeoh,rte magnitude calibratim for the ZA,MS, taken fr,om
Tablec 80, 40, 42, md 4$ of $traidys (f992). The top dicga- iE fil all etarc frora lfngfl'c
Iiet eftile the bottom diq8rat-n ate tbe plqb'etle membe.rs aceoding to the median columr of
Table 4.7 aqd qssurnirg a dlotaace modulue of 6.94 (= IA F).
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stars and probable members of the O Vel cluster imply the membership assessments given in
Table 4.7 are reliable in the sense that few, or none, of the stars are incorrectly assessed as
menrbers (i.e. false-positive) 
- 
the most likely false.positive star being O Vel 24. Similarly,
there appear to be no stars inconectly assessed a,E non-members (i.e. false-negative) 
- 
as the
few non-members which appear near the main sequence in the UBV CMD are not near the
uuDy main sequence and vice versa.
4.3 Vilnius Photometry of the Omicron Velorum cluster.
Recall the purpose of the observations of the O Vel cluster was to compare the analysis from
Vilnius photometry alone with those found by other photometric and spectroscopic systems.
For this reason, none of the prior knowledge available from the literature was assumed when
analyzing the results from the Vilnius observations.
The individual observations are given in Table D.5, while the mean results for each star is
given in Table E.8. At the precision level achieved by this study (0T02 for a single observa-
tion), none of the observed stars were found to be variable. As a further check, the standard
deviation of the mean for each star was compared with the expected deviation for a star with
n observations, using the formula found for primary standards in Figure 3.3 
- 
no stars were
indicated as variable using this criteria. To investigate possible variability to higher precision
would require dedicated programs of differential photometry, which may be undertaken at a
later date. The Vilnius mean V magnitudes compare well with the visual magnitudes found in
the literature (see Table a.8); 
- 
50% agree within *0T01 of the median value, 
- 
g0% within
+0T02 and all but two stars lie within the range covered in the literature.
The next stage in the analysis is to derive the spectral classification of each star, in this
case using the Vilnius Q-Search, Q-Spectra and QQ-diagrams methods described in Chapter I
(sections 1.8, 1.9, and 1.11 respectively), with the results given in Table 4.13. The Q-Search
results list the spectral types one standard deviation above and below the mean value, and
note in parenthesis any peculiarities of the matching reference stars. The Q-Spectra notes the
'graphical shifting' factor as I * c, with l-00 meaning no shifting was required to achieve a
good match. If the match of the closest reference spectra appeared to be worse than would
be expected fronr the observational errors, then '(p)' follows the spectral type. Recall the
QQ-diagrams are calibrated in absolute magnitudes rather than luminosity class, and may also
indicate possible spectral peculiarities. Finally, an 'average'spectral type is assigned in the
Iast column. These were compared with the spectral types from the literature (see Table 4.3);
- 
55To agree within * 1.0 spectral sub-classes, which is the expected standard deviation of the
classification methods (see Clrapter 1, sections 1.8 and 1.9), and all agree within a3'0spectral
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sub.classes. Three stars have been classified for the first time; O Vel 37 (G2 V), O Vel 40
(Gl v) and O Vel 4l (86 V).
Given the spectral type of each star (the 'average'column of Table 4.13), the average
reddening and distance modulus can be found for the cluster as follows;
Using the spectral and luminosity class, look up the intrinsic magnitude V6 and colour
(Y-V)o from Appendix I and Table 73 of Straiiys (1992) foreach star.{
Calculate the colour excess for each star from the intrinsic and apparent (reddened) colour
using Ey-y = (Y-V)- (Y-V)0.
Calculate the distance modulus for each star, using the 'extinction to colour excess' ratio





Examine the distribution of distance moduli and calculate the mean (<m-M>) from the
probable members.s Aliernatively, use the median value.
Re-calculate the intrinsic magnitude for each star using the mean distance modulus (Vo =
V- <m-M> 
-REv-v).
Lookup the intrinsic colour (Y-V)o using the spectral type and intrinsic magnitude with
Table 73.
7. Return to step 2 and repeat until the iterated mean distance modulus converges. Note
that the distance moduli and colour excess of the individual stars will only converge for
cluster members-
This gives the cluster's distance moduli as 5.94*0.0f and a distribution about the mean
measured by a standard deviation of 0'03. Similarly, the mean colour excess is 0'00 * 0'027 with
a distribution of 0.03 (which is strongly correlated with the distance moduli). Assuming the
cluster is spherical, its angular diameter (- 45') at the mean distance corresponds to a spread
in the distance moduli for individual cluster members of * 0.03. Thus it seems reasonable that
the entire spread in values is due to the differences in distance moduli of individual cluster stars
and that there is no interstellar material causing reddening along the line of sight to the cluster.
Once the cluster'e distance modulus and colour excess have been determined, then the dis-
tance and excesa of individual stars may be used to decide on the star's cluster membership.
rSee Appendix J for a copy of theae tableE,
5Convert the dietance moduti into linear units, for example parsect via p 
= l0(m-M-s)/5, before calcutating
the mean,
6This ie the etandard deviation of the mean.
TAlthough negative colourexcesses have no physical meaning, they can arise due to observational and ca!









A histogram of the distance moduli (for a fixed, zero colour excess) was examined, with stars
outside the cluster's distribution considered non-members and stars in the tails of the distribu-
tion considered 'maybe'members. The results are shown in Table 4.14; note that the 'partial'
disagreement for O Vel 40 may be due to an incorrect spectral classification from the Vilnius
photometry, as it is probably a pre-main sequence star (for which the Vilnius system is not
calibrated). Only two stars show complete disagreement; O Vel 37 was assessed from the ra-
dial velocity and proper motions studies rather than directly by the authors, while O Vel 17
is considered a cluster member by one (of the three) authors in the literature so a 'maybe'
membership assessment could be more accurate - note how the Vilnius assessment is revised to
a 'maybe'by examination of the spectral sequence in the CMD (see later).
Figure 4.14 shows the CMD after correcting for the cluster's mean distance modulus and
reddening. The error bars in the top diagram indicate more observations need to be made of
the fainter stars (V6 > 2 + V > 8) before analysis of the (fainter) probable cluster members
can be done with confidence. The bottom diagram show the probable members; the various
sequences indicate that O Vel I appears to be 84 III rather than 84 IV, the stars O Vel 2-7
may have moved off the ZAMS to the main sequence, O Vel 24 again appears too far to the
Ieft of the ZAMS to be a member, and that O Vel 37 and 40 are pre-main sequence stars. The
legend lists each star's spectral type and is approximately ordered by increasing (Y-V)6, so
stars not following the expected sequence of spectral classes are easily detected. This indicates
that O Vel I is either incorrectly classified (B9 V rather than 86 V) or is not a cluster member.
Similarly, O Vel 17 should either be A4 V (rather than A6 V) or is a non-member. The
membership assessment of these stars has been changed to 'maybe' (see the third column of
Table 4.14) to reflect this. Comparison with the membership assessments from the literature
shows 
- 
80% agreement, while 
- 
95Vo have at least partial agreement (for example O Vel 10
is considered a member from the literature while the Vilnius photometry suggests it 'maybe'a
member).
Isochrones were next fitted (by eye) to the probable members of O Vel, see Figure 4.15.
Initially, an approximate age was chosen and isochrones with the different available metallicities
were compared to the cluster's CMD. Comparison of the isochrone and cluster main sequences
(which show only slight changes with age) indicate that solar metallicity (Z = 0.020) best
matches the observations. The stars to the left of this sequence may indicate some variation in
the metallicity of individual stars, however the uncertainty in the Y-V colour for the majority
of these stars is suffHciently large that no firm conclusions can be reached. Adopting Z : 0.020,
a grid of isochrones of various ages was compared with the cluster. These indicated the best fit
corresponded to 45x106 yeors, although both 30x106 years and 60x106 years are feasible. Hence
an age of (45 * 15)x106 yeors is found for O Vel, which agrees (within the uncertainties) with
&93




























Figure 4.14: Col'o-ur-Mqgnitude dia$ams of O Vel ftom Vilnius photometry. The top diagramn
with all candidate memb€nl of the olueter, has error bela indiceting thc eiae of, the staadard
deviation of the mean megnitudsand csloup for eacbsta,r, and the A{MS takeo fiom $trai8p
(1902) (Sown by a dashed line). The bottom diagra,n *ows the probable cluster members
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Figure 4.16: Vilnius ieo€hrones fo: O Vel. The top diagram comparca different metallicities (for
an approrimate agc) to the pmbable membeffi of O,Vel, while the bottom diagra,m compares





Table 4.13: Spectral Classifications of O Vel stars from Vilnius






































































































F8 v (p) 0.e0
K3 V (p) 1.05
F8 v (p) 0.88
G2 v (p) 1.00
A2 ITI 0.83
G0 V (p) 1.06
86 v (p) 1.09
83.5 
-l84 
-0.285 +0.0585.3 +0.286 +0.586 +0.05B8.1 +r.05A3 +2.r86.5 +0'5A1 +2Al +2A7 +2.8A1 +2.5A3 +2.4A6.5 +3.1A3 +2.6A6 +2.4G5? +6-785.3 
-0.3A6 +2.2A7 +3.1A4 +2.0A'6 +2'7F4 +3.5F6 +4F4 +3.5




















































Tbble 4.14: Membership of O Vel star$ from Vilniue,photornetry. The r*rond colurnn is basd
on the distn'uce rnodulus and colour e)cc€Fs analysis frorn the Vilnius photometry. The third
column is the relyirednerrib€r€hips (shon'ing only the ibaryes fronr the ptevious eolumn), based
on the spectral elame iegguen€€ il the CMD. The fourth collumn is copied from the nedian























































4.4 Literature review of the Kappa Crucis cluster.
The td Crucis cluster8 is located at RA = 12h53-, Dec = -60"17' or galactic coordinates
I = 303o, b = *2o, with an angular diameterof - 5.1'(Dachs & Kaiser 1984). The numbering
scheme of Dachs & Kaiser was adopted, which is based on the first photoelectric study of the
cluster by Arp & Van Sant (1958) with the quadrant number becoming the hundred's digit,
for example II-06 becomes 206.
A summary of the cluster's characteristics found by different authors is giveu in Table 4.15.
Arp & Van Sant (1958) find the cluster age between that of the h*X Persei and Pleiades
clusters, with star A assumed to be at the Schonberg-Chandrasekhar limit giving an age of
3x106 yeors. Assuming Es-v 
- 
0.44, Herndndez (1960) calculated the cluster's distance via an
absolute magnitude/spectral type calibration. The other authors used a variety of similarcal-
ibrations involving intrinsic colours or reddeuing-free parameters, for example Graham (1967)
used a preliminary I/B/absolute magnitude calibration and a UBV intrinsic colour/spectral
type calibration to derive reddening and distance of the cluster. Shobbrook (1984) converted
Ea-s = 0.44 to,Es-y using the colour excess latio E6-uf EB-v -- 0-74, while the mean red-
dening Eb-v = 0'278 found by Balona & Koen (1994) was converted using the colour excess
ratio appropriate to B-type stars (86-uf EB-v = 0.77, from Straiiys (1992, Table 34)). Dachs
& Kaiser (1984) find two overlapping ages for the cluster, based on age calibrations of the
intrinsic colours of the bluest stars in a cluster and the bolometric magnitudes of cluster blue
supergiants, while Balona & Koen fit isochrones to the CMD.
As the calculated intrinsic magnitude is a function of both the apparent magnitude and
colour excess (Vo = V - REa-v, see section 1.4), it follows that the derived cluster distance
and colour excess will be correlated. Hence, to compare results from the different authors, the
colour excesses and distance modulus were plotted in Figure 4.16. This shows that all except
Arp & Van Sant (1958), Becker (1961, 1963), and Mermilliod & Maeder (1986) fall about
the straight line defined by the median value with a slope equal to the ratio of extinction to
colour excess (ft, taken as 3.0). However the values from Mermilliod & Maeder are "critically
evaluated" averages from a literature survey 
- 
as their distance modulus is significantly above
the main trend, this implies there must be other results (with greater distance moduli) that are
not included in Table 4.15.
Diferent authors have used a variety of other naming systems for the stars in the cluster,
which have been summarized in Table 4.16. The RA and Dec (in hours, minutes, seconds and
degrees, minutes, seconds respectively) are taken from King (1980) and are to the Epoch 1950.
Coordinates marked with an asterisk were calculated by calibrating the CCD (x,y) coordinates
ESo named due to the bright star ,€ Crucis (star B using the numbering aystem adopted here) near the middle













Becker & Fenkart (1970)




de Waard et al. (1984)
Dachs & Kaiser (1984)
Brown et al. (1986)

















































Table 4.15: Review of main characteristics of K Crucis.
of Balona & Koen (1994) with King's coordinates, and using the CCD coordinates to fill in
the equatorial coordinates missing from King's list. The two coordinates marked with ':' were
interpolated from known coordinates of other stars using the finding chart (Figure 4.I7). The
CD, CPD and CPC numbers are for declination 
-59o, -59" and zone 20.1 respectively. The
question marks indicate there is some disagreement between authors regarding the catalog
number, for example CPD 
-59"4553 is listed as star 103 by several authors but given as star R
by the SIMBAD database. Where two numbers are given, the first is from the SIMBAD
database while the secoud is from Perry et al. (1976) and later authors.
A star chart of lC Crucis suitable for viewing through a finder scope was prepared using the
numbering scheme of Dachs & Kaiser (19E4) and is shown in Figure 4.17.
Table 4.17 gives the spectral classifications found in the literature for K Crucis, which are all
based on spectroscopic observations. The authors are, in left to right order, Bidelman (1954),
Arp & Van Sant (1958), Herndndez (1960), Feast (1963), Schild (1970), Sowell (1987), and
Slettebak (1985). The results of Arp & Van Sant are from the unpublished (1958) observations
of Gratton and Hernandez. They also quote Bidelman's spectral classes, but mix up stars A
and C according to Hernd.ndez (1960). The most complete list is from Feast, with the other
4F4fr T&e CltrEtena
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Flgure 4.16: Distance roodulus and colour etrc€ss for l{appa Crucio from the literature. The
etraftht line passes througb the rnedian value (see thble 4.ffl with a sl,ope "B (the ratio of
extinction to colour excess, taken as 3.0). The asterisk Bymbol ie the yalue ftom thie study,





Figure 4,17; Sta,r Char.t for Kappa Crucis.
RA, = 12h53o', Dec = -60.n1?'.
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authors generally showing good agreement 
- 
the major exceptions are stars D, F and G from
Arp & Van Sant and star A from Sowell. However Sowell has found that he obtained later-
type classifications for O-F type stars when comparing his results with others. Comparison
with the apparent V magnitude (see Table 4.20) shows the luminosity classes scale with the
magnitude, with stars brighter than 8T5 being luminosity I, fainter than 
- 
9T5 are luminosity V
and in-between are luminosity III.
Only one proper motion study of K Crucis could be found in the literature, that of King
(1980) 
- 
this paucity is probably due to the difficulty in measuring proper motions due to
the cluster's large distance (2075 pc). King's results for the stars observed in this study are
given in Table 4.18, while the proper motion histograms for all of King's data is plotted in
Figure 4.18. These show approximately normal distributions, but with an excessive tail centred
around RA = -100x0'01"/I00gr. Splitting the data above and below the median value of
King's photographic magnitudes (ttTa; shows a greater proportion of the fainter stars have
proper motions in this tail region than the brighter stars, suggesting this corresponds to the
proper motion of non-members. King also assigned membership probabilities on the basis of
the star's proper motion (see Table 4.19) and using a 50% threshold, concluded that 89 stars
were likely members and 75 stars were likely non-members.
Table 4.18 also contains the radial velocities found in the literature, in left to right order,
from Hernindez (1960), Feast (1963), Marraco & Orsatti (1982), and Sowell (1987), with Feast
giving the most complete set of radial velocities. As nearly 50% of the stars do not have radial
velocity measurements, no further analysis was performed other than to note possible variables.
There are only three studies that explicitly assess cluster membership of the stars; that
of King (1980), Dachs & Kaiser (1984), and Shobbrook (1984). Shobbrook lists several stars
as possible foreground objects, but none of these were observed here so only the results from
King and Dachs & Kaiser are given in Table 4.19. King's are based on proper motions and are
given as a percentage. Dachs & Kaiser derive their memberships based on the differences from
the mean distance modulus and reddening, using categories 1-4 denoting 'certain', 'probable',
'possible' and 'impossible'membership respectively. To calculate the average membership, the
categories were converted to percentages (the thresholds were 75Yo, 50To, and 25To) and the
resulting average re-categorized. This results in only one star being considered a non-member
(star 104).
Table 4.20 lists all the visual magnitudes in the literature, from Arp & Van Sant (1958),
Graham (1967), Schild (1970), Perry et al. (1976), Gronbech & Olsen (1976), McGregor &
Hyland (1984), de Waard et al. (1984), Dachs & Kaiser (1984), Shobbrook (1984), and Balona
& Koen (1994). Arp & Van Sant observed stars A to Q photoelectrically, with the remaining


















Figure 4..18: Proper nootisns hirtogranrsfor Kappa Crueir, using etrl the data hom King (1980)





observer (A. R. Hogg), but they had in fact being published by Hogg (1958) according to
Marraco & Orsatti ( 1982). Perry et al. made observations in both the UBV and uaby systems,
combining the Johnson V and Striimgren y to form the visual magnitude. Gronbech & Olsen
observed one l{ Cruciscluster star (B) aspart of their southern bright star uuby catalog, while
McGregor & Hyland used a red-ward extension of the UBV system (BVHJK) to examine late-
type cluster supergiants (measuring star D in lC Crucis). de Waard et al. observed in the
Walraven 5 channel system and converted their results to the UBV system. Dachs & Kaiser
measured 86 stars photoelectrically, and a total of 533 stars photographically in the UBV
system, with only the photoelectric results being given in Table 4.20. Shobbrook and Balona
& Koen both observed in the uuby system, quoting y as a visual magnitude. As only two
stars are not B-type, comparisons between the different authors were not expected to allow any
colour dependent systematic errors in the V magnitude to be found (and none were seen). One
magnitude dependent systematic error wa.s found; Arp & Van Sant consistently measure the
faintest stars (below l2T0) as too bright compared to all other authors 
- 
however the brighter
stars show no systematic deviations. Another possible source of error is due to the crowded
nature of the cluster; most stars have faint companion stars, or could be affected by scattered
light from the bright cluster stars, either of which being included by differing amounts in the
photometry of each author. Therefore a median (rather than a mean, which would be strongly
affected by the systematic differences of Arp & Van Sant) was calculated to reduce both the
systematic and random errors.
Several authors have conducted investigations which included specific searches for variable
stars in the cluster. Their findings are summarized in Table 4.21, with the authors being Jakate
(1978), Shobbrook (1984), Dachs & Kaiser (1984), Koen (1993), and Balona & Koen (1994).
Jakate searched for B Cephei stars, selecting as candidates stars having 80.5-2 III-V spectral
classifications. While Shobbrook did not specifically search for variables, his results confirmed
the variability of star F, found an additional variable (star H) but found star 418 to be constant,
contradicting the results ofJakate (however Shobbrook considered the possibility that star 418
was multi-periodic and had been observed during a low amplitude phase). However as the
other two authors who find star 418 to be constant can easily reach the precision required to
detect the apparent variability found by Jakate, and as it is unlikely that the star, if multi-
periodic, would be observed all three times during a low amplitude phase, then it is probable
that star 418 is actually constant. Dachs & Kaiser conclude star D was variable by comparing
their results with Arp & Van Sant (1958) and Schild (1970) 
- 
however as star D is the only
late-type star in the cluster, it seems more likely the differences are due to discrepancies in the
standardisation transformations. They also find star 223 to be variable, contradicting Jakate
who found it constant. However Dachs & Kaiser monitored this star over several days (finding
4-45
a period of 3-24 days) while Jakate only measured the star for six hours. Koen conducted a
further search for B Cephei stars, confirming most of Jakate's results. Finally, Balona & Koen
conducted a special CCD search for variable stars, following up with photoelectric photometry
to refine the periods and confirming most of the variables found earlier by Jakate or Koen.
The apparent contradictions between different authors (for stars 113,223,306, and 417) can be
easily explained by diferences in the precision and time-scale of the nreasurements as all these
stars have low amplitude variations and/or long periods.
There have been seven investigations of ld Crucis in the UBV system, by Arp & Van Sant
(1958), Graham (1967), Schild (1970), Perry et al. (1976), McGregor & Hyland (1984), de
Waard et al. (1984), and Dachs & Kaiser (1984). These are listed in "Iable 4.22, with the
exception of McGregor & Hyland who observed only one star in common with this study
(star D, B-V = 2.20). Arp & Van Sant do not have any U-B colours as they used a very early
U-type filter (giving a colour index Cu) which could not be transformed to the Johnson system.
The other authors have been previously discussed in the visual magnitudes section. Some of the
earlier investigations (Arp & Van Sant, Graham, Schild) show systematic differences compared
to the later measurements so the median values will be taken as best representing the standard
system.
Table 4.23 lists the ^Op-y reddening found in the literature; the authors are Arp & Van Sant
(1958), Graham (1967), Schild (1970), Perry et al. (1976), Shobbrook (1984), de Waard et al.
(1984), and Dachs & Kaiser (1984). Arp & Van Sant use two methods; the first based on spectral
classes given by Bidelman (1954) or Gratton & Hern6ndez (unpublished), the second method
used a colour-colour diagram. Graham used a preliminary p/absolute magnitude calibration,
while Schild used a colour-spectral type calibration. Perry et al. used several methods, all based
on either intrinsic colours and/or spectral type calibrations. Shobbrook gives the reddening as
Eu", which are converted to Bpy using the colour excess ratio appropriate for B-type stars. de
Waard et al. converted their results from the Walraven system, while Dachs & Kaiser did both
photoelectric and photographic observations in the UBV system. In addition, Sowell (1987)
found star D to have a large infrared excess, suggesting the presence of a thick dust cloud but
doesn't give an Es-y value.
The distribution of the median reddening from the literature is plotted in Figure 4.19.
This gives a median reddening for the cluster of E6-y-S.{0 and a mean of 0.41*0.04. The
small standard deviation implies a constant reddening for the cluster, while the literature gives
mixed results. For instance, Arp & Van Sant (1958) implicitly assume constant reddening,
Balona & Koen (1994) finds uniform reddening as does Mermilliod (1981) (based on a literature
survey) and Shobbrook (1984). Further, Shobbrook concludes all the absorption is in front of
the cluster while Feast (1963) finds most of the absorption is not associated with the cluster
4-46 The Clusters






Figure 4.19: Colour exce$ses EB-v for Kappa Crucis stars from the literature (see the median
values from Table 4.23).
(i.e. in front). However de Waard et al. (i984), Dachs & Kaiser (1984), and Sagar (1987) find
differential reddening across the cluster, with Dachs & Kaiser stating the absorption increases
with galactic latitude aud angular distance from the Coal Sack but the other authors not finding
any systematic variations.
The dereddened colours and magnitudes are plotted in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. The median
distance modulus from Table 4.15 and both the median colour excess for the cluster (Table 4.15)
and individual stars (Table 4.23) are used to calculate the intrinsic colours and magnitudes.e
The possible f Cephei and other variable stars (Table 4.21) are indicated with different symbols;
on the CMD most of the variables lie in an instability strip devoid of constant stars. Clearly
star 104 is not a cluster member, while star D could be a late.type supergiant member of the
cluster and all other stars are probably cluster members (which is consistent with membership
assessments found in the literature, see Table 4.19). Except for the faintest stars, the scatter in
the CMD seems reduced when using the individual colour excesses (rather than the median for
the cluster). This effect is seen more clearly in the colour-colour diagram, and is to be expected
as the calculated excess simply absorbs any measurement errors to force each star back onto
the appropriate sequence. A solar metallicity isochrone is super-imposed on the CMD, showing
the median age (Table 4.15) from the literature agrees well with the data.
9Note that as the U-B cotour ie not available for star 1O8 and the individual colour excess for star 104 are
not available from the literature, these stars are not present in all the diagrams.
median = 0.40
mean = 0.41
std dev = 0.04
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Figure 4.20: Colour-Magnitude diagram of Kappa Orucie, using the nediaa valres ftom tLe
UBY literature (see lbhlos 4.20 and 4.22), aeeuming a tlietaoce rnsduhu of 11.60 (= 20?5 pc).
The line is a lolar metallicity iso&rone of l0xl0figqr-s. The top diagram is dereddened using
the rnedian olour exceffr for the clust€tr (aee table 4.1$ while the bottom diagr.anr ie daeddened
using the median colour er(e6es for the individual stqils (eee Table 4.23). The box aud plue
slrmbols indicat€ pmible F Cephei and other variable eta,re repectively (see Table 4.21).
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Eigure 4.21: Colour-Oolour diagram of Kappa O.rucis, using the media,a values froqs the. UBY
liter.ature (eee Table 4.22). The main and luminosity Ia sequenseo are e.hown as Eolid and da.shed
lineo, taken fronn Table 14 and 15 ofStraiEys (1992). The top diagranr is dereddened using the
mcdian colour excess, for the cluster (see Table,4.l5) while the bottom diqgrarn is dereddened
ueing the median colour excessee for the individual stars (see Table 4.23). The box and plus











4.5 Vilnius Photometry of the Kappa Crucis cluster.
The individual observations of the /f, Crucis stars are given in Table D.6, while the mean values
are in Table 8.9. The precision level achievable by this study (0T02 for a single observation) is
not met by several stars but it should be noted that these are all fainter than 10T0. Further,
when the standard deviation of the mean for each star was compared with the expected deviation
for a star with n observations, using the formula found for primary standards in Figure 3.3, only
two stars were indicated as possible variables (137 and 218). To investigate possible variability
to higher precision would require dedicated programs of differential photometry, which may be
undertaken at a later date.
The Vilnius mean V magnitudes do not compare well with the visual magnitudes found in
the literature (see Table a.20);-207o agree within +0T01 of the median value, 
-36Vo within
+0T02. However as 
- 
70To lie within the range covered in the literature, these results are as
much due to the large disagreements in the literature as to errors in the Vilnius photometry.
The next stage in the analysis is to derive the spectral classification of each star, in this
case using the Vilnius Q-Search, Q-Spectra and QQ-diagrams methods described in Chapter I
(sections 1.8, 1.9, and 1.ll respectively), with the results given in Table 4.24. The Q-Search
results list the spectral types one standard deviation above and below the mean value, and
note in parenthesis any peculiarities of the matching reference stars. The Q-Spectra notes the
'graphical shifting'factor as 1* o, with 1.00 meaning no shifting was required to achieve a
good match. If the match of the closest reference spectra appeared to be worse than would be
expected from the observational errors, then '(p)' follows the spectral type. In some cases, two
or three reference spectra which matched equally well are listed. Recall the QQ-diagrams are
calibrated in absolute magnitudes rather than luminosity class, and may also indicate possible
spectral peculiarities. Note however that the luminosity classes have larger errors than usual
due to poor separation in luminosity for early (O and Btype) stars. Finally, an 'average'
spectral type is assigned in the la.st column.
These averages were compared with the spectral types from the literature (see Table 4.17);2a
(out of 30 assigned spectral classes in the literature) lie within the range given by the literature,
or within *1.0 spectral sub-classes if only one spectral class is given in the literature. The
remaining 12 stars have been assigned spectral classeg for the first time. Note that star 104
is identified as an R-type star, for which the Vilnius system is not calibrated. Further, this
(R-type) classification has since been superceded by a C-type in the classification scheme but
the reference catalogues used have not been updated to reflect this.
Given the spectral type of each star, the iterative procedure described in section 4.3 wa.s
used to deredden the measurements. The results are given in Table 4.25, with the distance
moduli and colour excess distributions plotted in Figure 4.22. The cluster's average distance
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modulus and reddening are found to be 12.18+0.05 and 0.31*0.09. This colour excess was
converted to the UBV system using the colour excess ratio appropriate to B-type stars (see
StraiZys (1992, Table 65)) and plotted in Figure 4.16 
- 
it has the same excess as the median
UBV value but gives a slightly larger distance modulus than found by most other authors.
Assuming the cluster is spherical, its angular diameter (- 5'1') at the average distance
corresponds to a spread in the distance moduli for individual cluster members of + O'lOOl.
Hence the spread in individual moduli is not due to a spread in the distances for individual stars
but to observational and calibration errors and so gives an approximately normal distribution.
Further, this doesn't allow discrimiuation between cluster members and field stars at similar
distance, and the histogram shows there are no field stars at distances significantly different
from that of the cluster.
The colour excess histogram shows a normal distribution about -Ey-y = 0.31 but also
indicates significant variations, due to 'patchy'distribution of clouds either within or in front of
the cluster. If these outliers are disregarded, then the standard deviation becomes 
- 
0.05 which,
after allowing for observational aud calibrational uncertainties in the error budget, means there
is little variation in the reddening. One extreme outlier (star M) has a negative colour excess
- 
inspection of the mean magnitudes and colours (Table E.9) shows large uncertainties iu all
of its colours so this anomalous result is due to observational error (this is confirmed by the
UBV colourexcess for thestar which lies in the middleof the Ea-y distribution). Thespatial
distribution of the colour excesses were plotted in Figure 4.23 (not including star M). There are
no obvious trends but the spatial distribution indicates a small, denser cloud near star D and a
clearer 'window'near star B. However there are large areas within the cluster in which no stars
were observed by this study 
- 
this needs to be remedied before the contours in Figure 4.23 can
be confidently believed. Thus it is concluded that the cluster has a generally uniform reddening
of Ey-y 
- 
0-31, but some areas have significant variations from this mean so all stars need to
be individually dereddened. One possibility is that the patchy reddening is due to small clouds
within the cluster while the uniform reddening is due to a large foreground cloud.
The dereddened data is plotted with the three (solar metallicity) isochrones which best fit
the data in Figure 4.24, implying the cluster is (1013)x106 yeors old (which agrees with the
median age found by other authors, see Table 4.15). As most of the stars lie on the red side
of the isochrones, either isochrones with latger Z values are needed (which are not currently
available for the models used in this study), or most observations of stars included a faint visual
companion, are binaries, or Be stars.lo Three stars do not fall on the sequence; stars D, M,
and 104. Star D is consistent with being a late.type giant member of the cluster, while star M
loMermilliod (1981) made an atlas of composite open cluster CMD's and found Be starg ar€ a strong charac-
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Ftgure 4.2S: Spatial distribution (in Galactie coordinatesJ of Vilnius colour exceases for Kappe



























Figure 4.24: Vilnius isochrones for Kappa Crucis, using a distance modulue of 12.18 and dered-
dening from the individual colour excess€s (see Table 4.25). The error bars indicate one standard
deviation, as from Table E.9 (i.e. without allowing for the errors in the dereddening procedure).
may be a pre-main Eequence member but star 104 is definitely a non-member. However star M
appears to have a negative colour excess as was discussed earlier 
- 
if the observations are
reasonably accurate, this anomaly could be due to the fact that main sequence calibrations
of the Vilnius system were used (pre-main sequence calibrations are not available). However,
assuming the median distance modulus and colour excess for star M gives ((Y-V)0, Vo) =
(-0.04,-1.05) which places it back close to the bottom of the observed sequence. In view of
the UBV results, the latter case is considered more likely and emphasize the need for more
observations per star for the fainter stars.
4.6 Summary.
Two well studied, young, open clusters were obeerved to compare the astrophysical information
that could be derived from the Vilnius system in comparison with other photometric systems.
However no stellar models are available yet in the Vilnius system, except for the limited case of
B-type stars- To overcome this, Kurucz's gnd of (non-standard) magnitudes and colours was
calibrated with standard magnitudes from Straiiys (1992) and Schaerer's grid of evolutionary
models ueed to produce isochrones. It was found that the Y-V, V isochrones are qualitatively
similar to B-V, V isochrones in the Johnson system.
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A literature review of the first cluster (Omicron Velorum) found it to be a close (154 pc),
young (30x106 yecrs) open cluster with little reddening (E'rv = 0.01). Individual studies used
a wide variety of catalogues to identify the cluster stars, with Lyngi's system being adopted
here. Spectral classifications generally show good agreemeut between different authors, with
the cluster (to the limiting magnitude of this study) consisting of B-F type stars. Four proper
motion studies have been made, showing a bimodal distribution due to the cluster members
and the field stars (which are more common among the fainter stars). Six radial velocity studies
were found in the literature, showing the spread about the mean is consistent with the expected
variation within the cluster. Several stars are known, or suspected to be, spectroscopic binaries
but only O Vel 3 has be measured long enough to determine its orbital elements. Assessments
of cluster membership have been made by eight authors, generally showing good agreement
with each other, and implying just over half of the stars observed in this study (23 out of 43)
are members.
Systematic differences between the V magnitudes in the literature were found. As it is not
possible to tell which system is closest to the true standard system, the medium values (for this
and all later magnitudes and colours) were used in an attempt to reduce both the systematic
and random errors. Differential photometry was used in several studies to investigate variability
of individual cluster stars. It appears that the four brightest stars are variable at the OTO1 
-
0T02 level but the variability may be irregular (or non-existent) as results from different authors
often contradict each other.
Only four studies have been made using the Johnson system. Colour-magnitude and colour-
colour diagrams of the probable member stars are consistent with the cluster characteristics
given earlier, with the brightest star (O Vel 1) just leaving the main sequence and the faintest
(O Vel 40) being a pre-main sequence star. The Strtimgren system studies show similar results,
while the 
-alB measurements show reasonable agreement with a ZAMS l/B-absolute magnitude
calibration.
To compare the Vilnius system with the most commonly used photometric systems (Johnson
and Strcimgren), no prior knowledge of the cluster (from the literature) was assumed during the
analysis (but extensive comparisons made afterwards). At the precision level achieved by this
study (0T02), no stars were found to be variable and 90Vo of the stars agree with the medium
values from the literature. Spectral types and luminosity classes from the Vilnius photometry
all agree with the literature values (within the expected accuracy of the classification methods).
Using the 'Vilnius' spectral types, the reddening and distance modulus of the individual
stars were found iteratively and closely agree with the medium results of the literature. As the
cluster is 'close', a simple error analysis suggests the 'errors' are largely due to differences in
the distance ofindividual stars and that the cluster is unreddened. A histogram ofthe distance
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moduli was used to assign cluster membership for individual stars, agreeing almost completely
with the literature.
The CMD indicates that the brightest star (O Vel 1) has moved of the main sequence, the
next brighter stars (O Vel 2 
- 
7) have moved from the ZAMS to the main sequence and that the
two faintest stars (O Vel 37 and 40) are pre-main sequence stars. More observations are needed
for the fainter stars to reduce the uncertainties in the colours (in particular Y-V which is used
in the CMD). The order of the stars along the CMD sequence suggests some minor changes to
the Vilnius spectral classification (or downgrading of membership probabilities) are needed for
two stars (O Vel 9 and 17). Fitting (by eye) a grid of isochrones to the CMD indicates that
cluster has solar metallicity (2=0.020), with an age of (45+ 15)x106years.
A literature review of Kappa Crucis finds it to be 2075 pc away, and reddened (Erv = 0.40)
but a quite young (10x106 yecrr) cluster. The variation in Mv and Es-y between different
authors is reduced when the correlation between those variables is considered. The numbering
system used by Dachs & I(aiser was adopted as the other catalogues do not provide complete
coverage of the cluster. All spectral classifications are from spectroscopic observations; there is
general agreement between different authors with Feast (1963) giving most complete coverage.
Only one proper motion study (by King (1980)) was found in the literature; an excessive tail
in the distribution curve appear to be from non-members of the cluster. There have been only
four radial velocity studies, with Feast (1963) providing the best coverage. The two studies of
membership (for the stars observed here) show only one star considered a non-member (star 104)
and one not assessed (star 108).
There have been ten studies of V magnitudes, with Arp & Van Sant (1958)'s fainter stars
being consistently too bright compared to all the other authors. Several stars were investigated
for variability with somewhat contradictory results between authors, probably due to the low
amplitude and long periods of the proposed variability.
Seven investigations using the Johnson syotem have been made, showing systematic differ-
ences between the studies. The same number of reddening (Erv) studies were done using a
variety of methode, but resulting in no agreement on the uniformity of the reddening across the
cluster, although the statistics of the medium values suggest the reddening is constant. Colour-
magnitude and colour-colour diagrams of the medium values show that most of the variableg
lie in an instability strip devoid of conetant stars, star 104 is not a member and star D could
be a late-type supergiant member.
Again, to compare the Vilnius system with the Johnson system, no prior knowledge of the
cluster (from the literature) was assumed during ihe analysis. Several of the faintest stars do
not meet the precision level normally achievable by this study. Two stars (137 and 218) are
suggested as variable based on the standard deviations about their mean magnitudes, how-
The Glvsturc
ever a dEdicated progfarn of differential photornetry would be required to inveotigate poosible
variahilit"y at the levels f,ound in the literaitue. Vilnins V nagnitudee do not egFee weli with
the medlum varluos of the litffat-ure, but the large (md gystematic) differcnce in the literatura
auggest tlat the Vilniue photonretry is,not solely to bla,me.
It4ost (24 out of $0) atiue' spoctral type and lrrmboqiti€p aglee witb t-he litera$ure values
and f2 atar-s are clascified for tbe first time. Using the ryilaiue'sp,ectral Wpee, the reddening
and distarrce modulus of the individual stiilc w€re found itenatively 
- 
the :reddening (aftet
converting to Epy) agrees with the mediurn of the Uteratue bqt the distance modulus ig
elightly larger. The r-eddening ie generally uniforrno but eone aieas show slguiftcant wriations
rc tbe dereddening nde to be done individually for each sta,r.
The Vilntus eslour.uragpitudediagrarn is best fftted by a (10t3)xf06 gecre iso-chrone sf
solar metallicity. Most of the stars a,re on the red side of the isochrone , implyingeither isochroneg
with la,rger Z (metalllcity) values ale needed (which at€ not crurently available)" nioet of tbe
stars are binadog,, Be sta,rs or the obsbr\/stiqns included faint conpa,nion sta,rs. Three sta,re do
not lie oa the rcquetrce; Star D is probably a lote-type member of the cluster, star M may be a
pr,e-main cequ€nce star (but is proba,bly a main sequence star whilsc anoilralo&ag resrtlts aie due
to an obseryational error) while star 104 is definitely a non-mernber.
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Table 4.18: Proper rrlation (0-0!f"/yr) and radial velocity (Mltl for Kappa Crucis atars ftom
the






























































































Table 4.19: Mernberehip for KapBe Crucis stqrg ftom the literaturei













































































































































































































































Ibble 4.21: Variabilitv of Crucis stars llom the literature.
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Table 4.22: U-B and B-V colours for Kappa Crucis stars from the literature.
# U_IJ
Gm. Sd. Py. DK. mD.
I'-V


















































+2.20 +2.38 +2.57 +2.38
-0.69 -0.69 -O.72 -0.69


































-0.73 -0.72 -0.78 -0.73
-0.60 -0.65 -0.62
0.33 0.33 0.32 0.33
0.24 0.23 0.22 0.23
0.24 0.24 0'24 0.24
2.16 2'19 2.22 2.22 2.19
0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13
0.08 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.09
0.13 0.14 0.1r 0.13
0.22 0.r9 0.18 0.19
0.20 0'22 0.22 0.22
0.18 0.18 0.22 0.18
0.21 0.20 0.26 0.23
0.25 0-29 0.28 0.28
0.30 0.31 0.32 0.31
t.57 1.58
0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16
0.22 0.21 0.20 0.21
0.25 0.2t 0.25 0.?5
0.33
0.13 0.14 0.18 0.16
0.14 0.18 0.17




0.13 0.14 0.17 0.16
0.13 0'13 0.18 0'16
0'12 0.12 0'15 0'13
o-22 0-24 0-25 0'24
0.18 0-21 0.16 0.19
0.21 0.25 0.25
a-zL 0.28 0.28
0.20 0.19 0.20 0.20
0.16 0.18 0.20 0.19
0-18 0.17 0.20 0.19
0.12 0.12 0.1r O.Lz
o-24 0-22 0.24 0.28 0.24
0.15 0.14 0.20 0't7
0.09 0.11 0.1I 0.11
0.19 0.18 0.24 0.22
0-13 0.14 0'16 0.15
0.?6 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.22
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I'able 4.24: Spectral Cl assilications of Kappa Crucis stars lrom Vilruus
























































































K3 I (p) 0.e5
Bg I 1'00 or Bl III 0'98
Bl VI 1-03 or 83 I 1.12
Bl VI 0.90 or 83 I 1-00 or Br V 0-93
B.2V 0.75 or B2III0.80
Bl VI 1.05 or 83 I 1.13
82 IV 1.12
85 VI 1.r5 or B5 V 1.13
83 III 1.65
F0 III (p) 0.58
G8lV (p) 1.00
Br Ill 0.98 or 82 I 1-03
83 I 0.98
85 VI (p) 1.00
85 V (p) r.23
B2 lll 1.18




B5 V (p) 0.e5
B0 I 0.98 or B0 V 0.93
82 III 1.25
82 Iil 1.00
83 V 0'83 (p)
83 lv 1-13
Bg I 1.10 or 85 V 1.00
83 V (p) 2.05
83I 0.95




























































































































Table 4.25: Dereddening of I(appa Crucis stars from Vilnius photometry. V6 was calculated





























































































































































Given that photometry is a practical necessity for most observations (as spectroscopy is limited
to the brightest stars using large telescopes), the question arises of which photometric system
should be used. Most photometric systems have been designed to investigate a particular
astrophysical question, so would be a logical choice for further work in that area. However this
must be balanced against the availability of standard stars in that system and the ability to
compare your results with those of other observers made in different systems. This has led some
observers to consider the idea ofone 'perfect all-purpose' photometric system used by everyone,
with subsets of the filters chosen to suit any particular investigation. However others do not
believe such a system is possible, stating that the differing needs of each investigation would
lead to conflicting requirements of the filters.
The Vilnius system was carefully designed to classify all normal stars (regardless of redden-
ing) in the MK system, without recourse to MK spectroscopy. It also turned out to be able
to detect many types of peculiar stars, so is also ideally suited for the survey phase necessary
before a photometric system designed for that type of peculiar star is used (in many cases
the Vilnius system itself will adequately meaaure the peculiar star). Thus the Vilnius system is
arguably the closest any photometric system has come to being the 'perfect all-purpose'syst_em.
Regardless of personal philosophy concerning specialized verses all-purpose systems, the
Vilnius system satisfies moet of the requirements of a 'good' photometric system. For instance,
a full description of the system is given via the transmission passbands of each filter and the
system is quite stable, having only one alteration made (to the S filter) since it was established.
The choice of glass for the filters (rather than interference filters) means each local filter set
itself is stable, and the glasses were picked to ensure there are no red leaks. The reduction
procedures (for extinction, standardization and dereddening) are fully described, and have the
advantage of measuring the extinction at intervals throughout the night rather than using a
single, average value for the entire night. The medium bandwidth of the filters is a compromise
between the need for broad bandwidths to measure fainter stars verses the need for na.rrow
bandwidths to measure specific spectral features and reduce the complications in the reduction
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procedures arising from non-monochromatic measurements. From the astrophysical point of
view, the system ha.s high purity, has several complementary classification methods based on
reddening-free Q factors, and is well calibrated in both the MK system and physical parameters
such as effective temperature and gravity.
The one major flaw of the Vilnius system (which apparently all photometric systems suffer
from) is that it doesn't provide critical sampling of the spectrum at the filters bandwidth reso-
lution, i.e. the filters should be spaced no further apart in wavelength than half their FWHM.
The importance of this was not appreciated at the time the system was designed, but insuffi-
cient sampling has since been shown to lead to systematic errors in any reduction procedure.
As shown in Appendix I, the addition of some extra filters situated between the existing filters
should reduce the systematic errors to an acceptable level 
- 
however the experimental proof
of this has to be left to a future observer.
Note that critical sampling at the medium FWHM of the Vilnius filters (230 A) over the
wavelength range covered (3100 A) would require 
- 
27 filters and would give all information
available from a stellar spectrum at that wavelength resolution. Even with the improved filter
and detector technology now available this would take too long to measlure a star to be prac-
tical. However widening the FWHM of filters measuring wavelengths with little astrophysical
information (such as the continuum) would significantly reduce the number of filters, suggesting
a method to design the 'perfect all-purpose' photometric system.
The use of Nikonov's method to determine the extinction at MJUO has revealed apparent
variations throughout the night, which were probably not detected before as the other observing
programs at MJUO involve differential photometry using mean extinction values. This has also
highlighted the need for a standard lamp at MJUO to check and/or correct for drifts in the
instrumental zero-points. It would also be useful for future observations with the Vilnius system
to measure the outside air temperature and pressure throughout the night. This may lead to
night-time measures of the ozone level and aerosol distribution that would compliment those
currently made during the day by other New Zealand researchers (for example the National
lnstitute of Water and Atmospheric Research), in addition to any astrophysical benefits from
improved extinction corrections.
The filters supplied by the Vilnius Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy show a
close match to the passbands of the standard filters, so should allow transformations to the
standard system at least as good as those between local and standard filters ofany photometric
system (notwithstanding systematic errors due to non-critical sampling). Although the 0T0t
precision and accuracy goal was not achieved (reaching 0T02 instead), this was largely due to
the effects of the Mount Pinatubo eruption on the atmospheric extinction at MJUO. Further,




be due to the lower signal because of the larger extinction at the U filter's effective wavelength
and its corresponding greater sensitivity to changes in the extinction, and the smaller signal
from the star itself after the Balmer jump 
- 
and should be easily remedied by making longer
mea^surements through the U filter than the others (at least 4-5 times longer, as they were
already observed for 2-3 times longer in this study). Another important factor concerning the
0T02 results is that the stars used as Vilnius standards for the transformations are not actually
standards (an equatorial region ofstandards only became availableafter the observational phase
of this study was completed). Thus the failure to achieve the original goal should not be taken
as a reflection on the quality of the Vilnius system or the MJUO facilities.
At the time this observing program was planned, the difficulty of establishing a standard
star system in the New Zealand maritime climate (hindsight has reduced tbe original estimate
of photometric nights from 
- 
30% down to 
- 
1070) was balanced against the diffhculty (and
expense) of obtaining observing time at overseas observatories for such a program. The gen-
erous scheduling at MJUO allowed this problem to be overcome by making a large number of
observations per star. Having a insufficient number of observations per star accounts for most
ofthe stars that were not accepted as standards, so with relatively little effort a future observer
could approximately double the number of standard stars in the southern Vilnius system by
completing these measurements.
The possibility of more crowded regions of fainter stars suitable for CCD photometry stan-
dards should also be considered. Note that as PMT's are generally used to measure standards
(they are still more precise than CCD's), the standards must not be too crowded. Open clus-
ters, the 'outskirts' of globular clusters, and regions near the galactic equator should provide
a adequate number of stendard stars which can be observed together in one CCD frame (or
au acceptably small number of frames) with a wide range in magnitude and colour. [t is rec-
ommended that the CCD standard regious of other photometric systems be considered, a.s was
done with the E regions.
Two young, open clusters (Omicron Velorum and Kappa Crucis) were observed in this
study to demonstrate some of the advantages the Vilnius system has over other photometric
systems. As the Vilnius photometry gives the same results (membership, distance modulus,
reddening, age and metallicity) as the other photometric systems (without the additional input
from spectroscopy and proper motion studies that the other systems need), I believe this has
been achieved. However more work needs to be done on isochrones in the Vilnius system, as
other CMD's or colour-colour diagrams (than the Y-V, V CMD used here) may have differing
sensitivities to reddening, metallicity, age etc. In addition, simultaneous isochrone fitting of
different CMD's should increase the precision and accuracy of the results.
As the literature does not agree on the variability (or otherwise) of the brighter members
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of each cluster, a dedicated program of differential photometry would be needed to settle this
question. More measurements are also needed of the faintest stars observed in this study to
decrease their uncertainties in Y-V. Among other things, this would suggest eclipsing binary
candidates (based on either their variability or position in the CMD relative to the main se-
quence). Measurements of eclipsing binaries would provide a valuable independent check sn
the Vilnius system calibrations (of temperature, gravity etc.) and isochrones ae light curveg
of eclipsing binaries, in conjunction with radial velocity curves, yield orbital and astrophysical
parameters (for example mass, gravity, luminosity, distance).
Once the brighter cluster members are accurately known, they can be used as a zerepoint
tie to Vilnius CCD photometry which could rapidly complete observation of all cluster members
to a given limiting magnitude (which could be much fainter than that achieved here given a
larger telescope, such as the M"Lellan one metre at MJUO). This would also allow a better
investigation of reddening variations along the line of sight and within the cluster itself. It
would also allow the possibility of detecting a 'pre.main sequence' sequence, which has been
hinted at by the results from this study.
In conclusion, the basis of a standard star network for the southern Vilnius photometric sys-
tem has been established, and the utility of the Vilnius system for astrophysical measurements
has been demonstrated. Building on these results, the size ofthe southern standard star system
could be doubled with relatively little extra observations (which time did not permit in this
study). Similarly, some further measurements of the cluster stars, plus some CCD observations
to complete the coverage of cluster members and extend the limiting magnitude, would yield
extra astrophysical information.
Appendix A
Overview of the Appendices.
A brief description of the appendices is given here 
- 
note that for the appendices containing
tables, a description of the tables are given at the front of the appendix.
Appendix B lists the stars selected as potential standard stars, either for transforming the
Iocal system to the northern standard system (the 'primary'standards) or as standards of the
southern system (the 'secondary' standards). These have been included for the benefit of any
future observers who wish to continue the development of the southern Vilnius standard system.
Appendix C has two tables; the first is a summarized form of the Observational Log of this
study while the second lists all stars observed in this study with relevant information for an
observer (for example coordinates, visual magnitude, spectral type).
Appendix D gives the individual observations of the prirnary and secondary standard stars
and the two clusters observed (ld Crucis and O Velorum). These have been included so future
observers may add further observations to each star and recalculate their means, and also
investigate possible variability of a star. Appendix E lists the mean values for each star,
splitting the tables into those acceptable as standards and those that currently do not qualify.
Appendix F gives the derivation of Nikonov's method for calculating monochromatic ex-
tinction at any time during observations. Appendix G examines the longer term variations in
extinction at MJUO, to see if a running average over several nights (or seasonally) can be used
for a night for which the extinction was not measured. It was concluded that a running average
is only useful for a photometric night during which the uncertainty in the measured extinction
exceeds 0.03, i.e. the large uncertainty is due to a lack of extinction star observations rather a
poor quality night. Further, the variation in the night-to-night extinction was of the same size
as the change in the mean extinction during difierent seixrons, so mean values for the extinction
should not be used at MJUO. The aerosols and gases ejected into the atmosphere by the June
1991 Mount Pinatubo eruption were found to eignificantly increase both the mean value and
variation in the extinction at MJUO.
Appendix H continues examining extinction, this time using data from the seven Vilnius
filters to investigate the various componente making up atmospheric extinction over the optical
A-l
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region (Rayleigh scattering, aerosol scattering and molecular absorption). As four parameters
have to be fit, the results had such a large scatter that no trends could be found. However,
fixing the Rayleigh parameter reduced the scatter in the remaining parameters sufficiently that
trends throughout a night in the aerosol scattering and ozone absorption could be seen. The
effect of the Mount Pinatubo eruption on the individual components could also be seen; on
average the aerosol extinction was increased by a factor offour while the ozone absorption was
halved.
Appendix I looks at the possibility of making Vilnius filterg out of Schott glasses. OnIy
three of the Schott glass combinations match the standard filters as well as the local filters
provided by the Vilnius Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy, so Schott glasses should
not be used to implement a Vilnius filter system. However Schott glasses might be used to
construct additional filters centred at wavelengths between that of the Vilnius filters so critical
sampling of the wavelength region is achieved. This should result in better transformations
to the standard system (compared to using the local Vilnius filters alone), but still awaits
experimental confi rmation.
Appendix J lists several tables from the literature that were used in this study. They have
been included here as most are from a book by Straiiys (1992), which may be difficult to obtain.
Appendix K gives a glossary of the acronyms used in this study. The meaningof the acronym
is also given the first time it is used in the thesis. Finally, in Appendix L a list of papers relevani
to the project published by this author and coworkers is given. There are also other papers
planned for publication after the completion of this thesis, which can probably be found in later
volumes oI Baltic Astronomy.
A.ppendix B
Catalogs of Candidate Primary and Secondary Standard
Stars.
The followiag tables list the stan+ selected as candidates for prima,ry or eecondary standard
gtaf,g.
The first table are sta.rs selected frsm the Vilaiue catalog (North 1980) to be used to tranr
form tho local photometrie system to thestandard Vilnius sJstem" The filst eolurfin is the star
narner with the next two being the equatorial coordi4ates (for the Epoch 2000). The following
seven colurnnq a.re the Vilnius V magnitude and colouro. Al 'N' in the V magnitude column
indicates that it is reatually a Johnson V rnagnitude taken ftom the catalogue sf Nieolet (19?8).
Similarly, an 'M' indicates Johnson V fron the catalogueo of Mermilliod (lg87a, fl, arid 'L'
indicatee Johnson V from other sources. The second to laot column gives the number of mea"
suleurents' made of the star in the etandard Vilniue systetrI, and the lsst eolumn liets the stsrls
spectral type.
The following two tables are stors selected as oeconda,ry Etandands. The first three colunns
are again the starts naine arid coordinate's-. The next two Golunns are thc Johngon B and V
magnitudee, followed by the stat'e spectral type. The E region eeconda,ry standa,rd etars are
not listed hete as they can be found in the literature, for example fiom Menzies et al- (19E9).
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B-20 Candidate Standard Stars
Appendix C
The Obsernational Log,
Thie appendix contains two table darcribing the sbservations.
The flst (Table C,1) summarizesthe o-beavationg nade eaph nighl,, Coluurn,one showe the
calenda,r date (at the gta,rt of the night), with an astmisk indicating a uote at, the end sf tihe
tabla The s,econd eoluntn grvee [he Julian Date (rninue 2440000.5 dags). The Dext column
lists the okrversl RJD = Richard Dodd, MF = Murray Forbee. The instrurnental setup is
deocribed in the fourth column;
telescopes.:
O/A - Optical Qraftsnran 61 cm
B&C - Boller a,ud Chivcnc 6l em
lm - M"Lellan 1 rn with either the fL3 or fE a€conda.ry miiror
daf,a loggere :
PET - the PET computer
Pe-aPCcomButer
dcteetors (and settinge) :
VLIW PMT - Victoria University of \ilellington PhotoMultiplier Tube EMI 95588
CCD - Thomson CSF TH7882 CDA Charge Coupled Dernice
Ampl # - the amplifieddigcriminator us€d with the PMT
ffEerr:
Vil f - Vilnius'Set 1, 1.5 rnm diarneter filten
Vil 2 - Vilnius Set a 28 nrn diameter filters
An aseesfln€[t of the pbotometdc quatity of the night b giveu in the fifth colunn. The last
colurnn summarires the number of otals (of each type) obeerved that uight;
std - Vilaius primp,ry ctaqdaq-d stq,rs
SFS - South Polar Sequ,ence Vilnius cconda,ty standard candidate staro
oec etd - bright, southern eeoondary gtandard candidata stale
E? - E region s€conda,ry etanda d cqqdidate etqts
EL
c-2 Observational Log
R Arae - differential photometry of the eclipsing binary R Arae and a comparison and
check star
drift-scans - attempts to measure the components of an optical double by drifting the stars
across the diaphragm
std lamp - investigation of beta light source
K Crucis - stars in the tf Crucis open cluster
O Vel - stars in the O Vel open cluster
M41 - stars in the M4t open cluster
NGCI818 - a Large Magellanic Cloud (tMC) "globular cluster" observed for T. Banks
sec extn - stars used to calibrate the secondary extinction coeffcients
dead-time - dead-time calibration measurements (using tEDs)
The second (Table C.2) lists all the stars observed, sorted alphabetically by star name. The
first column gives the star name (or cluster name). Any symbols (in parenthesis) following the
name denote:
(v) - variable star, if primary standard then only used if no others are observable at the time
(v?) - possibly variable star, if primary standard then only used if no others are observable at
the time
(m) - optical double star (may not be accepted as standard star due to possible errors if both
stars not consistently included in later measurements)
(f) - nearby star of similar intensity, so not accepted as standard star due to possible errors
in identifying correct star
The second column gives the Epoch (years) of the star's coordinates, which are given in the
next two columns. These are equatorial coordinates Right Ascension (hours, rninutes, seconds)
and Declination (degrees, m.inutes). The next column lists thestar's'type';
PriStd - Vilnius northern Primary Standard stars
SPS - South Polar Sequence Vilnius secondary standard candidate stars
SecStd - bright, southern Vilnius Secoudary Standard candidate stars
ESecStd - E region Vilnius Secondary Standard candidate stars
PriExtn - southern secondary standard star used to measure the Primary Extinction
SecExtn - southern secondary standard star used to measure the Secondary Extinction
R Arae - an eclipsing binary star
Comp - southern secondary standa.rd star used as the Comparison star for differential pho
tometry of R Arae
Check - southern secondary standard star used as the Check star for differeutial photometry
of R Arae
Program - all remaining stars (not intended as standards)
The last two columns give the Johnson I/ magnitude and spectral class, taken from either the
Vilnius catalog (for the primary standards) or SIMBAD (all other stars).
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l5 Oct 87* 70E3 RJD O/C scope no reductions made
?l Jun 88+ 7333 RJD O/C scope cloudy 8 SPS
22 Jun 88 7334 100% cloud
23 Jun 88 7335 100% cloud
24 Jun 88 7336 photometric 5 std. 8 SPS. R Arae
?7 May 89 7673 RJD O/C *ope clear 3 hours
04 Jun 89r 7681 RJD O/C scope marginal
05 Jun 89 7682 photometric 3 std. 3 SPS. 8 l€ Crucis
06 Jun 89 7683 100% cloud
07 Jun 89 7684 100% cloud












22 Jun 89 7699 photometric { std, 9 SPS




06 Nov 90 820r 100% cloud
07 Nov 90 8202 good I std, 3 sec extn
08 Nov 90 8203 100% cloud
09 Nov 90 8204 RJD
&MF
marginal 6 std












22 Nov 90 a2t7 clear 3 hours
23 Nov 90 8?18 100% cloud
24 Nov 90 E219 cloudy
25 Nov 90 a220 clear 2 hours 4 6td
26 Nov 90 a22l 100% cloud
27 Nov 90 4222 100% cloud
17 Feb 91 8304 MF B&C rcope,
PET logger,
Ampl f3, Vil ;gr
100% cloud
lSFeb 9l 8306 100% cloud
19 Feb 91 8306 cloudy
20 Feb 9l E307 cloudy












27Peb 91+ 8:!14 clear 4 hou]r 5 etd, 10 O Vel, dead-time
28 Feb 9l E216 photometric 6 std, 10 O Vel
continuedon next page
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1l Apr 9l 8357 RJD O/C ecope,
PET logger,
Ampl ;fi I, Vil f 1
cloudy
12 Apr 91 8358 t00% cloud
13 Apr 9l 8359 photometric I etd, 2l O Vel
14 Apr 91 8360 photometric 6std,9OVel





Ampl #3, Vil #1
photometric 8 std, 3 lf Crucis, 6 O Vel
l2 May 91 83{t8 cloudy
13 May 91 8389 clear 3 hours 5 std
14 May 91 8390 clear 5 houra 5 lf Crucis, 7 O Vel, dead-time
15 May 91 8391 100% cloud
l6 May 9l 8392 100% cloud










2t May 9l 8397 marginal I Btd. 11 li Crucis, 7 O Vel
22 May 9l 8398 cloudy
















03 Dec 9l 8593 good I rtd. 4 sec std. 6 M4l

















02 Feb 92 865,1 cloudy I lt Crucis
03 Feb 92 8655 100% cloud
04 Feb 92 E656 100% cloud
05 Feb 92 8657 cloudy NGC1818, R Arae





Ampl {43, Vil f I
photometric 8std,8OVel,3M4l
07Feb 92 8659 100% cloud dead-time
08 Feb 92 8660 good 2 std. 3 l{ Crucis. 13 O Vel
09 Feb 92 8661 good 9 std, 13 O Vel
l0Feb 92 8662 good 11 std, 11 O Vel





Ampl f3, Vil S1
photometric 6 std. 17 K Crucis. R Arae drift-scans
2 Apr 92 4724 good I std, 6 sec std, I 87, 15 /C Crucis
3 Apr 92 8725 good 11 std, 6 sec std, 21. ,i Crucis
4 Apr 92 8726 good 9 btd, 20 sec std, l3 tC Crucrs
5 Apr 92 4727 good l1 std, 30 sec gtd, 4 SPS
6 Apr 92 872A lm scope at f13 cloudy 10 lC Crucis
17Apr 9? 8729 B&C scope 100% cloud dead-tirne
continuedon next page
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19 Apr 92 8731 good 2 std, 6 ii Crucis, R Arae
20 .4,pr 92 8732 cloudy
21 Apr 92 8733 good 5 std. 3 16 Crucis. R Arae
?3 Jun 92t 8796 MF O/C scope cloudy





Ampl f3, vil f I
good l? std. ll sec atd. I SPS
25 Jun 92t 8?98 good l3 std, ?7 sec std, 1 SPS, f E7, I 88, R Arae
26 Jun 92 8799 100% cloud dead-time
27 Jun 9?+ 8800 marginal 13 std, 34 sec std, 4 SPS, 1 E8, I E9, R Arae
28 Jun 92 880 I good 1? SPS, R Arae eclipse
29 Jun 92 8802 100% cloud





























27 Dec 92 8983 photometric 6 std, 4 82, 9 83, 4 M4r
28 Dec 92 8984 cloudy





Ampl f3, Vil dt2
100% cloud
13 Feb 93 9031 100% cloud
14 Feb 93+ 9032 marginal 3 std, E E3
15 Feb 93r 9033 photometric 4 std. 5 E3. 16 E4
16 Feb 93* 9034 good 1l std. 2 E3. 16 E4
l7 Feb 93' 9035 good 4 std, 1? E4
















18 May 93 9125 cl6udy
19 May 93 9126 100% cloud
20 May 93 9r27 photometric 16 std, 1 F/, 1r 86, 1 89, R, Arae
?l May 93 9r28 clear 7 hours 8 std, 6 sec extn (5 86, I E9), R Arae, std
lamp
22 May 93 9129 cloudy l0 std, I E4, 5 86, l0 E8, R Arae
23 May 93 9130 good 1l std, I E4, 14 86,8 E8, r E9,4 16 Crucis,
R Arae





clear t houra 13 std, I El, 2 E7, 12 89, R Arae
30 Jun 93 9168 cloudy
0r Jul 93 9169 good l4 std, I El, I 85, 12 E6, 2 87, lr 89,
R Arae
continuedor nexl oarc








02 Jul. :93 9.170 Aupl S$;
Vil #2 + n6r Y
cleaf 6 hourt 10 etd, I Ei5, 11 E6, ;2 Ei, It anrc
0,8 Jul 9C 9-1?r Eood ?t srd, l 81, i E5; 1? E6, i E?, 16 E9,
R Ar,ae
04 Jul 93 st:72 elear 6 houls 5 std, 1 E6, 17 E6, 2 E7
05 Jul 93 917C r00% cloud
06 J.ul 96 9714 good 7 8td, I Dtf ! 88, I D6, 2 87, 8,D, 9i fi, Arure
07Ju! ,e.3 9175 Bood lE rld, I EJ, 1 85, 14 D6, 2 D7, 14 89,
R i{r*
08Jul 9E 9r78 good 12 etd, 1 E5,t 2 87, ? tG Grtrcig, R Arac
G6 Obsewational Eag
Notes:
15 O-ct 87 Z fflter ldssing
21 Juri 88 the extinction star (ItD122066) dlfiere by 
-1T5 from 2{ Jun 88, probably observed
wroag stir (B'S5250 ig nearby and sirnilhr V nagnitude).
04 Jun 89 the extinctiron star (IID12D66) chrnged by 
-tTO dming the night, ditto aboye note for
21 Jun 88.
27 Feb 91 lbhe PET disk drive waE not workihg, data entered frogl tle,prin0"out,
23 Jr:s 92 dark-eouuto vary iracording to scope?e poeiGioa (electrical-noise Sorn tnrcking motore?)
24 Jw 99 uroved- to the B&0 scope due to nsise problems for&d on'2E Juu 92
25-?7 Jua 92 used wrong cheek etsr f€r R. Arae (HDf50898 instgad of EDf5074t5)
f4 F6-b 93 the dome shutt€r power ocket ehorted and destroyed the computor
1#18 Feb 93 strange rerults from the U filter
c-7
Table C.2: List of observed stars : coordinates, star type, Johnson I/ and Spectral class.






























































































































































































































































































contiaued on next page
c-8 Observational Log
Table C.2 continued from previous page














































































































































































































































































































continued on next paEe
c-9
Table C.2 continued from previous page










































































































































































































































































































conlinued on next page
c-r0 Observational Log
Table C.2 continued from previous page






























































































































































































































































































continued on next page
c-l1
Table C.2 continued from previous page













































































































































































































































































































continued on next DaEe
c-12 Observational Log
Table C.2 continued from previous page












































































































































































































































































































conlinued on next pa8:e
c-r3
Table C,2 continued from previous page













































































































































































































































































































continued on next page
c-r4 Observational Log
Table C.2 continued from previous page








































































































































































































































































































continued on next page
c-15
Table C.2 continued from previous page














































































































































































































































































































concinued on next pa,ge
c-16 Observational Log
Table C,2 continued from previous page















































































































































































































































































































continued on nexl Dase
c-17
Table C.2 continued from previous page














































































































































































































































































































continued oa next DaEe
c-18 Observational Log
Table C.2 continued from previous page












































































































































































Tle folloting tablq grve the rsduced m,agpiitrdes &or,n the indirriduat obaervations of the pri-
rnarystandard,star'o, seeondary stamrdard otars, and the elusters fi Cruejs and O Vel. Thc,y are
riorted 'by etar flair.re; and for the same starn further sorted by date and tirne of obeervation.
Thqe tablq have been included rc latpr obs€rverq rnay add further obseryations to eaeb elar
and rpcalsulate the meao values, and also investigate poesible variability.of a sta,r.
The ffret cslumn in each tiable is the star'a narne. The next colurnn is the obs€rmtion?e
ealepdar date.. The third eolumn is the tinre [Uf) eif the mid-point of the ohorvation, in Aour*
and alinutec. Immediately after this ie the index number n of the obeervation, which indicates
tbis trarr the ntA obaer"rration on that nigbt 
- 
this is uEeful for easy refer€tree ba* to the oiiginal
data file,s s,txd sbcervation logbooks. The reuraining,sevdn crhmns are the reduced V mognitude
and solours,, with their standard devlatioqs. Theae valuee a,re all given to rnriilti-rrragniht;deg
D-r
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D-86 lndi v idual Observations
Appendix E
The Mean Reduced Obserrrations,
The followibg tables give the mean reduced magnitudes from the observations of the prirnary
standa,rd stare,, aecondtuy atandard stara, the clusten$ fi, etucb aud O Vel.
Tbe ffret column ih eaeh table is the etar uaner being eitber an ff number, the E Rcgion
number ueed by Menziec et al. (1989), or the o,pen clueter nunrber (as given by Dachs & Kaie€tr
(I98"d) for lG Crueis and Lyngf, (1959) for O Vel). See the description sf Table C.2 for the
m€lliiqg o{ anlr slabo}e {in parenl,hesis) following the name. The next eight eolu{nlrs contain
Vilsius V magnitude and eolours, including the Y-V colour. Each column has the weighted
rnean (weighted by the standard deviation sf the individual observations) and the standa,rd
deviation of the mean. The final coXumr is the number of obeervations made of the star.
The primary standard stars are not in fact standard stan of the (northern) Vilnius system
brrt the stars that rr,ere obmrvable fiom MJUO, eund so were conaidered,as cartdidate secondary
standa,rd stars (fur the Southern Vilnius syatem), The seco-ndasy standa,rd starg ar€ li$td in
tws tqble, the firgt being bright etars spread across the southern 8ky and the o-ther is starE
hon tihe Harvard E flcgio,ns. Four extta tables followe the sesondary standa,rd atar tabl€s 
-
th@ li6t the remaiarng candidate secondary staDdard s-tars that currently do not qualifu as
c-terdardgr usually bscau$ insufficient obeervatione havp beeo made of the star..
Not all of the star€ listed as observcd in Table C.2 ane given in these tables as, sorne otner-
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Appendix F
Dcrftnation of Niko.nov's Method to determine
f nstantaneous Extinction.
T is appendix shorrs how the method devis€d by Ni.konov (1953) to allow the monochrornatic
extinetion to be me'asured at any time is,derived. The sbservatiooal tiochnique and reduction
algorithm are described in Section 2.6.
Consider an approximate appatent magnitude of the extinction star (ftq,ea6r,), which can
be derived f,tom a least squares' fft of the extinction sta.r'e rnaguitudee verses airurasaes. Thi6
difiers from the exaet apparent ruagnitude (^r,rnr^) by a snall aurount 6o,s26n, ie.
ft","rrn = fro,est;n - 6o,urn' (F.1)
The extinction star has been chosen so it has no colcur dependent term hr the extinction

























wbelo lc'is the ex€tct cxtinction coefrcient.
Applying the approcimate extinction coefficient to a sontrol stal meaaured simultaneously
with the qtinetion atar giveo









fro," tr = iA ntt- (o.*)x*r,







This reqlircs a pinimu,ri of, twe observatious to solve, The ffret obser,'nation is ueually
rnade when the extinction star ia curpulat:iag, t&e soeond when the control star is cunrulating.
Denoting the sbservations by the subscripts 1 and 2 ;
fro,trrt1r = lTlo,antl-6","rmfut'.cet'|r
filo,cattz = fftre,aa2j - 6t,.*^H,'
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Alternately, if N ebcervation$ (uiore than two) sf the extinctiou irnd control star ha\ae beem
made, a linpar leaot squales fit may be done to calculate 6o,",rtn. Ilere'the indepenclelt aad
dependent valiablx (eri,3,i) arc X"ril"f X.srni ffid ffia"cnt\,t ihe intamepti$ fio.,"pr1g and slope is'
6o,eotn,
Appendix G
Long term changes in extinction and the effect of Mount
Pinatubo.
Short term variations of extinction (i.e. on an hourly scale) have already been discussed in
Chapter 2. Longer term variations will now be investigated, motivated by the possibility of
using averaged extinction coeffcients for any nights that have badly determined, or completely
unknown, coefficients.
G.L Correlations between nights.
The following form of auto-correlation was used (Sterken & Manfroid 19926)
o1(dn) =< l/ci(n * dn) - ei(n)l > (G.l)
where A!(n) is the monochromatic extinction (averaged for each night from the hourly mea-
surements of Nikonov's method) for the Julian Date 'n' and /r! (n +dn) is the extinction dn days
later. Plots of a versus dn for each filter all have similar shapes, so, in an attempt to reduce the
'noise', a wa^s averaged acrose all the filters for each dn the top diagram in Figure G.1.
This shows a monotonically increasing difference in the extinction between observations made
dn nights apart, until dnl 5 days. However the apparently good corelations for dn ) 5 are not
reliable as they are based on a small frequency of observations (that have been made dn days
apart), as shown by the lower diagram in Figure G.l. This is also ghown in the top diagram
by the error bars, which were calculated as (OTOZ +fOZllSrequency(6n\, where OT0Z i" th"
standard deviation of the extinction coefficients averaged over all nights.
Therefore, it was concluded that a running average (from |dn nights before and after the
night in question) is oaly useful if the standard deviation of the extinction coefficient (from
that night) exceeds 0T03 and this large uncertainty is due to a lack of suitable extinction star
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Frgure G.1: Auto-correlation o{extinction at MJUO that were measured dn nights apart. The
top diagrann shoffs the auto-correlation averaged a€rose the fflters while the bottom diagrarn
shows the &equency of ob,servations (that were separated by dn nights).
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G.2 The effect of the Mount Pinatubo eruption.
Another possibility is that the mean extinction (averaged over all observations, or perhaps on
a seasonal basis) could be used for nights with uncertain extinction. To investigate this, a
plot of the extinction coefficient (averaged for each night from the hourly measurements as
before) yersus the Julian Date was exanined for each filter. The extinction from the different
filters again closely resembled each other, so *f, was taken as being typical. As the e{Iective
wavelengths of the Vilnius and Johnson V filters are nearly the same, it might be possible
to increase the data set by combining the V extinction from other observers using a Johnson
system at MJUO.
There were three other such systems in use during the period concerned (late 1987 to early
1994); The first system is a Johnson V filter on either the B&C or the O/C telescopes, with
the extinction (Gilmore & Kilmartin 1994) derived from a Bouguer plot using the programs of
Hendon & Kaitchuck (l9Eg).
The second system is a Johnson filter set on the Mclellan one metre telescope using a
Thomson CCD with a Photometrics control system (Tobin 1991). The extinction wa*s calculated
(Banks 1995) from observations of standard stars over a wide range of airmass, simultaneously
fitting the standardisation transformation and extinction coefficients as described by Harris et
al. (1981) and implemented in Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF)(Tody 1986).
The final system is a two channel photonrultiplier instrument on the one metre telescope
using a Johnson V filter (Sullivan 1989). The extinction data (Sullivan 1994) were derived from
custom written software based on a Bouguer plot.
The extinction values found by the different systems were compared for common nights and
agree within 0.A3 mogs/airmass. As another check, the average extinction values (before and
after the Mount Pinatubo eruption) of each system were calculated and again all found to agree
within 0,03 mags/al'rrnoss. This is sufficiently small compared to the long term variations in
extinction that the different systems may be combined with the Vilnius system with reasonable
accurircy.
The atmospheric extinction in the various V passbands measured at MJUO from late 1987
to early 1994 is shown in Figure G.2, with the solid line being a running average (smoothed
over three data points before and after the current data point). The efiect of the 15 June
1991 Mount Pinatubo eruption can clearly be seen, with the dashed lines representing the
aver€e extinction before and after the eruption. Both the mean extinction level and the
scatter about the mean have increased, and some observers had also noted a 'ripple' pattern
of haze was frequently visible during sunset and sunrise (for example this author and Banks
(1994) at MJUO). The increase in average V extinction (0.09 magslafrmoss) is similar to
that found at La Silla (0.078 magsf airmass), SAAO (0.06 mags/airmaas) and Kitt Peak
G-4 Extinetion changes
ot Mt. John from 1987-94


















Figure G.2: The effect of the Mount Pinatubo eruption on extinction at MJUO. The V extinc-
tion coefficients from various photometric systems at MJUO are combined to increase the data
set. The solid line is a running average and the dotted lines are the Pre- and Post-Pinatubo
mean extinction levels.
(0.08 rnags/airrnass)(Grothues & Gochermann 1992) 
- 
see Table H.2 for the other mean
Vilnius extinction coefficients and changes.
It took approximately 80 days for the aerosol cloud to reach New Zealand (Wadsworth
& Cole 1994), with the extinction starting to increase around JD 2448500, and reaching an
initial maximum about 1 October 1991 (JD 2448530). As of June 1994, the extinction has not
yet returned to pre-eruption levels. Further, the night-to-night variations hide any exponential
decay back towards the Mount Pinatubo pre-eruption levels, as also found at La Silla (Grothues
& Gochermann 1992).
The data were also investigated for seasonal effects, as there appeared to be an increase in
the extinction every July since the eruption. A sinusoid was fitted (Rufeuer 1986) separately
to the Pre-Pinatubo data, the Post-Pinatubo data and the combined data (after adjusting the
Post-Pinatubo data to the salne mean level as the Pre-Pinatubo data) but none were found to
be statistically more significant than a single (mean) extinction value. Hence the night-to-night
variations in extinction are greater than any sea.sonal changes, emphasizing that extinction











The Rayleigh, Ozone and Aerosol Extinction Coefficients.
ff .1 Introduction.
The total atmospheric extinction is usually considered to be comprised of three different sources
of extinction; scattering off molecules (Rayleigh scattering), scattering off particles of dust or
droplets of any size (aerosol scattering) and absorption by molecules (van de Hulst 1981, Hayes
& Latham 1975). In the optical region, the main molecular absorption bands are weak Ozone
bands (the Huggins band from 320 
- 
340 nrn and the weaker Chappius band centred at 575 nm)
(Sterken & Manfroid 19926) and some water absorption bands at 710, 809, 970 and 1080 nm
(Hayes & Latham 1975). The water absorption is highly variable and, at a good observatory
site, usually very weak and can be ignored on most nights. This is particrrlarly true for the
Vilnius filter set, as can be seen in Figure 2.12. Therefore the total extinction can be written
as
ktotot = k Ravteigh * k aeroco! * k oron" (H.1)
where the prime (indicating primary extinction) has been dropped.
Determining the total extinction coeffcients at the seven difierent wavelengths of the Vil-
nius system opens the possibility of deriving these individual components and following their
evolution on various time scales (hourly if determined by Nikonov's(1953) method or daily if
determined by Bouguer's method (Hardie 1962)).
H.2 Rayleigh.
The Rayleigh scattering can, in priuciple, be calculated at Standard Temperature and Pressure
(STP) from the following formula (Hayes & Latham 1975)




with the wavelength ), in pm, which was adapted from Penndorf (1957). The formula has been
normalised to .l = I pm, with n being the refractive index and the coefficient 9.497?x10-3
corresponding to the optical thickness of the atmosphere at ,l = 1 prn. This is adusted for the
height h (in &rn) of the observatory above sea-level with the density scale-height for the lower
troposphere assumed to be 7.996 /crn.
The normalised index of refraction term is given by




= 0.2846b * 
1.076x101 + 0'93161_ .(n 
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where ?, P are the actual temperature and pressure during the observations, and ?57p and
PsTp arc 273.15 tt'and 760 mm Hg (= I ahn\ respectively.
H.3 Ozone.
The Ozone extinction can be calculated from
Ito"onu = L'LIao"onfi or^.(\l (H.5)
where cororru is the total ozone content (atm-cn) of the atmosphere in a vertical column of
I crn2 cross-section,K ,rrrr"(l) is the ozone absorption coefficient ("*-t), taken from the tables
of Gast (1960), and l.1l corresponds to the optical thickness of ozone at 3200 A (Hayes &
Latham 1975). Note that the ozone is concentrated between 10 and 35 &m and so is independent
of a ground based observatory's height.
It has been found that the daily variation in ozone content is approximately the $ame as
the seasonal variation (King & Byrne 1976) so the tables of mean ozone content for season and
latitude from Allen (1963) should only be used for seasonal means, not daily values.
H.4 Aerosol.
The aerosol extinction's wavelength dependence is primarily due to the size distribution of
aerosol particles (King & Byrne 1976). By modeling the aerosols as homogeneous spheres with
radius r and complex refractive index n, it has been shown that Mie theory (van de Hulst
H-3
1981, King et al. 1978) gives
rr? Q 
"r1(r, ),, n) N "(r)dr (H.6)
where Qurl is the extinction efficiency factor from Mie theory and N" is the aerosol number
density in a vertical column (cross-section I cm2) in the radius interval r -+ r ! dr.
Equation H.6 can be inverted to obtain N", as was done by King et al. (1978) for observations
of fifty-seven days in T\rcson. Figure H.l shows schematically the (log-1og) size distributions
and corresponding &o".o"o1 'spectrum' for the three different classes found.
The first class is approximately a linear Junge (1963) size distribution and was found for
- 
30To of the observations. This can be characterized in d kau,o"ot diagram by a straight line
(occasionally with a slight curvature) with a large negative slope (o 
- 
*1.5, see below).





which is the empirical formula found by Angstr6m (1929)
(H.7)
(H.8)
koero"ot = pA-" (H.e)
with a = v* - 2. Assuming the size distribution can be characterized by particles with just one
(effective) radius r", then the parameter o is related to this radius (Gutidrrez-Moreno et al.




), o!2+r" ( l, anda < 1=*r" ) .\. Thisempiricalformula
(equation H.9) has been used in many aerosol extinction studies, flor example Hayes & Latham
(1975), Guti6rrez-Moreno et al. (1982), Rufener (1986), Reimann et al. (f992), and Sterken &
Manfroid (19926). Correction of the unrealistic assumption of infinite spread in radius or slight
deviations from the Junge distribution leads to a slight curvature in the &o""o"e1 plot, adding a
quadratic term (King & Byrne 1976)
log (lco""o"o1) = loe (/) - a log (I) * I [og (f )]' (H.10)
The second class is an approximately Gaussian size distribution, which was found for 
- 
30%
of King's observations. In the ko.."o"ot diagram it is characterized by an line with some curvature
and a positive slope, giving a negative o.

























Frgure H.1: The thtee difierent aeroeol eiae distributioaii and their corr,cnponding extinefion
Elqtfiu4.
H-5
acterized by a small o. It was the most common distribution, being found for 
- 
50% of the
observations. This two component distribution is thought to arise from two aerosol production
mechanisms (King et al. lg78), namely
a) nucleation from a gas phase and later coagulation, predominately with rS 0.5 pm
b) particles created by mechanical or wind stress from the Earth's surface, predominately with
rj I pm.
Thus even when Angstriim's empirical formula (equation H.9) is not an appropriate model
for the aerosol size distribution, the sign and magnitude of the parameter o appears to indicate
the type of distribution (Junge, Gaussian or combination).
H.5 Fitting procedures.
The Rayleigh extinction coefficients at STP were calculated using equations H.2 and H.3 and
convolved with the response functions ofthe standard Vilniussystem (see'Iable 1.3) to produce
the effective extinction coefficients of each filter, given in Table H.l.
Similarly, the absorption coef-
ficients of ozone were taken fronr
Gast (1960) and convolved with
the response functions ofthe stan-
dard Vilnius system to produce
the effective absorption coeffi cients
k*-'J of each filter. For com-
parison with the Rayleigh coeffi-
cients, the ozone absorption co-
efficients were then converted to
mean extinction coefficients using
equation H.5 and the total ozone (averaged over a year) at latitude 40"S from Allen (1963).
The aerosol extinction coefficients (equation H.9) were calculated at the effective wavelength
(As) of each filter as the wavelength dependence in the optical region was found to be nearly
flat 
- 
also, it would have been very difficult to calculate the effective extinction as it depends
on o, one of the parameters we wish to fit.
On l3 April 1992, the monochromaticextinction was determined approximately hourly using
Nikonov's method. The extinction on this night showed a gradual, linear, decrease. Fitting the
extinction components may allow Young's(1974) explanation that such decreases in extinction
are due to a slow fallout of aerosols (when the solar driven convection which stirs up the aerosols
Table H.1: Effective Rayleigh and Ozone extinction coeffi-
cients for the standard Vilnius photometric system.
filter ,\s Rayleigh Ozone Ozone
prn) extinction absorption extinction
I 6'7x10-' 2.0x10-
P 0-374 0.464 2.5x10-a ?.4x10-5
X 0.405 0-333 5.4x10-s 1.6x10-5
Y 0.466 0-186 3.9x10-a 1.2x10-3
Z 0.516 0.122 1.9x10-2 5.6x10-3
V 0'544 0.099 3.3x10-? 9.8x10-3
S 0.656 0.047 2'7x10-2 8.0x10-3
H-6 Extiacbian Components
Fitted Extinction Components sn 13 April 1992
14
(rrours)
Figurc HJ; Behaviour sf the Rayleigh extinction during X3 April 1992,
ceaseo) to b-e clecked. Ilenee, the extiuetiou was frtted as e trial using a f,evenbetg=Marquard't
non'liqear least equares subrc,utine (Press et al. 1992) on
ktotnl = 8th&octeighsTp * e2h4rune-,o..t c3l-or (H.11)
whe,rc {r1 rfleasrrr€ the ftacti,onal &ange frora STP and ez Ereagures the fractional chq,oge fto'm
the rnean oaone content.
I{.6 Resulte.
The tptal extinction was fitted for each extinction star me&surement with all fo.ur pera,uoters
fiee. The Rayleigh aomponent (a1) shows a gradual inerease duing the nrg!$ (eee Figue II.2)
while the other para,rieters have such la,rge scatter that ao trcnde can be seen. This large scatter
is due to strong comelations betweel the parameters (especially the Rayleigh comrponent which
is asentially proportional to )-* and the aerosol cornBon€nt, which is prolrortional to A-o),
whiet make the fits very sengitive to measurement ef,rqrs,
To try to reduce thie qcatter, aotraight line was fitted to the Reyleigh coefrcients and a1 was
fixe(l at the appropriate vdue frorn thie line for each lueasuremcnt during the niglt, while the
remain-ing three para,rretes were refitted. This guc'ceeded i4 ledueing the scatter sufficiently









Fitted Extinction Components on 13 April 1992
14
(hours)
Figure H.3: Behaviour of the ozone extinction during 13 April 1992.
At the beginning of the night, the Rayleigh coeficient was
Tsrp P
at = # psrp ^r 0'96'
Assuming P = Pstp, this implies the air temperature T x ll"C, which shows good agreement
with the recorded dome temperature of L2oC. A similar calculation for the end of the night
gives ? ry 
-l0oC. Howevet the dome (interior) tenrperature showed no significanb change from
12"C (i.e. within * 1") during the night. The insulating properties of the dome walls and roof
together with the heat generated by the electronics and telescope & dome motors would tend
to hold the dome interior at a higher temperature than the outside air. Thus it seems more
likely that the air temperature did decrease during the night, to 0"Csay, and the air pressure
also increased slightly.
The ozone content shows a decreasing trend until 
- 
8-9n UT, an increase until 
- 
l5A UT,
when it decreased again (see Figure H.3). As astronomical twilight ended and began at 
- 
7h UT
and 174 UT respectively at sealevel on 13 April 1992(The Astronomica! Almanac 1992), and
the ozone layer is 
- 
2L km above sealevel (Allen 1963), a simple calculation shows that the
twilight for the ozone layer ended/began at 
- 
th/l6^ UT. Thus, it seerns likely that the
decrease in ozone content is due to the Sun's ultraviolet light breaking up the ozone during the
day and the increase is the layer reforming during the night.










is the weakest component of the total extinction (in the wavelength region measured), slightly
too large values in the other components would have a significant effect on the derived ozone
content, forcing it too far down.
To reduce this problem, another filter would be needed to measure a wavelength region with
stronger ozone absorption. The 6000 A region is ruled out, as the H2O absorption band is of
approximately equal size to the ozone absorption there. This only leaves a region at 
- 
3000 A.
The Rayleigh extinction is also large at that wavelength, but fortunately it can be accurately
predicted from measurements of the air temperature and pressure. A blue star (i.e. O or B stars)
would probably be needed as the extinctiorr star to get a good signal at these wavelengths.
The aerosol content (o3, see Figure H.4) shows an overall decrease during the night, with
slight increases at the beginning of the night and between 12-I4h UT. These increases seem to
be correlated with a slight breeze present at those times. However the aerosol size distribution
parameter (aa, see Figure H.5) shows a slight rise until 
- 
l1h UT, then a decrease for the rest
of the night. The small, positive value of aa at the beginning of the night indicates a mixture
of Junge and Gaussian particle size distributions. The increasingly negative value after 1lfr UT
indicates the distribution is becoming more Gaussian as the night progresses, i.e. there are less
small sized particles. It is possible that these small particles (which are caused by nucleation
from a gas phase) coalesce together, forming larger particles while decreasing the total number
of particles (and hence reducing a3 ). Hence, the results are consistent with Young's contention
that the decrease in extinction is due to a decreasing number of aerosols during the night, but
indicates a different mechanism is removing these particles.
The rapid changes in the extinction components (i.e. on a time scale of hours) means fitting
the components to the average extinction coefficients for a night would only be valid for nights
with constant extinction. However, over a long enough time scale (i.e. months or years), the
average extinction might be accurately fitted by the average amount of the components. To test
this, the mean extinction coeffcients for all photometric nights were fitted 
- 
see Figure H.6.
It was necessary to split the data into two sets; before and after the aerosols from the
Mount Pinatubo eruption arrived at MJUO 
- 
see Table H.2. As the aerosols ejected into the
stratosphere may also deplete the ozone layer (Stowe et al. 1992), it was necessary to fit the
ozone and aerosol components to both data sets. However, the Rayleigh component was not
expected to be changed by the eruption so the value derived in the Pre-Pinatubo fit was used
(as a fixed parameter) in the Post-Pinatubo fit. The results are given in Table H.3, where X2
is the chi squared goodness-of-fit parameter.
From Allen (1963), the mean temperature (at sea-level) for latitude 
-45" is - 8"C while
H-9
Fitied Extinction Components on 13 April 1992
Figure H.4: Behaviour of the aerosol extiuction during 13 April 1992.
Fitted Extinction Components on 13 April 1992
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Figure H.6: The mean extinction at MJUO fitted with Rayleigh, Ozone and aerosol components.
The extinction has been divided into two groups; before and after the Mount Pinatubo eruption.
Table H.2: The mean Vilnius extinction coefficients at MJUO 
- 
before, after, and




the mean air pressure at h = I frrn is 899 rnb (at sea-level , Psrp = 1013 rn6), so
8 + 273.15 899
ar N 
- n{F mIE ^, u'vr
which agrees (within the uncertainties) with the derived value. The ozone content is approxi-
mately halved following the eruption, but in view of the large uncertainties in the coefficients,
this decrease may not be real but a result of correlations in the fitting procedure. The aerosol
content has increased by a factor of four, with the particle size distribution becoming more Gaus-
sian (from the Pre-Pinatubo Junge and Gaussian mixture). The aerosol extinction spectrum
looks nearly flat (i.e. grey 
- 
see APinatubo in Table H.3), as was also found by Guti6rrez-
Moreno et al. (1982), Sterken & Manfroid (19920) and Grothues & Gochermann (1992).
ubo) U monochromatic extinction coefficientsPXYZV




0.30 0.24 0.22 0.16
0.11 0.r2 0.09 0.09
H-lr
Table The fitted Ozone
H.7 ConcXwions.
The extiuction data fiom the Vilnius filter eet ean e used to derive the contributiosg frsrn the
R"ayleigb, ozoa* and aeiocol coinponent's. Howener the major compone-nt,,Rayleigh scattering,
should be predicted (from equation II.2 and measuring the aii teruperature and presoure) rat'her
than fitted, to reduee the large uncertainties due to the correlations between the pat4meters.
The rapid cha,nges in all three components mean Nlkonov's methsd (or other similar nethod)
mupt be ue€d to rneasule the extinctioa hourly 
- 
only a night with constaut extinction may be
fitted from the nightns average extinetion. The Mount Pinatubo eruption significantly redueed
the oaone content and increas€d the aeraso-l content (rn tne stratosphere),























Formulation of the Vilnius Filters using Schott glasses.
Flere the possibility of using Schott glasses to make a Vilnius filter set was investigated,l as an
alternative to those produced by the Vilnius Observatory. The transmittance response curves
were taken from the Schott catalog up to ,\ = 10000 A, assuming the detector used does not
response to longer wavelengths - this assumption must be checked as many Schott glasses show
a second (and larger) red leak for ) > 10000 A. Changes in transmittance due to difering
thickness for any particular glass are calculated according to
Ra, (A) = lRa.(t11d'/a' (r.l )
where .R1, is the transmittance at A for a glass thickness d;.
It has been found that the transmittance curves in the catalog are only average values and
may not be accurate for any particular sample of a glass (Young 1994). In particular, the
long-pass glasses (for example WG, GG, OG, and RG glasses) typically vary by 60 A, which
corresponds to approximately a factor of four in thickness. Similarly, the band-pass glasses
(for example UG and BG) have typical errors corresponding to *i0% thickness variations. This
effect can be seen in Figure I.1 where the catalog transmittance curve of BG39 is compared
with a sample measured at VUW 
- 
the red side difers by 
- 
90 .4, from the catalog value. This
is a significant fraction of the FWHM of the Vilnius System filters (typically 250 A), h"n."
orders to manufacturers ehould be specified by the required transmittance curves ra0her than
the glass thickness and the glass combinations given here should be taken only as a guide.
Many different Schott glass combinations were investigated for each Vilnius filter, and ini-
tially compared visually from plots of the tranemittance curves. To quantify the closer matches,
the following formula was used
rating 
- 
lLtr"no't - A').rorollL\oo*l(Reil LeakYo)
(&""*Yo\ (r.2)
I A prescription uaing Schott glassee has already been given by Kulinekas (1990) but four of the filters require
glasscs which are no longer available and the S filter ueed the detector as ite long-wavelength cutofl.
l-1
L2
BGO39 lrnrn Schott Glasses
4000 6'000
wavelength (A)






















Figure I.L Oomparrirnn of lVfeasured and Catalog respotrse$ of Schott glasxreo, here BG39 is
ehswn spline fftted.
where Alrl-r, Alr*g, and Alp"o* a.re the required shifts (in n'arelbngth) of the half-ma:iiruurn
(of the s-hoit aod long wave,length sidee) and the peak tranamittanee to rnatch the gtan'
dar-d fiJter, The {p"o*% is the rnaxirnurn (p"ok) transmittance ae a perceutage and the
fucr! Leak%a 
= 
. Uaing this cr.ude, hut easy to caleulate
fotrrulan the combination of glaws with the smallest tating givee tbe bes,t match to the stan=
datd fflter,
Youu,g (1994) :gives a rnore aeeulate forr,nula for comparing filtere
(r.3)
w.here the trauspittance sf the ffl ers are 8.1 and R6l and the rnagnitpde of a fi'lter is
wt= J [Ed^.
The angle { rneasures the difftreuce between the filiers, 6 - Au rreans the filtere are identical
(apart f,torti a scaliqg factor in the traarmittance) while { = 90d corresponds to completely
nou=overlapping fi lter-o.















Filter Schott glass combination Rating 6s"hott fitoeat(degrees) (degrees)$edx(%)
WG355( 1 rnrn)+UG 1 I (7 mm)
BG23(6mm)*UGl(2mm)
Gq4qq04m)tqq q (e1n*) +BG 3e ( I mrn)
G G 455 (2 mfl +n C e 1 t m rn)TBG39 (2 m mf
GG495(6rnrn)+BG I 8(9rnm)
OG530(3rnm)+BG39( l2rnrn)
RG645 (2 rnm) + BG40 ( 2 m m)
0,003 5.7 7.3




















Table I.l: The Vilnius Filter from Schott asses.
taking the dot product between the vectors. The components of each vector are
E = {ft()1), ft(tr),.. .,.R(r,r,)}
where N is the number of transmittance measurements made of the filter. To ensure each vecror
has measurements at the same wavelengths, the transmittance measurements are interpolated
(using a cubic spline) to all the wavelengths measured in both filters.
The results are shown in Table I.1 and Figure I.2. The table also includes the angle between
the Standard Vilniusfilters (Straiiys & ZdanaviEius 1970) and the local Vilniusfilter set (fl,
as measured in 1990) for comparison.
The Schott U filter shows a slightly better agreement with the standard filter (as measured
by /) than does the local filter. The most significant difference between the Schott filter and
the standard filter is a reduced blue response, which would be more strongly seen for early stars.
However the atmospheric extinction is large at these wavelengths so the efect is expected to be
small. Both glasses (WG335 and UGll) are sensitive to staining by weak acids (for example
from finger-prints or breath) and need either a protective coating (the Schott catalog states
a coating is available but gives no further details) or be sandwiched between other glasses
with stronget resistance to weak acids and which will not change the transmittance curve,
for example WC280. This extra glass can also be used to pad the filters out to a common
optical depth, required for imaging detectors (such as CCD's) where all filters should have the
same focal point, and optional for non-imagingdetectors (such as PMT's) where this is a second
order source of error.
The Schott P filter is a slightly worse match to the standard filter (as measured by {) than
the local filter. It also has a low peak transmittance, being approximately half that of the local
P filter. Like the Schott U filter, it also needs protection against stains, with WG280 again
being suitable.
No Schott glass combination could be found to give a good match to the standard X filter.
The best combination has too strong a red response and a 'blue' leak. The 'blue' leak (at
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Figure I.2r Realization of the Vilnius Photometric ,Syslern using Schott glasses; with the curv6
dra"wn using a eubic spline, The $tandard fflter rixponces are in arbitary units while the Schott
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3650 A) arises from changing the thickness of the GG400 glass from 3 m,m (as given in the
catalog) to I mm, and is probably an artifact of the thickness scaling formula (equation I.1)
and measuring uncertainties of the small transmittance in the cut-on of the glass's response.
If it is a real leak, then it can be removed by adding 7 mm of GG375 glass. The BG39 glass
is used to remove a red leak at 
- 
8000 A, and can be increased in thickness if any red leak
remains. Both BG3 and BG39 are sensitive to staining and either GG375 or WG280 can be
used to protect them.
The Schott Y filter is a better match to the standard filter than the local filter, with a
large peak transmittance but a slightly longer effective wavelength. Again, the BG3 and BG39
glasses need protection.
The large difference on the red side between the Schott Z frlier and the standard filter
occuts as there are no short-pass glasses with a steep enough cut-off at the right wavelength.
A more symmetric combination with nearly the right effective wavelength (GG495(lmm) +
BG18(9mm)) ot*t found but the blue side of the Schott filter would include an absorption liue
at 
- 
4850 .A, (tor normal, early stars) so this combination was rejected. The effect of the larger
red side of the Schott filter can be estimated a^s (for normal stars at least) a stellar spectra is
approximately straight between 5000-5800 A, with a slope proportional to Y-V. The BGl8
glass requires protection against staining 
- 
use either the Schott protective coating or sandwich
the BG18 glass between two GG495 glasses (3 mm thick each). The usual WG280 glass should
not be used as the Schott Z filter already has a total thickness of.l5 mm.
Legend
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Std V Vilnlu Futlt
OG630 3DE + ECO39 te@
o
5000 5200 5400 5600
wavelength (A)
Figure I.2 continued.
The shape of the standard V filter is difficult to match with Schott glasses. However, for
normal stars, the stellar spectra between 5000-6000 A is approximately straight (whose slope
can be estimated from Y-V), with larger absorption features in late stars. Fortunately the
two largest absorption features occur at the blue and red tails of the filters and so are not,
expected to cause major transformation errors. The BG39 glass should be sandwiched between
two OG530 glasses (each 1.5 mm thick) for stain protection 
- 
the WG280 glass can not be
used as the Schott V filter already has a total thickness of 15 mm. The more stain resistant
class of OG530 glass should be used. Either the Z or V filter would define the optical depth to
which the other filters should be padded.
As the standard S filter is an interference filter with a narrow passband, it was not possible
to duplicate it accurately using glass filters. The Schott filter and local filter show similar angles
(/) from the standard filters, however for the local (interference) filter this is due to its passband
being shifted to a longer waveleugth. Stellar spectra on the red eide of the Schott filter imply
that late stars will not transform well (using Y-V 
- 
another filter centred at 6700-6800 A
should provide the required information).
As only four of the Vilnius filters may be matched by Schott filters to an acceptable accuracy
(d < 10"), it was concluded that the filters provided by the Vilnius Observatory will, in general,
give better transformations to the standard system. However, adding extra filters at wavelengths
between the standard filters (to give Young's critical sampling at I nWUn  spacing (Young 1974,






















Table I.2: Filters between the wa
6500 7000
wavelength (A)
of the Vilnius Filter










std S Vllniur flltct











W G320 (2 mm)*UG 1 1 ( 7 rnm)
WG345( 2 mrn)+UG I 1 (5rnm)+8G39 (rmm)
GG 375(3rnm) +UG t ( t rnm)+BG39( 1 mm)
G Ga00t ( I mm) +GG420 ( 1 rn rn) +BG 3 ( 3 rnrn) +BG 3 9 (2 mm)
G G455t ( I rnrn) +G G475 ( I mm) +BG 3 ( I rnrn)+BG 3 I (2 mm)
OG5 15( 3 mm) +BG 18(9rnm)
OG550(3 rnm) +SG t S1a rnm)+8G39 (4rnrn)

















either the Schott filters or the local filters. To investigate this, the 'intermediate wavelength'
Schott filters were calculated from the Schott catalog response curves, with the results given in
Table I.2 and in Figure I.3. The daggers (t) in the table mean the indicated gla-rs was added
to the combination to remove the 'blue' leak discussed earlier (arising from thinning long-pass
glasses). Two filters (Z"hort, Slonr) are missingfrom the table as they could not be made using
Schott glasses.
One way of investigating the usefulness of these extra filters is to add the corresponding
short and long wavelength filters in a linear combination with the local filter (or the Schott
glass version) to see if this improves the match to the standard filter. Using the angle {, the
linear combinations were found to be an improvement in approximately half the caaes. This ie a
surprisingly good result, considering the extra filters were chosen to achieve I FWHU spacing
I-9
Intermediote Schott Vilnius Filters
P X Y ZV S
5000 4000 5000 6000 7000
wovelength (A)
Figure I.3: Comparison of intermediate Schott filters with the Vilnius System, normalised and
spline fitted.
rather than give better matches to the standard filters via linear combinations.
Another way to evaluate the ueefulness of the extra filters is to fit the transformations, iu
this case using synthesized magnitudes derived by convolving stellar spectra (Gunn & Stryker
1983) with the passbands. Even using transformations to only first order, for example,
V-Vs = d0 + ol(Vsho"-V) 1os(V-V6o*)
gives results with a precision better (or at least the same) as the usual transformations,
for example,
V-Vs-ao+or(Y-V)o
and should give more accurate transformations for stars with unusual spectra.
The moet important test is to make some actual obaervations of Vilnius standard stars
using the existing local filters and the 'intermediate'filters. As up to ten extra filters would
be required to achieve I fWnn{ sampling for the Vilnius system, it is recommended that only
two extra filters be made for the initial trial, for example, V"nort and V1eng. It is expected that
a significant improvement could be made using ouly four extra filters; Yehortr Yloog, V"nort and
V1ess, to give more accurate transformations to (Y-V)0, which is then used to transform all








I- 10 Schott g/ass Vilnius flters
ABpendlx J
Tables and Appendices from StraiE s book.
Some of the tabls ftom t-he literature, (maialy f'rorr S'tnui$l (1992)) hqn'e heeo leprodued in
thie appendix for the readerts corrvenience,
Table J.1: Ratio of extlnction (fun the UBV eyster,n ftn a B0 V starr) to eolbur exeess (in the
Viblut syoteq!), R=.A Table 74).Taken fr'DM 199.2





































Table J.2: Vihius mlour Gx{css ratioe for the normal inter-otellar oxtinction law, Takeg from




































































0"65 r.E60;65 1.860.65 r.890.64 1.s0







































































Intrinsic Vilnius colours for the luminosity V and the ZAMS stars. The 06.5-82 stars













































































































































































































J-4 Tablw frorn IiJer,atuse
ftble J.4:
Table 67).




B1 0.11: 0,03BZ 0.rS: 0.20; 0.0?
83 0.21: 0.292 0.10
BE 0.3? 0.4t: 0,16
ts6 10'87: 0.47: 0.17
Bf CI-44: 0-621 0.19
BE 0.50; 0,5E; O'gtBg 0.59,: 0,6?: 0.24
A0 0.05: 0.?E: 0.27
4.1 0.68; 0.82: 0.32A? 0'68: 0.84: 0.36A3 0c68: 0.85: 0'39A5 0.'67: 0.E2 0'43
A7 0,65: g.7T 047
F'0 0-62: 0.70 0.64
Ft 0.5?: 0.65 0.58F5 0.53: 0.59 0.63
FB 0'501 0.6I g-W00 0.48: 0.67 0'79G2 0-47 0.71 0.86
G5 0,47 0.75 0-93
GS 0.49 0.8r 1'05rK0 0.52 0.88 1"16


























Table J.5: Intrinsic Vilnius colours for the luminositv III stars. The 06.5-82 stars are taken
from StdZius & Bobinas (1994), with the remainder from Strai 1992, Table 68).
V_SU_PSp P-X X-Y v-z z-v
07 -0.01 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.01
07.5 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.00 +0.01
08 +0.00 +0.01 +0.00 +0.00 +0-00 +0.01
O8.5 +0'01 +0.02 +0'00 +0.01 +0.00 +0.01
09 +0.01 +0.03 +0.01 +0.0r +0.00 +0.01
o9.5 +0.02 +0.04 +0.01 +0.01 +0.00 +0.01B0 +0.03 +0.05 +0'02 +0-01 +0.00 +0.01
B0.5 +0'04 +0'06 +0.02 +0.02 +0.00 +0'01
B1 +0.07 +0.12 +0.03 +0.03 +0.00 +0.01

















































































































































J-6 Tables from Literatwe
Table J.6: Intrinsic Vilnius colours for the luminosity I stars. The 06.5-82 stars are taken
from SDdZius & Bobinas (1994). with the remainder from 1992. Table







































































































































































































Table J.7: Intrinsic color indices (Y-V)e as a function of Sp and My, Taken from StraiEys
(1992, Table 73).
Mv 
-T -6 -51 0.08 -08 0.06B2 0.105
B3 0.1484 0.1685 0-16
86 0.18
B7 0.19588 0.20







































































































































































B687 0.105B8 0.1289 0.14 0.14A0 0.16 0.15Ar 0.19 0,,175A2 0.20 0.19 8.21A3 0.22t6 0.205 s,225A4 0.s8 A.22 0.23A5 A.24 0,2tt 0.26A6 0.25 0.255 0.26 0-28
.4.7 0.26 0.28 0'29 0.21A8 0.28 0"29 0.30 0,30A9 0.30 0.$2 0.$s 0.s3F0 0.315 0.33 0.36 0.365Fl 0.33 0.36 0.37 0.39:F2 0.35' 0:37 0139 0.42F3 0..$7 0,39 0.41 0.43F4 0.89 0.41 0.43 A.44 0.45
F5 0.110 0.43 0.!16 0.45 0-46F6 0-42 0.44 0.46 0.46 0.46E7 0.45 0.46 0475 0.475 0.475F'8 0-49 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.50:F9 0-51 0-51 0-1S 0.51 0.52 0.5sG0 0.536 0.'62 0'51 0.69 0nbS 0'55Gl 0.5? 0.55 0.54 0.54 0.65 0.55G2 0.615 0-59 0.585 0.S8 0.57 0.56G3 0-636 0.62 0.61 0.595 0.58 0.56G4 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.61 0168 0-5 rG5 0.69 0.6? 0.66 0.63 0.61 0.575G6 0.?1 0.69 0.67 0.64 0.615 0,59G7 0-73 0.71 0.68 0.65 0.625 0'60G8 0.755 0.7$ 0.70 0'67 CI.64 0.61 0.S8Gg 0.715 0-?.tb 0-715 0.685 0"656 0.626 0.596K0 0€1 0.?76 0.?4 0.?15 0:68 0.65 0'62Kl 0.85 0.81 A:775 0.74 0.71 0.68 0.65
K2 0'8-95 0.85 0.82 0.78 0.?5 4.72 0.68K3 0,,935 0.89-5 0.E6 0.83 0.80 0.77 0'74 0"70K4 L-01 0'9? 0.93 0.89 0185 0.815 0.?6 0.?4K5 1.08 1.04 r.00 0.96 0.92 0.8E 0.84 0.80
J-9
Table,tr.8: Os,libration of spectml class€s MK in abeiilute m4gnitude Mv. Talea frowr Straiiye
(1992,.A.ppendix I from StraiZys & Kuriliene (1981
-5'6 -s.E -6'0 -6..3 -6.6 -6-9 -7.2
os -4.0 -5,407 -3'9 -5.2
o8 -3.7 -4.909 -3'5 -4.5B0 -3.1- -4.0Br -2.3 -S-3,82 -1"6 -2.5B3 -1.0 -1.7B5 -0,1 -0.9BO +0'3 




A2 +1"8 +1.3A3 +1.9 +1.5
A5 +2;3 +1.9A7 +2.6 +2.3
F0 +8.0 +2'8F2 +3.? +S'lFr5 +8.7 +3-6
EB +4A s4.lG0 +4"5 +4.4G2 +4.7GE +6.ICE +6.6K0 +6.0
Kl +6.2Kl +6.5







-8.7 -5"9 -6'3 -6'.6 -6.9 -7,,2
-5.5 -5.E -6:2 -6.5 -6-8 -7,2
-6.2 -5.6 -6.r -6.4 -6.V -7,2
-4.9 -5.3 -5-9 -6.3 -6.0 -7,2
-4.4 -4.9 -5.6 -6.r -6.5 -7.2
-3.9 -4-5 -5. -5,9 -6.4 -7A
-3.r -8.? -5.0 -5,9 -6.4 -7.2
-2,9 -&'0 -4,8 -5.9 -6.4 -7,2
-r.2 -r.7 -4.6 -5.9 -6.4 -7.2
-0.9 -l'S -4-+ -5-8 -6.4 -7.2
-0.6 -1.0 -4.2 -5,8 -,6.4 -7.2
-0.3 -0.7 -3.9 -5.8 -6.4 -7-2
+0.1 
-0.4 -3.6 -5.7 -6.4 -7.2
+0.4 -0.r -3.4 -5.5 -6.4 -7.2
+0'7 +0'2 -3-2 -5.3' -6'4 4A
+0'9 +0.4. -8.1 -5.2 -,6.4 -?.S
+1.0 +0.5 
-3.0 -5.1 -6.4 -?.3
+1.4 +0.8 -2'9 -5.0 -6.5 -7.5
+1'7 +1.1 
-2.E -5.0 -6.7 -7.7
+2'2 +1'5 -2.7 -5.0 -6.9 -7.9
+2-4 +1-8 -'"6 -{.9 -7.0 -8.0
+2.6 +2.0 -2'6, -4'8 -:7,! -8.0
+2.8 -?.5 -4.7 -7.2 -,8.1
+2.9 
-2.+. -4.6 -7.2 -8.2
+3.0 +1.1 -2.4 -4.5 -1.2 -8.2
+3.1 +1.0 -2.+ -4.4 -7,2 -8.?
+3.2 +0.9 -2.5 -4.3 -7.0 -8.1
+3.2 +0.8 -2.5 -4.3 -.6,8 -ng
+3.2 +0'E 
-2.6 -,t.& -6-7 -7.7
+0.7 -2.6 -4,8 -6-6 -T'6
+0.6 
-2.8 -4.3 -6.5 -7.5
+0.5 -2.6 -4.4 -6.4 -7.4
+0.3 -2.6 -4.4 -6.? -7.2
+0.0 -2.7 -'4-5 -6,0 -?.0
-0.0 -2.8 -4.6 -6,8 -Gr9
-0.8 -?.9 -4.6 -6.8 -6.8
-0.9 -3.0 -4.7 -5.8 -6.7
-1.0 -3.0 -4.7 -s.8 -6,7
-0.6 -3'l -4.T -6;8 -6,7
-0.1 -8,1 -4.7 -5.E -6.7
J-10 Tables from Literature
Table J.9: Logarithms of stellar effective temperatures and bolometric corrections. Taken from
Straiiys (1992 t ix 3), nall from & Kurilien6 (1981
Sp logT"
V V-III III I-II
BU
























































































































































































































Table J.10: Logarithms of stellar surface gravities (l"Sg). Taken from StraiZys (1992, Ap
pendix 4), originally from StraiZys & Kurilien6 (1981).
Sp ZAMS V IV III II Ib Iab Ia
Ob +4-1306 +4.16










AT +4.36F0 +4.32F2 +4.30







































































































































J_12 Tables ftom Literature
Table J.ll: Logarithms of stellar masses in solar units (log;V lMd. Takeu from Straiiys



















































































+0.52 +0'88 + 1'08
+0.49 +0.85 + 1.04
+0-43 +0.81 + 1.04














































+ 1.20 + 1.40
+1.26 +1.40
+ 1.28 + 1.41




+ 1.30 + 1.45






+ 1.36 + 1.50
+1.38 +1.56
+ l.8l +1. +1.89 + 1'90 +1.92 +1.
J-r3
Table J.12: Logarithms of stellar radii in solar units (logR/R6). Taken from StraiZys (1992,
Appendix 6), originally from Straiiys & Kuriliene (1981
Sp ZAMS V IV III II Ib tab Ia
05 +0.95
06 +0.87OT +0.82





























































































































+ 1'63 + 1.79 +1.93
+r.62 +1.80 +1.96
+ 1.60 + 1.82 + 1.98
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Beliow ie a [iot of relevant paper€ pubXished during this project,.
"Vilaiqs CCD photometry o-f southern clusters 
- 
sorne preliminary reellttrn
Banks, T., Forbes, M. C., Sullivan, D. J. & Dodd, R.J.
Swthem,9.tora $6(L 6z 3), 6g-J3, (1994)
lYilniuc photornetry in the southern heiniepheres
Dodd, R. J., Forbee, M. 0. & Sullivan, D. J.
'IAU Colloquiurn 136 on $tella^r Photometry 
- 
Current Teehniquee aqd Future Develop
ments-', Dublin, Auguot 1992
Cambridge University Press.
"D-eterminiug tim+deperdant atmospheric extinction'
Fotbes, M. C.
Southern S,tcrs 85(l), l-lf , (1992)
sPro,gig5o report on the establishient of the southeru beniophere Vjlniue standard phe
tometric cy-sterf
Forbes, M. C.
Souihem $lars 35(8), 6,9-79, (1993)
'The soutbern Viluiw photometric qystem. I.
tandormation to the standard Vilniue aystem"
For$6s-, M, C-, Dodd, n. J. & Sullivan, D. J.
Baltie Asttvnomg 2(2)" 246-?55, t1993)
aThc eouthern Vilnius, photoinetric sy,stem. II.
The brigh,t, eouthern standard atarsn
Forbeei l[. C., Dodd, R. J. & Sullivan, D. J.
Baltic Actrcnoms 3(31 227*23f , (1994)
(The Southerr Vilniue Fhotonetric Syetem. III.
Observations of E a,ud F Harvard stendaad regions, 47I\rc and somemetal-deficielrt etllst
ZdanaviEirp, K., Dodd, R- J., Forbea, M. C.& Sullivan, D. J.
Baltic Asbono:mg 4,25-38, (f906)
"The gouthern Vilnius photometric eystem. [V.
The E region sta[dard starsP
F'orbea, M, Cr.,, Dodd, R. J. & Sullivan, D. J.
submitted lo Ealtic Aetmnomg,
L1
Iiz Papew
o "Mount Finatubo and atuloopheric extinction at Mount John Univereity Obcervatory
1987-94',
Forbee, M. C,, Baaks, T., Sullivan, D, J., Dodd , R. J., Gilmo.re" A: C. & Kilniartr!, P. M.
The Ohsenatory LL5., 29-30, ( 1995)
o "ASouthorn llomisphere Network of the Seeondary Standard Stars inthe Vilnius FhotG
metric Sy,stern."
Dodd, R. J., F.orbes, M. C., Sulliv,an, D. J. & Zdanavidius, K.
Ba[tie Astmneng 6, 27 L-276, ( 1996)
o "A detailed inv,estigation of atrnospteric extirrction via Vilniue photometry"
Forbeo, y. C., Dodd, R. J, & $ullivan, D, J.
Bsttic Astmnon1 6, 281-295, (1996)
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